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mmomcrroN 
Sedinent is a major problem in the control am utilization 
of surface waters. The question of what controls the mode and rate 
of sediment transport has exercised engineers and scientists for 
JOOre than a century . '!here has been a lot of effort made in the 
past few decades to understand the movement of the bed of alluvial 
channels or rivers. Because of rapid expansion of activity in the 
field of river basin developnent, the importance of this problem has 
been recognized and attanpts have been made to explain this problan . 
However, despite the vast knowledge gained fran intensive research 
on the mechanics of flow over movable beCE, a definite solution to 
this complicated and ·ch allenging problem is not yet available. 
Nature of Sediuent Tran�rt Problens 
Civil engineers associated with water resources developnent 
come across many practical problems related to al luv ial rivers am 
channels. '!bey require knowledge of the sediment load carried by 
rivers and channels or the load that can be carried safely without 
danger of aggradation or degradation. Sane of these important 
problems to be discussed briefly are: 
1) Land Erosion 
2)  Silting of Reserv oirs 
3)  Degradation, hJgradation am Local Scour 
2 
4) Stable Channel Desi gn 
5) Sil t Excluders and Sil t Extractors 
Lam Erosion 
When the amount of rai nfall is in excess of the i nfiltration 
of the soil , the flCM of water over soil surfaces exerts a drag or a 
tractive force on the soil . If this force is suffi ciently large,  
soil �rticles are dislodged and transported along wi th the· water. 
If there is not enough grass, weeds, trees and other vegetation on 
the ground the. transp:>rt of soil is higher. For example, it is es­
ti mated that at least 4 ,  000 million tons of sol id materi al are . 
washed out of the lands in the Uni ted States every year. [4] 
Silting Qf Reservoirs 
Constructing of darns across rivers helps to generate 
�droelectric power as well as stor ing water f �am floods for irriga­
tion and water suppl y  and for fl ood control purposes. After con­
struction of the dams, most of the sedinent is deposi ted in the 
quiet pool of water in the reservoir. 'Ibis reduces the capacity of 
the reservoir avail able for water storage. Cbviousl y, the rate of 
sil ting of the reservoi r wil l depem on the amount of sedinent l oad 
coming into the reservoi r am the amOunt of the sedinent l oad going · 
out through spill ed  water am through sluices. Economic considera­
tions demand that the usef ul life of the reservoir be as long as 
possi ble . 
3 
Degradation. hlgrada tion and lJocal ·Scour 
If a certain length of alluvial stream is in regime or in 
equilibriun , the amount of sediment caning into the reach is equal 
to the sediment going out . However, if incoming am outgoing sedi­
ment loads are different, the bed level rust either rise or fall . A 
rise in bed level is known as aggradation, while a fall in bed level 
is known as degradation. For example, degradation is bound to occur 
downstream of a large reservoir, because most of the sediment car­
ried by the ·river is deposited in the reserv oir.  'ltlus water flowing 
over the dam is alrost clear am is capable of transporting. more 
sediment fran the river bed downstream of the dam . 'Ibis sediment is 
never replenished so. deg radation occurs. If an obstruction, like 
bridge piers, is introduced in a stream there would be a change in 
shear distribution on the bed around the bridge piers . 'Ibis change 
in shear distribution renoves material fran the bed around the 
bridge piers, thus soouring occurs which threatens the pier am 
bridge . 
Olannel Design 
In design of earthen channels flowing through alluvial 
material one must take into acoount the sediment carried along with. 
water . '!be design is difficult because "the slo� ,  the width am the 
depth of flow in the channel under equilibrium coooitions assume 
particular values for given discharges, sediment 
.
load am bed 
material sizes . 'lherefore, the hydraulic engineer is required to 
predict the sedinent load carried by a channel under equilibrium 
coooitions for given channel fluid, aOO flow characteristics. 
Ot:her Related Probl ens 
4 
In addition to the a.l:x>ve-nentioned problems, there are 
several areas in which knowledge of sedinent transport is used by 
engineers . In navigation, in order to develop more am more water 
transport facilities, river channels must be i.Irproved so that they 
are suitable for navigation. Dredging processes to renove silt am 
sand fran rivers, canals, harbors am . basins, construction of atr 
bankment dams, or design of storm sewers am culverts are a few ex­
amples of transport problems. 'Iherefore a rational solution for all 
these problems requires a thorough understanding of various as�;ects 
of the mechanics of sedinent tran5IX>rt. 
Ajms and Pl!rmse of the Research 
In order to canpute the sedinent load tran�r t  in a natural 
river one might ho� that the bed materials are uniform, however for 
JOOst rivers the bed materials are non-uniform which influences the 
water-sedinent interaction. '!he .smaller p9.rticles are surrounded by 
the bigger ones and are tran5IX>rted at a relatively snal.ler rate. 
On the other ha.OO , the bigger p9.rticles are influenced by larger · 
fluid forces than they would be if they were in a uniform sedinent 
bed aoo consequently they are tran5IX>rted faster . 'Iherefore . 
norruniformity of sedinent is considered to be very �rtant. Many 
e;�uations have a�ared i:_ the literature for transport 
calculations. Few of these transport rate theor ies allcw for 
sedinent grading effects and other theories use an equivalent, ef­
fective or significant particle size. 
In 1973 Ackers am White introduced a method which calcu­
lated sediment transport tased on an effective or significant par­
ticle size. [ 1] 'ftley did not take grading of sediment into account. 
In 1980 White and Day presumed that because the river bed materials 
are no�uniform using a significant size is too simplified. '!hey 
modified the Ackers-White tranSIX>rt equation so it can be used in 
transport calculation with graded sedinents. 
5 
In 1984 Jeff LeNandowski , a graduate student at SIEJ, used 
the data fran the White and Day study and modified the original 
Ackers and White equation so it can be applied to graded sedinents 
as well as uniform sedinents. [ 5] He generated a curve for use in 
graded sedinent transport calculation using the threshold values for 
transport in a particular set of data done in the flume studies fran 
the White and Day work. '!be data for this set were not big enough 
to find out how the curve behaves when larger sizes were used. He 
wrote a cxrnputer program to analyze the data. 
'!be goal of this research was to improve the modified 
method. '!he �cific objectives were as follar�s: 
1) Modify the cxrnputer program. so it can be used for any set 
of data given. 
2 )  Generate a new threshold curve, if necessary, using the 
broadest {X)ssible range of seclinent sizes. 
3 )  Verify matching of the calculated modified method con­
centration to measured concentration in river data. 
4 )  Test additional data to verify matching the calculated 
original Ackers-White concentration with calculated 
modified concentration in both flume am r iver data. 
5) Test additional data to verify matching the calculated 
modified trallSI;X)rt values to actual transport values for 




Sediuent-Definition, Origin and Formation 
'.Ihe loose noncohesive material through which a river flows 
is generally called sedinent or alluviun . '!hat branch of engineer­
ing which deals with rivers and canals flowing through sedinent and 
transp:>rting sane of it along with water is called fluvial­
hydraulics, sedinent engineering or river dynam ics. '.Ihese channels 
or rivers are called alluvial charmels or· alluvial rivers. 
Most of the sediment t.pat is transported 1:¥ rivers, streams 
and wind or·which is found in deserts has resulted fran the process 
of weathering of rocks . [ 4] Weathering can be defined as the 
process or various ways by wh ich solid rocks are broken up and 
decayed. 'Ihe size, the mineral composition, the density and other 
factors such as surface texture depeoo on the nature of the p:trent 
rock fran which the sediuent is formed. After the p:irent rocks are 
disintegrated, the material is transported fran one place to another 
and deposi ted by streams, wind or glaciers . 'Ihe material is called 
alluv iun if transported and deposited by streams, loess if 
transp:>rted and deposited by wind, and glacial drift if it is 
transported and deposited by glaciers . 
'lile sediuent load which is  carried by stream usually comes 
fran the erosion of ma terial s in the drainage basin. A certain 
amount also originates as a result of erosion of rocks fran the bed · 
am banks of the stream or from land sl ides. 
'!be sedinent load transported by streams varies fran very 
coarse material to very fine material . '!be amount of the sedinent 
load carried depems on the size of material , discharge, slope am 
channel characteristics. 
PrQ�Erties of Individual Sedinentacy Particles 
8 
Properties of imividual sedimentary ptrticles have been 
studi� in great detail by geologists as well as by engineers . 
Geologists have studied these properties in order to trace the 
origin of sediment arXi to study the nature of traJlSIX)rting agents 
while hydraulic engineers have studied these properties because of 
their itrportance in the P1enanenon of sediment traJlSIX)rt. Sane of 
the properties in which hydraulic engineers are interested are size, 
�' mineral canp:>sition, am fall velocity • 
.Siz.e .of. Sediuent Particles 
�nt size, one of the most impo rtant and caraoonly used 
properties, requires more detailed discussion. If all sediment p:tr­
ticles were spteres, then sp!cifying the diameter would be enough. 
However, the sediment ptrticles of the stream beds are canposed of 
nt.merous shapes fran round to flat to needle-like . 'lherefore, 
dianeter as an index of size loses its usual significance. For 
these reasons, such diameters recanmended for use by the subc:x:>mmit­
tee on sediment terminology of the American Geo{ilysical Union [12] 
are defined as follows. 
g· 
. '!he naninal diameter of a p:trti �e is the diameter of a 
S};i"lere having the same volt.Jne as the p:trticle. '!he naninal dianeter 
gives a physical size of the p:trticle. However, in sane problans 
one is interested in the size as related to the mobility of the par­
ticle in the fluid; this gives rise to the definition of sedinenta­
tion dianeter . Sedimentation diameter of a particle is the dianeter 
of a 9Iilere that has the same sp!cific gravity aro the same ter­
minal- settling velocity as · the given particle in the same sedinenta­
tion fluid. 
Sieve diameter of a pa-rticle is the length of the side of 
the snallest �uare -o�ning through which the given particle will 
pass. Sieve openings are square in sh� thus a long particle with 
a very snail cros.ersectional area can pass through a sieve. Sieves 
classify particles on the basis of least cross-sectional area. For 
naturally worn particles· sieve diameter is found to be slightly 
snaller than the naninal diameter . 
Because the sieve and sedinentation diameters are easy to 
measure thE:¥ are COIDIOOnly used. '!he sedinentation diameter is used 
to calculate the settling velocity, for this reason it has greater 
physical significance than the other two dianeters . 
'!he most comroon method used to determine the size frequency · 
is sieve analysis.  In general , the results are presented as 
cunulative-size frequerx.y curves. [ 10] · 'ltle fraction larger than a 
given size is plotted against grain size. Fran this curve it is 
10 
possible to ootain all possible sizes. For example, d35 is th
e size 
of sediment for which 35% of the sample is finer . d50 or the median 
dianeter is the size for which 50% of the sample is finer. 'Ihese 
sizes are shown in Figure 1 .  'Ibis sediment size frequency distribu-
tion is used to help describe the tranBIX>rted seditrent am the sedi­
ment mixture formin g the bed of a river.  [7] 
'!he variety of I8rti.cl.e sizes am shapes present in streams 
requires the use of standard sizes. '!be dianeter size classifica-
tion used in .this research was proposed � the American Geo};ilysical 
Union SUbcolmnittee on Sediment-Terminology and is given in Table 1 .  
ShaJ;e � Sedirrent Particles 
'!be shape of the I8rticl.e influences the mean velocity of 
the flow at which the I8rti.cle moves. S};ecialists of soil mechanics 
have found that the shape of the :farticles is a significant variable 
in determining the porosity (the percentage of the whole sp:tce which 
is not occupied 1:¥ solid grains) , permeability and cohesivity of 
soils. 
Because fall velocity is a significant p:trameter in sediment 
tranBIX>rt, considerable work has been done in studying the effect of 
shape on the fall velocity of sedinent :farticl.es. As a result of 
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4. 64x10 _3 
2. 32xl0 _3 
1.16x10_4 
5. 80x10 _4 
2.89xl0 
�-------------------------------------- � ----------------
is most suitable for studying the effect of shape on �he fall 
velocity, where a, b, c are respectively, the lengths of longest, 




'!he mineral canlX)sition of the individual p:lrticles is an 
impo rtant property because sane of the minerals carry records of 
transport history. [4] After extensive study it has been found that 
there is a close relation between the mineral canposition am the 
sediment si�e. Coarse material such as sands are made of a very 
high percentage of quart% along with a small perce ntage of other 
minerals. With a deCrease in size, the percentage of quart% 
decreases and percentage of clay minerals increases. '!he specific 
gravity (unit weight of a substance divided by the unit weight of 
water) ·_of sediment deperos on the mine ral cunposition of the :tar­
ticles. Because the water borne sands contain a very large J;ercent­
age of quartz the specific gravity varies between 2 .6 0  and 2 .70 . 
For all practical �poses, the specific gravity of river material 
is assumed to be 2 .65 . 
Other PtQperti.es 
Other properties of individual sedimentary Ia rticles in­
cludes specific weight, the dry weight J;er unit volmne of sedinent; 
surface texture, the aggregate of minor features of the grain 
427595 
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surface arx1 finally an inp:>rtant pro�rty, fall Wlocity which 
designates the rate of fall of a particle in water. '!his is used to 
estimate resistance to flar� am the rate of sediment trarlSIX>rt. 
All of these pro�rties have been used 1:¥ hydraulic en­
gineers to calculate the rate of sediment trarlSIX>rt, compute the 
life of reservoirs, oanpute the dimensions of P'lysical roodels, 
evaluate the soour depth and the silting of estuaries and other 
problans related to sediment. 
Sedj vent fttwenent in General 
'!he ·boundaries of an alluvial channel are canposed of a 
variety of sediment particle sizes. When the water flows along this 
boundacy, sane particles move with the water because of the forces 
due to the flow. '1\io oanponents of lydrodynamic forces exert forces 
on the particles, one parallel to the direction of flow, called the 
drag, and the other normal to the flow, called the lift. '!be drag 
is due to pressure difference in front and behind the particle while 
the lift is due to pressure difference above and below the particle. 
Og;x>sing these forces is the sutmerged weight of the pa rticle plus 
any constraining force caused t¥ contact with the other p:trticl.es. 
If the lift force at· any instant becanes larger than the sul:merged 
weight, the particle will be lifted bodily fran the bed. '!he drag 
force acting on the particle may also tend to move it dc:Mnstream, so 
that its motion will be in the nature of a hop. [9] 
�>des of Sedinent Ttan�rt 
-Sediment particles are transp:>rted by flow in one or more of 
the follCMing ways: 
1) Rolling or sliding on the bed (surface creep) • 
2 )  Leaping into the flow and then resting on the bed 
(saltation). 
/ 
3 )  SuspeOOed am s�rted by surrounding fluid during its 
entire motion (s�nsion) • 
'!he sediment sizes which are dragged or rolled along the bed 
for all or };ar
·
t of the time, ar:e called bed load. 'lhe ranainder 
which is s�OOed in ·water am travels with approximately the same 
velocity as water, is called sus�OOed load. '!hat portion of the 
s�nded load which is transp:>rted easily through the channel and 
is governed by the upstream supply rate am not by cx:mposi tion and 
.pro�rties of the bed material is called wash toad. 'Iherefore, 
these sizes have to be handled separately. [7 ]  
'!he bed material load may move entirely as bed load close to 
the bed, or a part of it may move in �nsion as SUSJ;ended load. 
Bence the total sediment load is the sun of the bed load and 
s�nded load and wash load. 
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Ackers and White 
In 1973,  William White am Peter Ackers undertook an inves­
tigation to develop an improved sedinent transport procedure. [1] 
'lbeir  procedure was introduO!d for transport of uniform sediments by 
optimizing equations against aloost 1000 individual sedinent 
transp>rt experilrents. '!hey po stulated that only a pa rt of ·the 
shear stress on the channel bed is effective in causing motion of 
coarse sedinent. In the case of fine sedinents, suspended load 
movement predaninates for which the total shear stress is effective 
in causing the sedinent motion. 'ltley described the movement of 
sediment in groups of three di.nensionless terms: (1) Particle 
mobility, F
9r
; (2)  Sedinent transport, G
9r
; am (3) a dimensionless 
};8rticl.e size, Dgr• In all of their calCulations they used a repre­
sentative dianeter, �5, the size in the bed which is larger than 
35% of the bed material . SinO! the transport procedure is the key 
to this analysis, it is necessary to go through the procedure it:l 
more detail . 
Initially the theory divides the transport into the ranges 
of fine and coarse sedinents. In case of coarse sediment they co� 
sidered the transport as a· bed process arid assumed that only tart of 
the shear stress is effective in Itl0\7ing the coarse sediments. 
'lherefore, the strean power was given by -r cgv, where v is the mean 
stream velocity and -reg is the applied shear stress on the bed which 
17 
is related to a shear velocity u.. '!be measure of the ability of a 
stream tQ move a '};article 
where p is density. 
u* = ·1-r 1 OJ cgp 
'lhe relationship between shear stress, -r cg' and the mean stream 
velocity, v, was described t¥ the rough turbulent equation: 
. I 
u.: = m log ( 12K! Y ) 




' P (a) 
. 
132 log � 
ing it we have: 
where y is the depth of flow, a is· a nl.Elerical oonstant, incor-. 
porating the factor of 12 .3 and Ks' the linear measure of the grain 
roughness to the sedinent diameter, d. 
'lhey defined the resistance of a unit area of grains by the 
shear stress on the layer, imnersed weight, resistance to sliding or 
rolling and a coefficient of friction, tan <P • '!be resulting equa-
tion was: P tan ¢ g (sg- l) d 
where P is the void or picking factor, am sg is the s�cif ic 
gravity. 
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'!hey defined the ratio of applied shear stress, -r 
cg
' to the 
resistance stress as the sediment mobility denoted as F 2 
2cg 
F 
2 = Applied Stress = p [ /32 log ( � ) j 
CXJ Resistance Stress P tan <P g (sg - 1) d 
after rearranging, F
cg
,the sediment mobility for ooarse grains is 
given by :  
ibere will be significant transport when values o f  F cg are above the 
critical values, while no transp:>rt occurs at values of F 
cg 
bel eM 
the critical. '!he efficiency of flCM in the latter case will be 
zero . '!bey defined the efficiency of fl0r1, E , to be the ratio of 
cg . 
useful work to the stream power. '!be useful work per unit of plan� 
area is given by :  
where Wb is the sediment load in lb/ft/sec or W'nv'sec given by 
(4 ,I 
, I I 
I I 
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and � is the tran�rt of bed sedinent expressed as, a concentration 
by weight, i . e. the mass flux of sedinent divided by the mass fla� 
rate ( sg - 1 ) 
E = Useful �rk = � sg 
tan <1> 
cg Stream Power T c:g V 
SUb;tituting for wb, the sediuent load and -r cg' the shear stress 
will give the expression for the efficiency of fla� : 







' the sediment mobility . In order to get the dinensionless sedi­
ment transport rate, G
cg
' the efficienc,y of flow is multipl ied by 
the dimensionless sedinent mobility . 
which is sinl>!ified to 
where G 
cg
' the dimensionless sedinent transport is directly prop:>r­
tional to the sedinent in transport per unit area of the bed . 
Finally, the third group, the dinensionless };article size 
was obtained by considering the Reynolds nunber of an individual 
grain size, which is defined as 
1b = Vd 
132 log ( ¥ ) 'J 
where v is kinematic viscosity . 
v 
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Both F gr and ll, depeOOed on log ( � J am neither of these 
groups renained constant during a set of flune experiments . '!his 
probl.an was avoided 1:¥ replacil;)g � with � 213 F 
gr 
-2/3 and finding 
D , the diuensionless };article size, which they defined as the cube 
gr . 
root of the ratio of inmersed weight to viscous forces 
. ( 
1/3 
Dgr = d g (sg"; 1)  ) 
Fine materials were assuned to Qe transported mainly in 
SUSJ;ension. As was mentioned, the total shear stress is effective 
in causing_ the sediment motion thus: 
T fg = pg y i 
where -r fg is Shear stress for fine grains, y is mean depth of flar� 
(cross section/width) and i is the hydraulic gradient . We can write 
the above equation as : 
{ffu_ J A J·P - 0*fg = · g a i 
where u*fg is the shear velocity of the flew. 
'!he useful work which was done to keep the sediment in 
suspansion is given by :  
X = 
s 
sg - 1 
sg p g y w 
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where w is the fall velocity of the particles, defined by the Stokes 
Law 
_ gd2 (sg - 1) w - 18 \) 
'!bus the efficierx.y of flCM, E
fg 
is the ratio of useful work to 
stream power, . -r fgv , given by _ 
E = X ( (sq - 1) 2 fg s sg 
'!he particle mobility of fine material is assuned to be 
given by the ratio of shear velocity, u*f9 ,to fall velocity, w. 
'Ihus 
u*fg v Ff 
= 
g 2 
g d (sg - 1) 
In order to consider the transition zone (the zone between fine am 
ooarse materials) , it is convenient to consider that 
rather than efficiency of . flCM, Efg
'to be only flDlction of Ffg
· '!be 





lgd ( sg - 1) 
. J r �2/3 1 f Dgr L _j 
Sedinent transport then is defined: 





= ( Xs y ) gr sg d u*fg . v 
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Finally the general transport function is given by 
_ (n + r  J 
G = ( �d) ( u* ) n /, " �)� oii \1 s z  gr sg V (�vj n ! tAd} 
am the general equation for p!rticle mobility is given by . .-(h 
;r::;:::=;;=:=*:::::;::;:: v J 1' � 
u n [ · J 1
-n /r = ��tel tJ 
F 
gr Jgd (sg - 1) J3i log ( �) (>s, ) {/ oK" 
where for coarse sediments n = 1 .0 am for fine sediments n = o .o . 
White am Day used an u�r limit of Froude nunber of .a in 
generating data because no flune data was available for higher 





s sediment transport versus F
gr
' 
the dimensionless sedinent mobility . A curve was drawn through 
these points which awroached asytll)totically to a l imiting value of 
F
gr 
at low values of G
gr 
• 10-4 • 'ltley denoted this value as A, the 
initial motion ptrcmeter, at which transport of uniform sediment 
begins. 
Based on a previous analysis of sediment transport they 
defined the o
9r 
value for transitional sizes to be between 1 am 60 . 
For sand the transitional range includes p:lrticles bebieen ap­





25d with d in millimeters) • 
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Ackers and White develop!d a generalized _ transport equation 
that included sizes within the transitional zone, the function ap-
peared to be :  
G = c ( � - l ) m 
gr A 
where C and m are resp!ctively the coefficient and . exponent of the 
sediment transport function. A is the critical JOObility factor or 
the value at F 
gr 
below whi� no significant
F 
transport is considered 
to take place. 'lberefore, if F gr > A or x
r 
> 1 then transport 
occurs. 
'!hey used an optimizing technique based on aver 1 , 000 sets 
of flune data to detemdne the p:lrameters c, m, A, and n as . single 
value f\D'lCtions of D
gr
• '!hey used a canp.rt:er program to obtain best 
fit values of A, c, m am n. '!bey plotted these p:lraneters versus 
'!he values were assaned to be constant for D
gr 
greater than 
60, where n � 0 .0 
A • 0 .17 
m • 1 .5 
c - 0 .025 
while for the transition zone (1<Dgr <60) 
n �- 1 .00 - 0 .56 log o9r 
----
A = 0 .23/ Dgr + 0 .14 
m = 9 .66/D
gr 
+. · 1 .34 
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Since none of flume data was in the fine range although� 
it was close to Dgr = 1,  they confirmed their assunption that the � 
IOOVement of fine sediment is best described in terms of total bed �r · 
shear . � � � � � �-- �' 
'lhe¥ ooncluded that canp1rison of river data to their func­
tion gave good results. '!hey suggested, however, 100re  study on the 
effects of graded sediments and of unsteady flow coooitions. 
White and �-
In 1980 , William White -decided to inprove the Ackers and 
White method by making it more applicable to stream data with non­
uniform sediments. [13] Thus he and T. J. Day conducted an inves­
tigation at the Hydraulic Research Station in Wallingford, Ehgland. 
'!bey presaned that when the bed is composed of coarse non­
uniform sediments such as sands and gravels the assunption of one 
size, the �S' to describe the whole bed is not sufficient. 
'lherefore, they oonsidered sediment grading effects. 
White am Day assuned that the individual size fractions of 
nonuniform sediments do not have influence on each other . 'Ib 
concluded that the significant or effective };article size in a 
graded material decreases with decreasing transport rates, since the · 
fractions which move are smaller than bed material as a whole. When 
the shear on the bed increases the significant diameter increases 
am subsequently the transport of material increases . 
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'!hey also assuned that when the bed is canposed of 
dissimilar materials with different sizes, the initial JOOVenent of 
any size depems not only on its weight, but al so  upon the variation 
in stability caused t¥ the relative size of surrounding p:1rticles.  
'!he finer sizes are Shielded t¥ larger ones which increases the {Ajl/V\ 'j 
stability of the finer sizes. .'lhe larger sizes are more exposed am 
will have less stability . In this process the significant. dianeter 
at initial roovenent is the largest size in the bed. When trartSIX>rt 
continues the - larger pirticles start to move al'XI cause the snaller 
pirticles to be unoovered. '!he- significant diameter will decrease 
until the point when al l  size fractions are in motion, resulting in 
a oonstant signficant dianeter . 'Iherefore they �roved the theory 
t¥ relating the significant dianeter to the mobility as well as the 
grading of the bed material . t----------------�q�L . 
Data was gatherea fran three sources which provided the 
required information on the distribution of size fractions in 
trartSIX>rt and sufficient range of transport rates for the bed 
material . '!hey also oonducted experiments in a wide tilting flume 
at the Hydraulics Research Station (HRS) • '!Wo series of experiments 
were done to provide the needed data. Series A was bed material 
taken fran a local gravel pit and Series B was a mixture of size 
fractions taken fran Series A material . 'lbese two series are refer-
red to as HRS Series A and HRS Series B .  
wt-..::.te am Day used a process similar to the Ackers-White 
procedure for the required calculation of Dgr' F gr' arxl Ggr . 
However, thE;¥ real ized that any observed transport rate, Ggr for a 
size fraction in a mixture is not directly comparable to a uniform 
bed of the same size moving under the same flow comitions. 
Transport rate in a mixture will always be snaller.....t.han-tf.::u--­
transport rate in a uniform bed to the availabili of differe 
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� cent.ase- in the bed material . adj usted 
the p:1rticle mobility, Ggr for a uniform bed to its new value Ggr
' . 
The adj usted or totalised transport rate for a specific size frac-
--------����� 
tion in a mixture is given �::¥ : 
G ' = G ( 100 ) 2 gr gr -M> .  l. 
where t:. pi, is the percentage of each size fraction in the 
transported load. 
In .order to find A' , which is the value of Fgr at initial 
JOOtion for each fraction within the sedinent mixture, thEey' plotted 
G9r ' as a function of Fgr am calculated A' . They generated a 
threshold curve ilotti A' valJJes determined fran G ' data ver-
sus D , the dimensionless particle size, arXi comp:1red that against 
Acker&-White am Shields uriiforrn threshold curves. The graph is 
>- b 
given in Figure 2 .  '!his graph indicate�s�th�a!:!.!t�...uso'--l.i���SUL�ti�·cl�e�s�-­
�_§IL.Jw.w:u.ll!.lo..Si....1'1 il!JtD\ze at _a la.u� J:D.te!:mo�..ttJiall-Ul-lliDl..tm� 
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(1) · � ·r-1 
-� 
\ 
J{' r , 
�����_l;IWiL.tlcetacl.JCOiu;a,mM:!&-fl>l��g�r� '!he initial 100tion 
.
Plrcmeter of a particle in a mixture deperds on its o9r 
value as in 
a uniform sediment am its position within the grading curve. 
'!bey detennined a pirticl.e size diameter, � 1::¥ plotting the 
D . 
ratio of A'/A versus 
0
'J- , where Di is the dianeter representing 
50 
the size fraction. '!hey defined DA' a critical dianeter in a mix-
ture which exhibits the same threshold coooitions as a uni form sedi­
ment of. the same dicmeter (A' = A) . By replacing the o50 term with · 
the D
A 
term th� plotted A'/A versus DifDA aro found a relationship 
which was described 1::¥ a power �uation. 
A'  
A = o . 4 ( �� to. s + 0 . 6 
'!be graph is presented in 1.gure 3 
'!hey defined a tem fDj4 measure of uniformity of the 
� Dl6  
sediment at which the values- close to unicy i.OOicated a uniform 
0A �84 
sample. '!bey plotted o- versus o- a00 found a relationship so 16 given �::¥ : ( D ) -0 . 28 84 . 
016 
'!bey determined that this relationship can not be used for grada-
. D 
tions that appcoadl a unifo� bed, because as � ratio a� 
16 
proaches 1 .0 ,  the DA term appcoaches 1 .62 times o50 rather than o50 • 
!t>re research in this area was suggested. 
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Finally the conclusion was reached that if the ratio of 
Dj('D
A 
is snaller than 1 .0 then the particle is shielded fran the 
flow and needs more power to be moved. When the ratio is greater 
than 1 .0 the p:trticle is exposed more am therefore needs less pcwer 
to begin movenent. 
Modified Ackers=Wbite 
In 1985 , Jeff A. LEwandowski , a graduate student at snsu, 
took the .Ackers and White method for uniform sediments and adapted 
it for use with norruniform sediments by using an initial rotion p:l­
rameter appcopriate for each size fraction. [5 ]  His work had the 
same aim as the work which was done � White and Day, h<Mever his 
procedure was different. He used two gradations, HRS Series A and 
HRS Series B taken fran the White-Day study . '!he bed material size 
distributions for these series are located in Tables 2 and 3, 
�mix B. '!he Series A data include runs (the nunber of 
separate flow oonditions) which contained fractions varying fran 
very fine sand (VFS) to medium gravel (f.G) • '!he Series B data in-
clu in fran very fine sand to fine gravel . 
Sunmaries of cydraulic measurenents for these series are listed in 
Table 4 ,  App!roix B. 
'!he main obj ective of Lewandavski ' s study was to modify the 
Ackers-White equation so that the transport of graded sediments can 
be calculated as well as uniform sediments. He used a process 
similar to the Ackers-White procedure. Size distribution of 
31 
tranBIX>rted material was used to find the tranBIX>rted percentage of 
eadl size fraction. '!he tranBIX>rted percentages were then used to 
find the values of the sedinent concentration for each size fraction 
by nultiplying then with the mean sedinent concentration. '!hen the 
concentration of each size fraction was divided by its cor respoooing 
percentage of the bed sample so it can be treated as an entire bed 
sample. He then calculated Ggr • ,  the dinensionless sedinent . 
tranBIX>rt rate for an individual size fraction. He found A' , the 




gr' the dimensionless sediment
-
mobility . 
A J'lStl threshold curve was generated by plotting A' versus 
Dgr' the dimensionless grain size. '!he curve is shown in Figure 4 .  
'!be original A values found in the Ackers-White work are shown as 
dashed lines on the figure. 
Since the A' values were scattered, IeNarx:biski dre-� and 
tested nunerous curves through the da. ta. 'Ihe f ina! curve was drawn 




'Ihe curve iooicates that the larger sediment sizes have 
snaller threshold values am as the sizes get snaller the threshold 
values gets higher . '!his behavior of };articles was also noted in 
the White-Day work. 
Because the snail p:trticles are shielded by larger ones, 
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33 
values. Larger p:trticl.es have a greater aoount of surface area 
exposed to the flow, therefore less power is required to move than. 
'Ibis results in lower threshold values. 
'lhe term fDj4, the measure of uniformity of the aggregate 
� �  . 
gradation for HRS Series A, is 4 .28.  'Ibis tetrn is unity for the 
original Ackers-White value based on a uniform sediment. '!be 
----·---- ----
threshold paraneters for other gradations of sediment can be found 
_________ ..,_ 
by linear interpolation between the two uniformity __ oonstants of 1 
--- ---·---· - ·-· 
am 4 .28.  
Be had to revise the original Ackers-White procedures in or­
der to get reasonable values for individual size fraction trarlSp)rt 
with Dgr 
values greater than 60 . '!he values of m, (�' )arxl c are corr 
stants at D
gr
>60 am therefore 
.
when n = 0 the term ....; in: 
goes to zero am given: 
G = X y gr sg d 
As the dianeter (d) increases for a constant G value the con-gr 
centration (X) will be larger am values of m, n, and c will not 
follow the trend in size fraction for aey run . 'lberefore he used a 
constant ter:m y/d for D values greater than 60 resulting in gr 
reasonable values .  
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'!he main obj ective of Uwar.� lWski ' s work, JOOdify ing the 
original Ackers-White to be used for graded sedinents, was ac­
canplished. His results matched the calculated values of the 
original Ackers-White and calculated tran5IX>rt values of each size 
fraction. 
He recannended that additional studies should be done to im-
prove the threshold curve and test new data fran different sources. 
Revised Modified Procedure 
The modified procedure used logarithmic interpolation for 
size fractio� that fell between standard gradations in order to 
match the range of sizes given in Table 1 .  ftt:>st of the data taken 
fran either flume or river analysis is not in this range. '!be can-
puter progran which was written for the new procedure was modified 
in order to use any size fraction in the . gradation. 
Using the data fran HRS Series A, the actual threshold 
values, A' . for each size fraction were calculated. The size dis-..--
tribution of tran5IX>rted material and the sedirrent transport co� 
centration and A' values for each size fraction are located in 
Tables 5 to 7 ,  �ooix B .  'l11ese A '  values were plotted versus D 
gr 
values as in the original Ackers-White procedure. The final graph 
is shown in Figure 5 .  '!be .solid l ine  in this figure is drawn to 
Figure 5 shows the larger sizes have snaller threshold values due to 
a higher anount of surface area exposed to the flc:M . 'Ibe smaller 
f.S 
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sizes have higher values of threshold due to hiding by larger ones. 
'!be dashed line is fran Ackers and White' s  original work . If there 
is a snall variation in the position of the curve at fine sizes 
there will be a large variation in transport. 'Ibis is due to the m 
exponent in the transition zone . 
m = 9 .66/D
gr 
+ 1.34 
'!be value of m will be 11 if D gr is equal to 1 .0 .  For large sizes a 
snall Variation in the position of the curve was made for sizes with 
o
9r 
values greater than 26 .0 . '!be results were comp;tred to see if 
the actual transport values for
-
each size fraction will better match 
the calculated transport values. '!he results fran total actual 




The computer program used for this work is modified fran J .  
Lewandowski ' s  work arxl is  included in Ap�rxlix c. '!he language used 
for the program is BASIC. 
'!he data needed for the program includes : 
( 1) The bed material size distribution gradation 
(2) Discharge, slo� and velocity arx1 depth 
(3) Specific gravity of the sedinent and ten:perature of the 
water . 
'!he output for each run contains the concentration calculated fran 
the original Ackers-White equations, and the concentration based on 
. the sum of the fractions using the modified method. 
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RmJL'lS AND DISaJSSION 
'!be sedi.nent tranBIX>rt concentration is the quantity of 
sediment relative to the quantity of tranBIX>rting or s�nding 
fluid. Concentration of Susp:!nded sedinent is usually expressed in 
�1. It . is based on the weight of sedinent per liter of water-
sedinent mixture .  'lhese ooncentrations are oonverted to p:1rts �;er 
million by using factors in Table 8, App!ooix B. [11] 
'!he concentrations designating the sedinent flux in this 
work are given in parts �r million by weight of fluid flux. 'lb 
calculate the quantity of sedinent that is carried p:tst any cross 
section of strean ( in  weight units ) , the concentration must be mul-
tipl. ied by the �cific weight arx3 discharge of the fluid. If the 
concentrations are expressed in p:lrts per million, the 10
6 
value is 
used. 'lb convert the value to tons per day, the equation 
43 . 2  
is used. 
'Dle canparison of the actual total ooncentration values arx3 
the four calculated total concentrations for the HRS Series A data 
is shown in Figure 6 • '!he original Ackers-White is denoted by a 
triangle, the White-Day by a star, the modified procedure by a 
B;Iuare, and the revised modified procedure by a diamom. '!be solid 
line repr esents the theoretical line of best fit at which the 
measured concentration is equal to the · cal culated · concentration. 
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factor of 2 of the theoretical best fit.  !:-_ the 11 runs using the 
HRS Series A data, the modified procedure yields better results than 
White-Day procedure for runs 3,  5 ,  6 ,  8 ,  am 11 . It is noticed that 
for runs 7 to 11 where the total concentration is high, the 
White-Day and modified procedure have sindl.ar results. For runs 1 
to 5 where the total concentration is . low, the revised modified pr� 
cedure y ields better results than modified procedure.  'Ibis resulted 
fran l<:Mering the curve in Figure 5 for Dgr greater than 26 . '!be 
or iginal Ackers-White procedure yields high values for the lower 
measured concentrations and approaches the theoretical line for 
large concentrations. 
Because the White-Day procedure was derived fran both HRS 
Series A and HRS Series B, the points should have good agreement 
with the theoretical line. '!he threshold curve for the modified 
procedure was only derived from the HRS Series A data. '!he total 
· concentrations are listed in Table 22 in At>Fendix D. 
'!be size fraction concentrations were calculated for HRS 
Series A using White-Day , mxlified, and revised modified procedures. 
'lbese values, along with the actual size fraction concentrations are 
listed in Table 23 , �ooix D .  '!he calculated concentrations were 
plotted for each run in two different ways. '!hey were plotted by 
size fractions and against the actual concentration values.  'Ihese 
graphs are shown in Figures 7 to 2 8 . 
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'!be graphs demonstrate that the fractional concentrations 
using the White-Day procedure result in good values for run nunbers 
one a.OO four . In alrost every run this procedure yields high con­
centration values for sizes 11 to 13 and lew concentration values 
for sizes 14 to 19 . '!he modified procedure teOOs to follow the same 
trems as the actual concentration aoo yield good values. '!he 
revised modified procedure results in good values when the actual 
concentrati·ons for the sizes 4 to 12 are higher than the modified 
procedure.  'Ibis is  noted in rtms 1, 2 ,  and 11 . 
Figure 29 is a plot of the calculated total concentration 
values against the actual total concentration values for the HRS . 
Series B .  '!he calculated total concentrations are located in 
Table 24,  Ap�ndix D. In the 9 runs using the HRS Series B the 
modified procedure yields better results than White-Day in al l  runs 
except 3 and 8 .  For runs 4 to 9 where the total concentration is 
high, the White-Day and the modified procedure have approximately 
the same values. '!be revised modified procedure yields values 
closer to the theoretical line than modified procedure for every run 
except rtms 4 and 5 .  'Ibis increased transport is due to the fact 
that the curve was lowered as previously noted, for HRS Series A. 
The original Ackers-White procedure follows the same trend as HRS 
Series ·A. It gives high values for lCMer measured concentration and 
· approaches the theoretical line for large measured concentrations. 
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Although the modified procedure was not derived fran HRS 
. Series B, it gives results similar to the White-Day procedure which 
was derived fran both Series A and B .  '!be size distribution of 
transported material arXJ the sedinent transport concentration for 
each size fraction are located in Tables 9 and 10, �mix B .  
'!he transp>rt by size fractions was also calculated for HRS 
Series B .  'Ihese values along with the actual size fraction con- . 
centrations are listed in Table 25 in �mix D. 'Itlese values 
were plotted using the same syntx>ls as those for HRS Series A. · '!he 
graphs are shown in Figures 30 to 41 . '!be White-Day procedure 
yields high concentration values for sizes 12 to 14 in these graphs . 
trerXI was also seen in HRS Series A data. For runs 6 to 9 where the 
measured concentration was high, the White-Day procedure gave good 
results for these sizes. '!he modified procedure tems to follow the 
trends of actual concentration for sizes 1 to 7 where the actual 
concentrations was high. Although the White-Day procedure was 
derived fran both series, it does not always give better results 
than the modified procedure. 
In 1980 G. T. Proffitt coooucted laboratory experiments in a 
tilting flune at the University of canterbury in Netl Zealand. [ 8] 
Proffitt' s  laboratory experinen�s provided the required information 
on the distribution of size fractions in transport and a sufficient 
range of transport rates for bed material to test the modified 
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Figure 33 . Calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Cbncentrations , 
Run 2 ,  HPS Series B .  
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Figure 34 . Concentration by Size Fraction, Rtm 3 ,  
HRS Series B .  
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Figure 3 5 .  calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
Run 3 ,  I illS Series B .  
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Figure 3 6 . · <bncentrations by Size Fraction, Run 4 ,  
HRS Series B .  
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Figure 3 8 .  Concentration by Size Fraction , Rlm 5 ,  
HPS Series B .  
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Figure 39 . Calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations ,  
Run 5 ,  HRS Series B .  
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HRS Series B.  
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Figure 41 . calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
Run 6 ,  rffiS Series B .  
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Figure 4 2  . . Concentration by Size Fraction, Run 7 ,  
HRS Series B .  
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Figure 4 3 . Cal.culated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
Run 7 ,  ERS Series B .  
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Figure 44 . Concentration by Size Fraction , Run 8 ,  
HRS Series B .  
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Figure 4 5 .  calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
Run 8 ,  HRS Series E .  
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Figure 47 � calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Conc�'1trations , 
Run 9 ,  HRS Series B. · 
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sizes, . 075 nm and .150 mn, were excluded in bed IL�:erials because 
. no transport occured for these sizes. '!he bed materials for these 
series were mixed from river gravels with a specific gravi� of 
2 .  71.  '!he hydraulic sliiUllary, bed gradation, size distribution and 
transport concentrations for each size fraction are located in 
Tables 11 to 16 , Appendix B.  
Figures 4 8  to 50 are plots of the calculated total con-
64 
centration values against the actual total concentration values for 
Series 1, 2 ,  and 3·. 'Itlree runs in Series 1, 4 rtms in Series 2 and 




u�d to can};are the results for different 
procedures. '!he terms D 
84 for these series are respectively 2 .26 , 
1 6  
3 .24,  and 2 .7 8 .  In all 3 series the modified and the revised proce-
dure resulted in better values than the White-Day procedure. '!be 
original Ackers-White procedure yields results as good as the 
IOOCli.fied procedure. It was seen in HRS Series A and B when the ac­
tual concentration was high the original Ackers-White gave values 
close to the theoretical line .  All of the rtms for the Proffitt ' s  
series have high totai concentrations. '!be calculated total con­
centrations are located in Table 26 , Appemix D. 'lhe modified pro­
cedure resulted in values closer to the actual total concentration 
than did the Whit�Day procedure. 
'lhe calculated size fraction for the runs in all three 
series were plotted in the same wey as those for HRS Series A and B.  
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66 
C! � �  shown in Figures 51 to 72 . In all three series the graphs 
iooicate that the White-Day procedure calculates closer values to 
the actual concentration for small sizes while the modified and the 
revised modified procedures calculate closer values for large sizes. 
When the total concentration for a run was high in HRS Series A, the 
White-Day procedure resulted in good values for small sizes. '!he 
same trend is seen for the Proffit Series where every run has a high 
total concentration. 
Additional · traJlSIX)rt data was obtained fran a hydraulic 
study of the East Fork River in Wyanlng. [3 ]  The study reach is 3 .3 
km in length and terminates <bmstream at a redload trap constructed 
across the river . '!he general configuration of the study reach is 
shown in Figure 73 . '!he nlltlber shown at each section is the center­
line distance in meters upstream of the bedload trap. Measuranents 
/ 
at section 0 .00 were used to test the modified procedure. '!he 
hydraulic sumnary is located in Table 17 , AR:eooix B .  '!Wo bed 
materials gradations were used. One was at section 43 am another 
was based on the weighted mean grain-size distribution for the enr 
tire study reach. '!be second gradation was determined by giving the 
mean size distribution at each section a weight proportional to the 
· iricranent of channel length it represents. '!he bed-material 
throughout the study reach is predominantly sand with gravel bars 
. S{aced at regular intervals.  '!he bed sedinent grading .for ooth 
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. Figure 54 . calculate vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations 1 
Rlm 2 1 Series 1 .  
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·Figure 56 . calculated vs Actual Si ze Fraction Concentrations , 
Run 3 ,  Series 1 .  
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Figure 58 . cal culated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentr�tions , 
Run 1 ,  Series 2 .  
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Figure 60 . Calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
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Figure 62 . Calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
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Figure 64 . Calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations ,  
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Figure 66 . cal culated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
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Figure 6 8 .  Calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
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Figure 69 . Cbncentration by Size Fraction, Rlm 3 ,  Series 3 .  
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Figure 70 . Calculated vs Actual Size Fraction Concentrations , 
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Figure 71 . Concentration by Size Fraction ,  Run 4 ,  Series 3 . 
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EAST FORK RIVER 
3295 
Figure 73 . -Map o f  the 3 . 3-km study reach , Eas t  Fork Rive r , Wyoming . 
· '!he sedinent load concentration was calculated using the 
. original Ackers-White, the modified, the revised modified, and the 
White-Day procedures. '!he values are located in Table 3 0 ,  
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�mix D. 'Ihese values are plotted on Figures 74 and 75 using the 
same synix>ls as previous figures. In Figure 74,  where section 43 
was used, the modified, the revised modified and the White-Day 
procedures have similar results. ftk>st of the values are outside . 
fran the theoretical lines for a factor of two. However in 
Figure 75, when the bed sedinent grading for the entire reach was 
used, the modified and the revised modified procedure yield results 
better than the White-Day procedure. '!he results fran the modified 
and the revised modified procedures plot very close to the theoreti­
cal line .  Both the original Ackers-White arXl White-Day hav e  similar 
values for section 43 and the entire reach. 
Fourteen data sets fran three sections of the Niobrara River 
near Cody, Nebr�ka [2]  were also used in testing the modified pro­
cedure. '!he hydraulic sumnary and bed sedinent grading are located 
_ in Tables 19 to 21 , �mix B.  An average bed sediment grading was 
used for sections C-2 and C-6 . '!he sedinent load concentration was 
calculated and plotted on Figures 76 to 78 . In aliOOst half of the 
runs the modified and the revised modified total concentrations are 
closer to the actual concentration than White-Day total concentra­
tions. However, the modified Einstein procedure has the closest 
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Calculated vs Actual 'lbtal Concentrations , 
Niobrara Ri. ver , Nebraska (Gaging Sj:ation) • 
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Figure 77 . calculated vs Actual 'Ibtal Concentrations , 
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nethod uses measured data to estinate ti,e unmeasured _sus�nded load 
aro bed load. '!he concentration totals used for the graphs are 
located in Tables 31 to 33,  �mix D. 
Additional data was available fran the Missouri River at 
Qnaha. [6 ]  These runs did not include actual roncentration values. 
'!be concentration calculated using the modified procedure along with 
results fran other transiX>rt procedures was can�red with the corr 
centration calculated 1¥ the modified Einstein, because the modified 
Einstein method in computing the total sedinent discharge incor­
porates a maxi� of rreasured data. '!be hydraul ic sumnary arXl size 
distribution of bed material am calculated concentrations are lo­
cated in Tables 34 to 36 , Ap�ndix D for three different runs. '!he 
modified am the White-Day procedures which calculate concentrations 
based on size fractions, result in concentrations close to those 
calculated with the modified Einstein procedure. The original 
Ackers-Mlite which is based on d35 also gives close results .  
Finally sane statistical analysis was conducted t o  test the 
·slo� of the best fitted line drawn through each set of data for 
different procedures against the slo� of the theoretical line . '!he 
two-tail student ' s t distribution is used to determine whether the 
slo� is significantly different fran the slo� of the theoretical 
l ine . 'Ibe regression analysis is used to find the best fitted line. 
These analysis are corrlucted on the total calculated c6ncentration 
83 
values for the HRS Series A, HRS Series B, Proffitt• s Series, East 
. Fork River, am the Niobrara River . 
'!be null hfix>thesis is that the slo� of the theoretical 
line is 1 .0 and the alternative hypothesis is that the slo� is dif­
ferent fran 1 .0 .  '!be calculatea values of slo� am t are located 
in Table 37 , �ooix D. '!be tatulatea values of t at .OS level of 
probability and the degrees of freedom are located i� Table 3 8 ,  
�ooix D. '!be analysis of variance for each procedure are located 
in �ndix E.  '!he de�roent variable c is the calculated con­
centrations fran the original AckerS-White, the White-Day, the 
modified, the revised modified, am the modified Einstein 
procedures. '!he indepement variable is the actual ooncentrations. 
All of the slo�s for the Ackers-White procedure are sig­
nificantly different fran � .0  in every data set except for the 
Niobrara River . In the White-Day procedure slo�s are not sig­
nificantly dif�erent 
.
from 1 .0 except for the East Fork River at sec­
tion 43 . '!be slo�s for the modified and revised modified 
- procedures are significantly different fran 1 ·.0 for the Proffitt ' s  
Series 1 and 2 data. However for all other data sets the slo� is 
not significantly different from 1 .0 .  
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<DN<LUSIONS RID �TIONS 
'!he conclusion of this research is that the calculated total 
sedircent concentration resulted fran the mcxlified and the revised 
modified procedlres COJUI8res well with the actual tranBIX>rt values 
in both flune and river data. '!be variation in the position of the 
curve inproves the modified procedure in most of the tested data. 
'!he Whit�Day procedure was derived fran both HRS Series A and B and 
the modified pr�e was derived only fran HRS Series A. H<:Mever, 
the total
' 
ooncentrations calculated_ w.ith the modified procedure 
match the actual· concentration better than the Whit�Day procedure 
for HRS Series B (Figure 29) • 
'!he modified and the revised modified total ooncentrations 
calculated for the Proffitt ' s  data are fairly close to the actual 
total ooncentrations. In all 3 series the mcxlified and the revised 
modified procedures result in l:etter values than the White-Day 
procedures (Figures 4 8, 49 , 50) . 
'!be calculated total ooncentrations fran the modified arxl 
the revised modified procedures for the Fast Fork River, Niobrara 
River, and Missouri River are closer to the actual ooncentrations 
.than those calculated 1:¥ White-Day procedure. 'lhese results show 
that the modified and the revised modified procedures work better in 
calculating total ooncentrations for both flume and river data than 
the White-Day procedure.  
85 
'!he modified '"d revised modified procedures yield size 
. . fraction transport that matches the treOOs given by the actual data 
· more closely than the White-Day procedure for HRS Series A and B.  
However, for Proffitt' s  data the size fraction calculated by the 
White-Day procedure are closer to the actual ooncentrations for 
snall sizes while the modified and revised modified procedure calcu­
late closer values for large sizes. 
Mditional studies should be done to inprove the threshold 
curve for size fractions with snail D values. Possible future 
-
gr 
studies should � done by <nnJ;aring the new sedinent transport pro-
cedure with other procedures which take grading of sedinent into ·ac-
oount. 
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LIST OF SYM3CLS 
threshold value for transport 
(value of Fgr 
at initial rotion) 
threshold value for a p:lrticular size fraction 
coefficient based on sediment size 
diameter (ft) at which sedinent acts as a uniform 
material 
89 
diameter ( ft) for which the subscript x indicates the 
t:ercent finer 
dimensionless grain s�ze 
diameter of sediment tarticle 
efficiency of sediment transport process 
dimensionless sediment mobility number 
dimensionless sediment transport rate 
dimensionless sediment transport rate for an in­
dividual fraction 
sediment load (tons/day) 
acceleration due to gravity (ft/s2) 
linear · measure of grain roughness 
exponent in transport equation based on sediment size 
exponent based on sediment size 
void or packing �actor 
�rcentage of naterial in bed 
Reynolds nl.mlber 
slore 






average velocity ( ft/s )  
fall velocity ( ft/ s )  
shear velocity ( ft/s ) 
9 0  
sedinent concentration, mass flux pe r  unit mas s  flow 
rate 
average depth ( ft) 
coefficient replacing constant and k in rough tur-
bulent equation s 
kinematic viscosity of fluid (ft
2 
/s )  
mass density of fluid (slugs/ft
3
) 






















1 2  
13 
-14 
1 5  







Bed Se<iilrent Grading 
Grain Size 
(rnn) 
0 . 0625 
0 . 1 25 
0 . 1 80 
0 . 2 50 
- o . 355 
0 . 425 
0 . 500 
0 . 600 
0 . 71 0  
0 . 850 
& ' 0 Op� y-
() I  I.St?O 
0 I � I  2 1  
!) v 1 '1 
fj-j ; � ol �B�_Y. 
0 I f /(} � 
b , ) 7 7  
0 6C2 7 
{) , 7 7 b ' 
P /1 2::J. O 
-I�-) I I � �0 
1 . 400 
1 . 700 
2 . 360 
3 . 350 
4 . 760 
6 . 3 50 
7 . 850 
9 . 520 
12 . 70 
1 5 . 70 
I ,  �Y.z7 
z 0 0 ]  0 4 
z . � n � 
? l � 9 J '-
), Lf.� 7 'FJ 
1, Q 6?, 
� � �  y f(; 
1 0  <19S b 
l �, ! Z � �  
% finer 
0 . 00 
1 . 72 
3 . 02 
7 . 1 8 
1 8 . 18 
23 . 86 
29 . 61 
33 . 9 2 
36 . 61 
39 . 17 
41 . 3 8 
4 6 . 36 
4 9 . 46 
56 . 42 " 
66 . 52 
76 . 4 0 
87 . 1 5 
94 . 02 
9 7 . 37 
99 . 64 




1 . 72 
1 . 30 
4 . 16 
11 . 00 
5 . 6 8  
5 . 7 5  
4 .  31 
2 . 69 
2 . 56 
2 . zJ: 
4 . 9 8 
3 . 10 
� 6 . 96 
1 0 . 1 0 
9 . 88 
1 0 . 75 
6 . 87 
3 . 3 5 
2 . 27 
0 . 36 
Size 
(� . )  
/ 
















1 7  
1 8  
9 3  
Table 3 · 
Bed Sediment Grading 
Grain Size Series B 
(nm) % finer 
� () . 016rt t.; 0 . 00 
. ::.- a . � 7�- 0, 0 ';). ) 2. 
0 . 1 2 5  2 . 12 
,_ � . /)oo t/, O ;J. t 3  
0 . 1 80 4 . 25 
- /) 1 ;).J 2._1 0 ' 0 y.. 7 
0 . 2 50 - � 0. 2] 3'1 8 . 9 5  O, or; � 7 
· o . 3oo 
- o ,  J z �  3 
0 . 355 
- · 9, 
0 . 4 2 5  
- � 1 Lf6 /I)  
0 . 500 
- � .J" . 7 7  
0 . 600 
- � 1 - z 7 
0 . 710 � · 1 71 ;  -
0 . 850 � 
- () , u z/ 9  
1 . 000 J , l � $!)  
1 . 400 /. - Z 7  
1 . 700 
. �� c> 
2 . 360 ;) e ;; C!J  -
3 . 3 50 3 , 9 ? 3 2. � 
·4 .  760 
-- s C/.97  � 
6 . 350 
14 . 62 
o .  0 6 1 
20 . 72 
o , o s o 
25. 72 
f) ,  O <f3 
30 . 02 
(J, D � 7 7 
32 . 79 
�0� 3 3  
3 5 . 1 2  . 
(), t; 3 p 7 
38 . 19 
r) OJ , o 1 
41 . 26 
o, 0 �  7 
4 8 . 23 o , o y. c; o 
53 . 13 
Oc / ( , ? 3 
70 . 06 {), / 3V 7  
83 . 53 
0 \  / ... )0 
9 8 . 53 
O l O I 'f 7  
100 . 00 
% retained 
2 . 12 
2 . 13 
4 . 70 
5 .• 67 
6 . 10 
5 . 0 3 
4 . 27 
2 . 77 
2 . 33 
3 . 07 
3 . 07 
6 . 9 7 
5 . 00 
1 6 . 9 3 
1 3 . 4 7 
1 5 . 00 
1 . 47 
94 
Table 4 
Mean Hydraulic Data Sunnary 
HRS Series A and B 
HRS Series A 
Q y s VEL TEMP 
(m3/s )  (m) (m/s ) (oC) 
1 0 . 19 9  0 . 166 0 . 00068 0 . 49 2  1 2  
2 0 . 199 0 . 159 0 . 00077 0 . 51 6  1 2  
3 0 . 199 0 . 14 5  0 . 00079 0 . 56 5  1 2  
4 0 . 19 7  0 . 169 0 . 00066 0 . 4 79 1 2  
5 0 . 196 0 . 14 7  0 . 00089 0 . 54 7  1 2  
6 0 . 197  0 . 133 0 . 00109 0 . 608 1 2  
7 0 . 19 7  0 . 123 . 0 . 001 70 0 . 660 1 2  
8 0 . 19 7  0 . 1 31 0 . 00153 0 . 621 1 2  
9 0 . 19 6 · 0 . 121 0 . 00249 0 . 666 1 2  
10 0 . 19 8  0 . 112 0 . 00289 0 . 731 12 
11 0 . 19 3 0 . 107 0 . 00366 0 .  74 5 1 2  
HRS Series B 
1 0 . 20 3  0 . 1 89 0 . 00044'5 0 . 441 12  
2 0 . 210 0 . 184 0 . 000446 0 . 469 1 2  
3 0 . 202 0 . 162 0 . 000722 0 . 516 1 2 . 5  
4 0 . 202 0 . 154 0 . 001616 0 . 539 1 2  
5 0 . 200 0 . 145  0 . 001 769 0 . 567 12 
6 0 . 202 0 . 119 0 . 002262 0 . 69 7  1 2  
- 7 0 . 204 0 . 124 0 . 002188 0 . 677 1 2  
8 0 . 20 0  0 . 11 7  0 . 002614 0 . 700 13 
9 0 . 201 0 . 11 5  0 . 002987 0 . 722 12 
Table . 5 
Size Distribution of Trans{X>rted Material by Size Fractions 
HRS Series A 
(all values are percentages )  
Run :  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 10 11 
Size Grain Size 
tb .  (rnn) 
1 0 . 0625 0 . 12 0 . 1 2 0 . 08 0 . 18 0 . 14 0 . 12 0 . 12 0 . 12 0 . 06 0 . 07 0 . 06 
2 0 . 125  
,. 
0 . 55 0 . 88 1 . 25 0 . 43 o.  85 . o .  81 0 . 90 0 . 60 0 . 59 0 . 40 0 . 50 
3 0 . 1 80 5 . 61 7 . 58 8 . 64 4 7 . 72 7 . 35 7 . 1 8 6 . 26 4 . 83 4 . 1 8  3 . 29 . 3 .  34 
4 0 . 250 2 6 . 44 29 . 1 5  27 . 36 21 . 86 24 . 49  2 3 . 95 18 . 25 14 . 57 1 2 . 65 9 . 90 1 0 . 4 2 
5 0 . 355 1 8 . 45  18 . 2 8 14 . 60 14 . 4 2 12 . 53 11 . 73 8 . 60 8 . 1 5 7 . 23 5 . 27 5 . 1 6 
6 0 . 425 14 . 67 1 3 . 08  10 . 44 1 2 . 06 1 0 . 66 9 . 71 7 . 52 7 . 45 6 . 45 5. 03 5 . 33 
7 0 . 500 10 . 22 8 . 54 7 . 23 9 . 90 7 . 4 2 6 . 76 5 . 71 5 . 89 5 . 04 4 . 25 3 . 43 
8 0 . 600 6 . 50 5 . 58 5 . 52 6 . 96  4 . 89 4 . 31 3 . 85 4 . 44 4 . 01 3 . 16 2 . 82 
9 0 . 710 5 . 03  4 . 1 7 4 . 00 6 . 26 4 . 1 7 3 . 76 3 . 79 4 . 29 3 . 94 3 . 37 2 . 9 8 
. 10  0 . 850 3 . 22 2 . 53 2 . 89 4 . 92 3 . 53 3 . 20 3 . 49 3 . 72 3 . 44 3 . 34 3 . 02 
11 1 . 000 3 . 97 3 . 34 4 . 20 6 . 9 5  5 . 26 4 . 98 5 . 86 6 . 76 6 . 62 7 . 09 6 . 03 
12 1 . 4 00 1 . 48 1 . 33 2 . 0 5 2 . 99 2 . 6 5 2 . 55 3 . 18 3 . 76 3 . 79 4 . 43 3 . 87 
13 1 . 700 1 . 82 1 . 99 4 . 1 6 4 . 1 5 5 . 1 2  5 . 19 6 . 4 3 8 . 26 8 . 53 9 . 81 8 . 54 
14 2 . 360 1 . 23 1 . 69 4 . 84 2 . 63 5 . 90 7 . 04 9 . 40 1 0 . 70 10 . 11 12 . 70 1 1 . 72 
15  3 . 350 0 . 79 1 . 4 7 3 . 11 1 . 67 5 . 4 9  5 . 34 8 . 91 9 . 64 10 . 15 12 . 69 12 . 6 8 
16 4' . 760  - - - - - 2 . 73 5. 71 4 . 90 8 . 1 8 9 . 54 11 . 38 
17  6 . 350 - - - - - 0 . 55 1 . 85 1 . 54 3 . 81 4 . 36 6 . 41 
1 8  7 . 850 - - - - - 0 . 12 0 . 35 0 . 22 1 . 04 1 . 09 1 . 90 
19 9 . 520 - - - - - - 0 . 06 0 . 03 0 . 30 0 . 24 0 . 42 
20 1 2 . 700 
\.0 U'l 
Table 6 
Sedi.Irent TransiX>rt Concentrations of Size Fraction s 
HRS Series A 
(all values are ppn) 
Run 1 2 3 " 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Size Grain Si ze 
t\b .  (mn) 
1 0 . 0625 0 . 0171 0 . 023 0_. 014 2 0 . 0159 0 . 034 . 0 . 036 0 . 11 7  0 . 099 0 . 094 0 . 305 0 . 500 
2 0 . 125  0 . 0785 0 . 170 0 . 2220 0 . 0381 0 . 209 0 . 243  0 . 878 0 . 499 0 . 923 1 . 744 4 . 1 74 
3 0 . 180 0 . 8000 1 . 466  1 . 5370 0 . 4190 1 .  814 2 . 154 6 . 100 4 . 020 6 . 54 2  14 . 34 6  27 . 883 
4 0 . 250 3 . 7700 5 . 640 4 . 8670 1 . 9410 6 . 04 6  7 . 185 1 7 . 800 12 . 130 1 9 . 801 4 3 . 169 86 . 991 
5 0 . 355 2 . 6300 3 . 530 2 . 5970 1 . 2800 3 . 093 3 . 519 8 . 390 6 . 786 11 . 317 22 . 980 4 3 . 078 
6 0 . 425 2 . 1000 2 . 530 1 . 8570 1 . 0700 2 . 631 2 . 913  7 . 336 6 . 203 10 . 096 21 . 933 44 . 497 
7 0 . 500 1 . 4 500 1 . 650 1 . 2860 0 . 8790 1 . 830 2 . 028  5 . 570 4 . 904 7 . 889 1 8 . 532 2 8 . 635  
8 0 . 600 0 . 9300 1 . 080 0 . 9820 0 .  61 80 1 . 210 1 . 29 3  3 . 756 3 . 697 6 . 276 13 . 779 2 3 . 542 
9 0 .  710 0 . 71 8  0 . 807 0 . 7110 0 . 5550 1 . 030 1 . 128  3 . 697 3 . 572 6 . 167 14 . 695  24 . 878 
1 0  0 . 850 0 . 460  0 . 4 89 0 . 5140 0 . 4 360 0 . 871 0 . 960 3 . 404 3 . 097  5 . 384 14 . 564 25 . 212 
11 1 . 000 0 . 567 0 . 64 6  0 . 74 70 0 . 6170 1 . 29 8  1 . 494  5 . 717 5 . 629 10 . 362 30 . 916 50 . 341 
12 1 . 400 0 . 210 0 . 257 0 . 3640 0 . 2650 0 . 654 0 . 765 3 . 102 3 . 130 5 . 932 19 . 317 32 . 308 
13 1 . 700 0 . 260 0 . 385 0 . 74 00 0 . 3680 1 . 264 1 . 557 6 . 273 6 . 878 1 3 . 352 42 . 777 71 . 296 
14 2 . 360 0 . 175  0 . 327 0 . 7960 0 . 2330 1 . 4 56 2 . 11 2  9 . 170 8 . 909 1 5 . 825 55 . 379 97 . 844 
15  3 . 350 0 . 113  0 . 280 0 . 5530 0 . 14 80 1 . 355 1 . 602 8 . 692 8 . 027 1 5 . 887 55 . 336 105 . 859 
16 4 . 760 - - - - - 0 . 819  5 . 570 4 . 0 80 1 2 . 804 41 . 600 95 . 000 
17  6 . 350 - - - - - 0 .'165 1 . 800 1 . 282  5 . 964 19 . 010  53 . 513 
18 7 . 850 - - - - - 0 . 360 0 . 341 0 . 1 83 1 . 627 4 . 7 53 15 . 862 
19 9 . 520 - - - - - - 0 . 058 0 . 025  0 . 4 69 1 . 04 6  3 . 506 
20 1 2 . 700 - - - - - � 
\.0 0'\ 
Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-
Run 
1 . 5040 . 38 4 1  . 3 1 7 6  . 2760 . 2 505 . 2463 . 2 366 
2 . 5 1 80 . 3767 . 3127 . 2770 . 2 547 . 2 544 . 24 6 3  
3 . 5 3 3 1  . 37 58 . 3225 . 29 56 . 2791 . 2782 . 2 680 
. 5003 . 4 005 . 3 32.3 . 2 903 . 2 649 . 2 568 . 2 418 
5 . 5286 . 3892 . 32 30 . 2 917 . 2 755 . 2 697 . 2 597 
6 . 5654 . 4 1 7 1  . 3469 . 3 148 . 3001 . 2955 . 28 52 
7 . 6 1 83 . 4 278 . 3 530 . 32 10 . 3072 . 3020 . 2 894 
.8 .. 6038 . 4 349 . 3 551  . 3214 . 2 990 . 2914 . 2771 
9 . 7264 . 4 800 . 3 884 . 3463 . 3184 . 3111 . 2 953 
10 . 7 049 . 4-, 4  .. . 3733 . 3 308 . 3074 . 2981 . 2 793 
11 . 7 365 . 4601 . 3585 . 3089 . 2 879 . 2 735 . 2 701 
Table 7 
A' Values for Series A Data 
8 9 1 0  1 1  12 
. 22 39 . 2 1 5 3  . 20611 . 1940 . 1779 
. 2 329 . 2249 . 2 172 · . 2034 . 1866 
. 2 511 . 2 4 3 5  . 2 3 32 . 2 191 . 2017 
. 2263 . 2 14 1 . 202 5 . 18 84 . 1722 
. 2457 . 2 3 5 3  . 2229 . 2102 . 1931 
. 27 1 5  . 2601 . 2 470 . 2 332 . 2 152 
. 27 39 . 2601 ' . 2 4 56 . 2 354 . 2 185 
. 2 578 . 2 4 50 . 2 327 . 2204 . 2036 
. 2706 . 2 559 . 2 423 . 2285 . 2 102 
. 2 580 . 2406 . 2 226 . 2091 . 19 1 3  
. 2421 . 22 4 8  . 20 52 . 1956 . 1769 
1 3  1 4  1 5  16 
. 1629 . 14 52 . 1296 
. 1707 . 1 52 3 . 1 361 
. 1 851 . 1670 . 1 503 
. 1 574 . 1 405 . 12 56 
. 1770 . 1587 . 14 2 7  
. 1978 . 1776 . 16 1 1  . 1482 
. 2016 . 1796 . 1648 . 1559 
. 1859 . 1667 . 1 536 . 14 6 4  
. 1 905 . 17 2 0  . 1 588 . 1509 
. 1745 . 1577 . 1 501 . 1511 
. 1608 . 1427 . 1 357 . 13 7 1  
1 7  18 
. 1 387 . 1 399 
. 1486 . 14 2 5  
. 1 390 . 13 30 
. 14 4 4  . 14 po 
. 14 9 3  . 14 9 8  
. 1 357 . 1404 
19 
. 1342 
. 12 4 9  
. 13 37 
. 14 7 1  








0 - 8 
8 . 05- 24 
24 . 2  - 40  
40 . 5  - 56 
56 . 5 - 72 
72 . 5 - 88 







· Table 8 [
11 1 
Factors for Conversion of Sedirrent Concentration in Milligrams 
per Litre to Parts per Million* 
(All values calculated to three significant figures) 
Range of Range of Range of 
Concen- Cone en- Concen-
tration tration tration 
Divide in 1000 Divide in 1000 Divide in 1000 
by ng/1 by ng/1 by ng/1 
1 . 00 201-217 1 . 13 411-424 1 . 26 619-634 
1 . 01 218-232 1 . 14 4 27-44 0  1 . 27 636-650 
1 .. 02 234-248 1 . 15 443-457 1 . 28 652-666 
1 . 03 250-264 1 . 16 4 60-4 73 1 . 29 668-682 
1 . 04 266-280 1 . 17 4 76-489 1 1 .  30  684-698 
1 . 05 282-297 1 . 18 492-506 1 . 31 700-71 5  
1 . 06 299-313 . 1 . 19 508-522 1 . 32 717-730 
1 . 07 31 5-329 1 . 20 524-538 1 . 33 732-74 7 
1 . 08 331-345 1 . 21 540-554 1 . 34 749-762 
1 . 09 34 7- 361 1 . 22 . 566-570 1 . 35 765-780 
1 . 10 363-378 1 . 23 572-585 1 . 36 782-79 6 
1 . 11 380-39 3 1 . 24 587-602 1 . 37 798-810 
1 . 1 2 395-409 1 . 25 604-617 1 . 38 
*Based ort water density of 1 .  000 g/ml and a specific gravity of sedllrent of 2 .  6 5 .  
Divide 
by 
1 . 39 
1 . 40 
1 . 41 
1 . 42 
1 . 43 
1 . 44 
1 . 45 
1 . 46 
1 . 4 7 
1 . 48 
1 . 49 
1 . 50 
\.0 CD 
Run 
Size Grain Size 
No .  (nm) 
1 0 . 0625 
2 0 . 1 2 5  
3 0 . 180 
4 0 . 250 
5 0 . 300 
6 0 . 355 
7 0 . 425  
8 0 . 500 
9 0 . 600 
10 0 . 710  
1 1  0 . 850 
12  1 . 000 
13 1 . 400 
14 1 . 700 
15  2 . 360 
16 3 . 350 
17 4 . 760 
Table 9 
Size Distribution of Transported Material by Size Fraction s 
HRS Series B 
(all values are percentages)  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 . 12 0 . 10 0 . 10 0 . 08 . 0 . 10 0 . 1 5 0 . 10 0 . 60 
0 . 89 1 . 27 0 . 50 1 . 69 1 . 67 1 . 46 0 . 60 0 . 56 
3 . 12 6 . 20 3 . 47 6 . 09 5 . 94 4 . 76 2 . 58 2 . 61 
4 . 2 5  8 . 73 6 . 03 7 . 56 7 . 59 5 . 64 3 .. 43  3 . 44 
5 . 19 9 . 50 8. 34 8 . 14 7 . 77 5 . 64 4 . 12 4 . 34 
5 . 78 8 . 93 8 . 29 7 . 29 6 . 66 5 .  27 ' 4 . 27 4 . 27 
6 . 41 8 . 15 8 . 49 7 . 03 6 . 12 4 . 97 4 . 63 4 . 56 
4 . 90 5. 82 6 . 73 5 . 07 4 . 36 3 . 76 3 . 77 3 . 78 
5 . 91 4 . 40 5 . 90 4 . 35 3 . 60 3 . 38 3 . 68 3 . 51 
5 . 55 4 . 73 5 . 70 4 . 78 3 . 95 4 . 38 4 . 57 4 . 38 
5 . 41 4 . 55 5. 23 4 . 57 3 . 85 3 . 92 4 . 47 4 . 27 
12 . 02 8 . 55 9 . 03  9 . 18 8 . 44 8 . 86 9 . 87 9 . 70 
7 . 74 5 . 47 5 . 72 5. 90 5 . 22 5 . 99 6 . 80 6 . 46 
17 . 91 11 . 95 14 . 01 1 3 . 89 14 . 15 1 5 . 60 17 . 32 16 . 56 
10 . 86 7 . 50 9 . 63 1 0 . 61 11 . 95 1 5 . 41 17 . 68 1 8 . 1 8 
4 . 03 3 . 67 3 . 10 3 . 77 8 . 27 10 . 28 11 . 20 1 2 . 06 
- - - - 0 . 53 0 . 86 0 . 8 8  1 . 1 2  
9 
0 . 07 
0 . 43  
1 . 93 
3 . 01 
4 . 07 
4 . 25 
4 . 64 
3 . 88 
3 . 62 
4 . 63 
4 . 30 
9 . 87 
6 . 70 
16 . 87 
1 8 . 4 2 
12 . 30 
1 . 01 
\0 \.0 
Run 1 
Size Grain Size 
� - (nm) 
1 0 . 0625 0 . 0019 
2 0 . 1250 0 . 0144 
3 0 . 1 800 0 . 0505 
4 0 . 2500 0 . 0688 
5 0 . 3000 0. 084 2  
6 0 . 3550 0 . 0936 
7 0 . 4250 0 . 104 0  ( 
8 0 . 5000 0 . 0794 
9 0 . 6000 0 . 0795 
10 0 . 71 00 0 . 0900 
11 0 . 8500 0 . 0876 
12 1 . 0000 0 . 1950 
13  1 . 4000 0 . 1254 
14 1 . 7000 0 . 2901 
15 2 . 3600 0 . 1 760 
16 3 . 3500 0 . 0653 
17  4 . 7600 --
Table ·10 
Secli.rrent TranspJrt Concentrations of Size Fractions 
HRS Series B 
(all values are ppn} 
2 3 4 5 : 6 -7 . 8 . 
� 
0 . 0030 0 . 0196 0 . 0246 0 � 0754 1 . 124 0 . 6736 5 . 01 5  
0 . 0378 0 . 0981 0 . 5196 1 . 2590 10 . 944 4 . 0410 4 . 680 
0 . 184 8  0 . 6811 1 . 8720 4 . 4780 35 . 533 17 . 3800 21 . 810 
0 . 2601 1 . 1 84 0  2 . 324 0  5 . 7220 4 2 . 280 23 . 1050 2 8 . 750 
0 . 2831 1 . 6350 2 . 504 0 5 . 8400 4 2 . 200 27 . 7500 36 . 200 
0 . 2661 1 . 6270 2 . 2410 5 . 0210 3 9 � 500 2 8 . 7600 3 5 . 690 
0 . 2428 1 . 6660 2 . 1620 4 . 6140 37 . 260 31 . 1900 3 8 . 114 
0 . 1734 1 . 3210 1 . 5590 3 . 2870 2 8 . 1 86 2 5 . 3900 31 . 590 
0 . 1311 1 . 1580 1 . 3370 2 . 7140 2 5 . 3 3 8  24 . 7900 29 . 340 
0 . 14 09 1 . 11 80 1 . 4 690 2 . 9780 32 . 830 30 . 7800 36 . 610 
0 . 1355 1 . 0270 1 . 4050 2 . 9020 29 . 3 86 30 . 1100 3 5 . 690 
0 . 2 547 1 . 7720 2 . 8220 6 . 3630 66 . 420 66 . 4800 81 . 080 
0 . 1630 1 . 1220 1 . 8140 3 . 9350 4 4 . 904 4 5 . 8000 53 . 990 
0 . 3561 2 . 7500 4 . 2710 1 0 . 6690 116 . 940  116 . 6700 1 3 8 . 410 
0 . 2235 1 . 8900 3 . 2620 9 . 0100 115 . 520 119 . 0900 1 51 . 9 50 
0 . 1093 0 . 6085 1 . 1590 6 . 2 350 77 . 060 75. 4400 1 00 . 800 
- - - 0 . 3996 . 6 . 44 60 5 . 9270 9 . 361 . 
9 
0 . 7629 
. 4 . 6860 
21 . 0360 
32 . 8000 
44 . 3600 
4 6 . 3200 
50 . 5700 
4 2 . 2900 
39 . 4 500 
50 . 4600 
4 6 . 8600 
107 . 5700 
73 . 0200 
1 83 . 8700 
200 . 7600 
134 . 0600 
11 . 01 00 






Q y s Vel Tarp 
Run (m3/s)  (m) (m/s) coc> 
1 . 09 ]) J . 14 9  . 0029 . 822 17 . 0  
2 . 04 2 J . o- . 09 2  . 0031 . 657 1 6 . 0 
3 . 07� . 129 . 0028 • 769 16 . 7  
Series 2 
Q b 'h1 ) 
y s Vel Tenp 
Run (m3/s) (m) (m/s) (OC) 
1 . 056 .._, ). . 11 0  . 0030 . 709 16 . 3  v I ( I 
2 • . 086 (}l 1 3 5  . 144 . 0029 • 812 16 . 3  
3 0 . 133 D .  1'/b . 180 . 0029 . 9 2 8  1 6 . 3  
4 o ,  . 150 D �� y . 183 . 0037 1 . 04 2  1 6 . 7 
Series 3 
Q ht' y s Vel Terrp Run (rn3/s )  (rn) (m/s ) (OC) 
I ..) ... .., . 074 0 ,70'6 0 . 122 . 004 3 . 8 56 16 . 3  
0 I 2 . 10 8  Q ,  73  ° . . 1 56 . 0038 . 936  1 6 . 0  
3 2 f . 136 6 l {1� "}.; . 172 . 0035 1 . 016  1 6 . 7  
4 t ) . 084 Q . 11-�, . 134 . 0038 . 860 1 6 . 3 
Table 12  
Bed Sediment Grading 
Size fraction Grain size Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 
(N:> . )  (nm) % finer % retained % finer % retained % finer % . retained 
1 0 . 15 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 78 0 . 89 0 . 78 
2 0 . 21 0 . 78 0 . 89 0 . 78 
0 . 54 1 . 06 0 . 74 
3 0 . 30 1 . 32 1 . 95 1 . 52 
0 . 73 1 . 60 1 . 01 
4 0 . 42 2 . 05 3 . 55 2 . 53 
1 . 36 3 . 12 1 . 94 
5 0 . 60 3 . 41 6 . 67 4 . 47  
3 . 4 8 5 . 43  4 . 13 
6 0 . 853 6 . 89 1 2 . 10 8 . 60 
6 . 65 7 . 67 7 . 86 
7 1 . 20 1 3 . 54 19 . 77 16 � 46  
11 . 68 9 . 29 10 . 46 
8 1 . 68 25 . 22 29 . 06 26 . 92 
l 5 .  6 8  . 12 . 55 14 . 4 8 
9 2 .  41 . 'J � I 40 . 90 41 . 61 41 . 40 
� 1 6 . 04 d 9 . 31 0 11 . 80 
10 . 3 . 35 56 . 94 50 . 92 53 . 20 
1 2 . 10 1 3 . 26 1 7 . 87 � ... ·- . ...-
11 4 . 76 69 . 04 64 . 18 71 . 07 
13 . 65 12 . 25 8 . 15 
12 6 . 35  82 . 69 76 . 43 79 . 22 
7 . 3 8  5 . 76 5 . 28 ,_. 
13 9 . 52 . 90 . 07 82 . 19 84 . 50 0 rv 
5 . 01 5 . 00 5 . 47  
Size fraction Grain Size 
(tb . ) (nm) 
14 12 . 07 
15 19 . 05 
1 6  2 6 . 90 
17 3 8 . 1 0  
Table 12 (Continued) 
Bed Sedilrent Grading 
Series 1 Series 2 
% finer % retained % finer % retained 
9 5 . 0 8  87 . 19 
2 . 43 6 . 42 
97 . 51 93 . 61 
0 . 94 3 . 39 
98 . 4 5 97 . 00  
1 . 55 3 . 00 
100 . 00 100 . 00 
Series 3 
% finer % retained 
89 . 97 
7 . 10 
9 7 . 07 
1 . 13 
9 8 . 20 
1 . 80 





Size Distribution of Transported Material 
by Size Fractions , Series 1 
Rlm 1 2 3 
Size Grain Size % % % % % % 
(N:> . )  (nm) finer retained finer retained finer retained 
/ 
1 . 15 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 0 5 0 . 09 0 . 16 
2 . 21 0 . 05 0 . 09 0 . 16 
0 . 0 8 0 . 0 7 0 . 2 0 
3 . 30 0 . 13 0 . 16 0 . 36 
0 . 18 0 . 17 0 . 32 
4 . 42 0 . 31 0 . 33 0 . 68 
0 . 49 0 . 73 o .  81 
5 . 60 0 . 80 1 . 06 1 . 49 
1 . 98 3 . 373 2 . 9 2 
6 . 853 2 . 78 4 . 79 4 . 41 
7. 46 8 . 22 8 . 4 5 
7 1 . 20 10 . 24 13. 01 12 . 86 
13 . 31 11 . 68 14 . 00 
8 1 . 68 23 . 55 24 . 69 26 . 86 
21 . 29 16 . 7 5 20 . 68 
9 2 . 41 44 . 84 41 . 44 4 7 . 54 
&--- � 20 . 9 3 17 . 69 21 . 76 
10 3 . 35 65 . 77 59 . 13 69 . 30 
13. 64 13 . 16 14 . 1 6 
11 4 . 76 79 . 41 72. 29 83 . 4 6 
12 . 88 14 . 35 1 2 . 31 
12 6 . 3 5 92 . 29 86 . 64 9 5 . 77 
6 . 13 8 . 74 3 . 91 
13 9 . 52 98 . 4 2 95 . 38 99 . 68 
1 1 . 1 2 2 . 91 0 . 32 
14 1 2 . 70 99 . --5  4 98 . 29 100 . 00 
0 . 46 1 . 16 
.1 s  19 . 05 1 00 . 00 99 . 45 
0 . 55 
16 26 . 90 10 . 00 
Rl.m 
Size Grain Size 
�) (rem) 
1 0 . 15 
.....;. 
2 0 . 21 
3 0 . 30 
4 0 . 4 2  
5 0 . 60 
6 0. 853 
7 1 . 20 
·a 1 . 68 
9 2 . 41 
10 3. 35 
11 4 . 76 
12 6 . 35 
13 9. 52 
14 12. 70 
15 19. 05 
Table 14 
Size Distribution of Transported Material by Size Fractions 
Series 2 
1 2 3 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
finer retained finer retained finer retained finer 
0 . 00 o . oo 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 07 0 . 28 0 . 32 
0 . 07 0 . 28 0 . 32 0 . 21 
0 . 17 0 . 59 0. 82 
0 . 24 0 . 87 1 . 14 0 . 81 
0. 33 1 . 08 1 . 4 5 
0 . 57 1 . 95 2 . 59 1 . 99 
0. 93 3 . 64 2 . 96 
1 . 50 5 . 59 5 . 55 4 . 57 
4 . 23 6. 00 6 . 04 
5 . 73 11 . 59 11 . 59 10 . 00 
8 . 31 10 . 08 9 . 91 
14 . 04 21 . 67 21 . 50 1 8 . 76 
1 2 . 15 12 . 88 1 2 . 33 
26 . 19 34 . 55 33 . 83 29 . 80 
17 . 60 18. 05 16. 97 
4 3 . 79 52 . 60 50 . 80 4 5 . 59 
14 . 55 13 . 20 1 2 . 50 
58. 34 65. 80 63. 30 57 . 58 
1 9 . 67 16. 68 1 5 . 80 
78. 01 82 . 4 8 79 . 10 74 . 55 
1 6 . 67 1 2 . 94 1 3 . 57 
94 . 68 95 . 42 92 . 67 88 . 60 
3. 83 3 . 20 4 . 33 
98. 51 98. 62 97 . 00 94 . 20 
1 . 34 0 . 96 2 . 27 
99. 85 99 . 58 99 . 27 98 . 26 
0 . 15 0 . 4 2 0 . 73 
100. 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 





0 . 60 
1 . 18 
2 . 58 
5 . 43 
8 . 76 
11 . 04 
1 5 . 79 
11 . 99 
16 . 97 
14 . 05 
5 . 60 
4 . 06 
1 .  74 
Run 
Size Grain Size 
(N:>) (nm) 
1 0 . 1 5  
- -... 2 0 . 21 
3 0. 30 
4 0 . 42 
5 0 . 60 
6 0 . 853 
7 1 . 20 
8 1 . 68 
9 2 . 41 
10 3. 35 
11 4 . 76 
1 2  6. 35 
13 9. 52 
14 12. 70 
15 19 . 05 
16 26 . 90 
Table 15 
Size Distribution of Transported Material by Size Fractions 
Series 3 
1 2 3 
% % % ' % ' % 
finer retained finer retained finer retained finer 
0 . 00 o . oo 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 10 - 0. 08 0 . 21 
0 . 10 0 . 08 <� 0 . 21 0 . 04 
0 . 17 0. 18 0. 41 
4 
0. 27 0 . 26 0 . 62 0 . 11' 
0 . 25 0 . 32 0 . 69 
0. 52 0 . 58 1 . 31 0 . 24 
0. 66 0. 74 � 1 . 52 
1 . 18 1 . 32 2 . 83 0 . 64 
2 . 84 2 . 65 4 . 10 
4 . 02 3 . 97 6 . 93 2 . 81 
8. 67 7 . 63 8 . 98 
12. 69 11 . 60 ·15 . 91 10 . 68 
13. 13 ll . Sl  11 . 97 
25. 82 23 . 41 27 . 88 23 . 49 
19 . 65 18. 68 17 . 49 
4 5 . 47 42 . 09 4 5 . 37 44 . 99 
15. 85 16 . 01 14 . 69 
61 . 32 58. 10 60 . 06 62 . 62 
22 . 60 23 . 58 20 . 67 
83. 92 81 . 68 80 . 73 85 . 4 9 
9. 23 9 . 89 9 . 39 
93. 15 91 . 57 90. 12 95. 18 
3 . 59 4 . 89 4 . 97 
96. 74 96. 46 95. 09 9 8 . 36 
2 . 14 2 . 38 4 . 39 
98. 88 98. 84 99 . 48 9 9 . 67 
0 . 88 1 . 16 0 . 23 
99 . 76 100. 00 99. 71 1 00 . 00 
0. 24 0. 29 




0 . 04 
0 . 07 
0 . 13 
0 . 40 
2 . 1 7 
7 . 87 
1 2 . 81 
21 . 50 
17 .63 
22 . 87 
9. 69 
3 . 18 
1 . 31 
0 . 33 
Table 16 
Sediment Transport Cbnoentrations of Size Fraction 
Series 1 ,  2 ,  3 
Run Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 
1 2 3 . 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Size Grain Size 
(No. ) (mn) 
1 0 : 150 0 . 2 4 1  0 . 214 0 . 671 0 . 2 57 1 . 387 2 . 427 2 . 791 1 . 161 0 . 936 2 . 4 8 3  0 . 306 
2 0 . 210 0 . 385 0 . 166 0 . 839 0 . 624 2 . 922 6 . 220 7 . 973 1 . 97 3  2 . 106 4 . 84 8  0 . 536 
3 0 . 300 0 . 866 0 . 404 1. 342 1 . 212 5 . 34 8 10. 998 1 5 . 681 2 . 901 3 . 74 4  8 . 1 59 0 . 99 5  
4 0 . 420 2 . 357 1 .  736 3 . 396 3. 416 18 . 02 5  22 . 54 2  34 . 286 7 . 660 8 . 658 1 7 . 972 3 . 060 
5 0 . 600 " 9 . 52 4 8 . 870 12 . 744 1 5 . 537 2 9 . 712 4 5 . 813 72 . 159 32 . 961 31 . 005 4 8 . 478 1 6 . 60 3  
6 0 . 853 3 5 . 883 1 9 . 547 35 . 431 30 . 52 3  4 9 . 916 7 5 . 167 I 116 . 412 100. 624 89 . 2 71 106 . 180 60 . 21 3  
7 1 .  200 64 . 02 1  2 7 . 775 58 . 702 44 . 627 6 3 . 782 93 . 523 1 4 6 . 711 152 . 387 138 . 177 141 . 533 •' 1 . 009 
8 1 .  680 102 . 405 3 9 . 832 86 . 711 64 . 64 5  8 9 . 384 12 8 . 717 209 . 8 3 3  2 2 8 . 058 2 1 8 . 556 2 06 . 802 164 . 496 
9 2 .  4 1 .0 1 00 . 6 7 3  4 2 . 067 91 . 240 5 3 . 4 4 2  6 5 . 366 94 . 813 159 . 335 . 183 . 955 187 . 317 1 7 3 . 695 1 34 . 887 
10 3 . 350 6 5 . 608 3 1 . 294 59 . 37 3  72 . 2 4 8  82 . 599 119 . 84 3  2 2 5 . 514 . 262 . 296 2 7 5 . 886 244 . 4 02 174 . 978 
1 1  4 . 760 6 1 . 95 3  34 . 124 51 . 616 61 . 229 6 4 . 079 102 . 928 1 86 . 710 107 . 12 3 115 . 713 111 . 027 74 . 138 
12 6 . 350 2 9 . 483 2 0 . 784 1 6 . 395 14 . 068 1 5 . 846 3 2 . 84 3 74 . 4 18 4 1 . 666 5 7 . 2 1 3  58 . 765 2 4 . 330 
1 3  9 . 520 5 . 387 6 . 920 1 . 342 4 . 92 2  4 . 754 1 7 . 2 18 5 3 . 953 24 . 837 2 7 . 846 51 . 906 2 . 52 5  
1 4  1 2 . 700 2 . 2 1 3  2 . 758 - 0 . 551 2 . 080 5 . 537 2 3 . 12 3  10 . 213 13 . 572 2 .  720 0 . 000 
15 19 . 050 - 1 . 308 - - - - - 2 . 785 - 3 . 429 
16 2 6 . 900 
� 0 � 
10 8 
Table 17 
East Fork River Wyaning 
DATA StM-1ARY 
Sec. 0 . 00 
Run Date Q y s Vel Tenp 
(rn3/s ) (rn) / z /'f.. z. H... (rn/s ) ? (OC) 
I , ,  ., 1 5-24-79 22 . 80 1 . 3 8 . 00068 1 . 13 ' 8 . 9  
2 5-2 5-79 21 . 80 1 . 34 . 00069 1 . 11 6 . 5 
3 5-26-79 22 . 00 1 . 3 5 . 00069 1 . 11 '- 8 . 5 
4 5-27-79 28 . 50 1 . 6 . 00064 1 . 22 ' (  6 �  11 . 0  
5 5-28-79 . 26 . 20 1.  51 . 00068 1 . 1 8 -' 70 6 . 5 
6 5-30-79 17 . 20 1 . 14 . 00071 1 . 02 , , 5 . 0  
7 6-02-79 4 . 04 0 . 44 . . 00073 o .  62 /(,.;.. 11 . 0  
8 6-03-79 5 . 37 0 . 53 . 00073 0 . 69 '...; e 11 . 5  
9 6-04- 79 8 . 42 0 . 72 . 00073 0 . 80 ' 1'0 .  5 
10 6-0 5- 79 13 . 00 0 . 95 . 00073 0 . 93 I 10 . 2  
11 6-06- 79 14 . 80 1 . 04 . 00072 0 . 97 8 . 2  
12 6-07-79 13 . 00 0 . 95 . 00072 0 . 93 5 . 5 
13 6-12-79 8 . 28 0 . 71 . 00072 0 .  80 9 . 0  
14 6-13-79 12 . 20 0 . 91 . 00073 0 . 91 73 10 . 0  
1 5  6-15-79 14 . 00 1 . 00 . 00073 o .  9 5Jc.. 77' 10 . 5  
16 6-16-79 8 . 26 0 . 71 . 00073 0 . 80 ' S"  12 . 0 
'5( -=- j__{ZA I 7S0(!. 16tJ t:t) 6 , .{ /S  7 
' 
2 2. ...... - 1.-- ( 0. () 6 C f) � 
dQ cH � � .s  Ql 9 t"CY� ?l.J 
109 
Table 1 8  
Bed Sedinent Grading 
East Fork River , Wyaning 
� -+-!/-""? • 
Reach Sec .  4 3  
Grain Size % f1ner % retained % finer % retained 
(rnn) 
0 . 062 5 1 . 70 0 . 70 
d 1 . 6 0 . 90 
0 . 1250 3 . 30 1 . 6 0 
? 
7 . 9 1 . 70 '-
0 . 2 500 11 . 2 0 3 . 3 0 
s 2 3 . -8 2 8 . 70 
0 . 5000 35 . 00 32 . 00 
10 . 7  24 . 00 
1 . 0000 45 . 70 56 . 00 
12 . 3  22 . 00 
2 . 0000 58 . 00 78 . 00 
12 . 9 17 . 10 
4 . 0000 70 . 90 95 . 10 
9 . 0  4 . 50 
8 . 0000 79 . 90 99 . 6 0 
10 . 3  0 . 40 
16 . 0000 90 . 20 100 . 00 
6 . 5  
32 . 0000 96 . 70 
3 . 3 





4 5-1 0-19 51 
5 6-19-19 52 
6 9-26-19 52 
Table 19 
Data Sumnary 
Niobrara River near Cody ,  Nebraska 
Q y 
(cfs ) ( ft) 
401 1 . 6 . 
344 1 .  53 
4 55 1 . 73 
320 1 . 43 
245 1 . 56 
235 1 . 54 
Gaging Station 
s Vel 
(ft/rnile) ( ft/sec. ) 
9 . 0  3 . 57 
7 . 5 3 . 21 
8 . 9 3 . 70 
8 . 9  3 . 2 
6 . 6  2 . 1 5 












0 . 1 2 5  4 
0 . 2 50 42 
0 . 500 76 
1 . 000 · 86 
2 . 000 92 
4 . 0 00 9 8  
0 . 125 4 
- 0 . 2 50 49 
0 . 500 94 
1 . 000 99 
2 . 000  100  
0 . 0625 0 
0 . 1 2 5  2 
0 . 2 50 34 
0 . 500 86 
1 . 000 96 
2 . 000 99 
4 . 000 100 
0 . 0625 0 
0 . 12 5  4 
0 . 2 50 34 
0 . 500 86 
1 . 000 93 
2 . 0 00 96 
4 . 000 9 9  
0 . 0625 0 
0 . 1 2 5  1 
0 . 2 50 41 
0 . 500 91 
1 . 000 99 
2 . 00 0  100 
0 . 0625 0 
0 . 1 2 5  1 
0 . 2 50 36 
0 . 500 91 
1 . 000 99 




Niobrara River near <l:>dy, Nebraska 
Section C-2 
Q y s Vel Temp Size % 
. Run Date ( cfs ) ( ft) ( ft/mile) (ft/sec . )  (OF} (nm) finer 
1 9-6-51 896 . 9  1 . 78 6 . 8 4 . 27 66 0 . 0625 1 . 67 
0 . 1 2 5  4 . 33 
0 . 2 50 4 4 . 67 
0 . 500 93 . 67 
1 . 000 99 . 00 
2 . 000 99 . 33 
4 . 000 100 . 00 
2 4-1-52 772 . 3  1 . 61 1 .  o- 4 . 10 39 0 . 0625 0 . 67 
0 . 125 5 . 00 
0 . 2 50 49 . 67 
0 . 500 9 8 . 33 
1 . 000 99 . 67 
2 . 000 99 . 67 
4 . 000 100 . 00 
3 5-8-52 465 . 1  1 . 43 7 . 1  2 . 78 5 8  0 . 0625 1 . 33 
0 . 1 2 5  2 . 67 
0 . 2 50 37 . 67 
0 . 500 88 . 33 
1 . 000 9 5 . 00 
2 . 000 97 . 33 
4 . 000 99 . 33 
- 4 6-19-52 299 . 4 1 . 22 7 . 3 2 . 08 64 0 . 0625  0 . 00 
0 . 125  9 . 33 
0 . 2 50 "54 . 67 
0 . 500 93 . 33 
1 . 000 9 7 . 00 
2 . 000 9 8 . 33 
4 . 00 0  99 . 33 
5 9-26-52 3 89 . 7 1 .  59 . 7 .  3 2 . 1 5 58 0 . 0625 0 . 00 
0 . 1 2 5  2 . 00 
0 . 2 50 33 . 00 
0 . 500 86 . 00 
1 . 00 0  91 . 33 
2 . 000 94 . 67 




Niobrara Ri. ver near Cody, Nebraska 
Section C-6 
Q y s Vel Tanp Size % 
. Run Date (cfs) ( ft) (ft/mile) (ft/sec. ) (OF) (rrm) finer 
1 4- 8- 52 4 6 8 . 3  2 . 0  6 . 5 2 . 23 60 0 . 0625 0 . 67 
0 . 1 2 5  1 . 67 
0 . 2 50 . 2 8 . 33 
0 . 500 87 . 00 
1 . 000 9 5 . 33 
2 . 000 97 . 00 
4 . 000 9 8 . 67 
2 6-19-52 2 82 . 4 1 . 5 6 . 5 1 .  81 70 0 . 0 6 25 0 . 00 
0 . 125  2 . 33 
0 . 2 50 · 3 7 . 00 
0 . 500 87 . 67 
1 . 000  94 . 33 
2 . 000  9 7 . 00 
4 . 000 9 8 . 67 
3 9-26-52 476 . 3  1 .  86 6 . 5 1 . 97 52 0 . 0 6 2 5  0 . 00 
0 . 1 2 5  2 . 00 
0 . 2 50 33 . 00 
0 . 500 86 . 00 
1 . 000 91 . 3 3 
2 . 000 94 . 67 




1 0  ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
20 ' • Thesi• � �•puter progr a • • 
30 ' Thi• 1• a Kodi�ied progra• which origina l l y  
40 ' wa• written by 3e�� Lewandow•ki 
�0 ' �or h i •  t heai• •ub•itted in partial �ul�i l l •ent 
60 ' o� t he requ�rement• �or t he degree 
70 ' Ma•t•r o� Science Maj or in C i v i l  Engineeri ng 
80 ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
90 D I M  DS I ZE < 30 >  , XCON C 30 )  , XAUCON C 30 )  , PLOT C 2, 35 > 
1 00 D I K  S I ZE C 3a, 30 > , X C 30, 30 > , XPER < 30, 3a > , X A U < 30, 30 > 
1 1 0 D I K  SEDGRD < 30, 30 ) , �AUPER C 30, 30 ) , Q ( 30 )  
, XOR I G 1 < 30 > , XAUPER 1 C 30, 30 ) 
1 20 D I M  APG < 30, 30 > , XOR I G < 3a > , XACTOT < 30 > , XAUCON 1 < 30 )  
1 30 DEF FNLG < X > • LOG < X > I LOG < 1 0 >  
1 40 I NP UT • How •any •ed i •ent •izes do you have • J ARVA 
1 �0 I NPUT • What •ize distribution w i l l be u•ed ? 
< 1 • Ba•ed on a geo•etric •erie• w i t h  a rat i o  o� 2 
2• B a••d on •••h •ieve opening ) • J D 1 
160 I NPUT • do you want to use a •peci�ic gra v i t y  
di��erent �ro• 2 . 65 < y l n > • J SG$ 
170 IF SG$ • • � •  THEN SG • 2 . 6� a GOTO 1 90 
1 80 I NPUT • enter the •pec i�ic _gravity • J SG 
1 90 FOR VALUE • 1 TO 20 
200 READ PLOT < 1 ,  VALUE > , 
o n-- 7 { 
2 1 0  NEXT VA�U 
. l �V 
/ . 
220 DATA \ . 0 , 1 . 1 9  1 �1 . 68, 2 . 0 0 . 62, 2 . 4, . 525, 2 . 7 0 . 480 
23a DATA 3 . 0 0 . 447, 3 . 3, 0 . 42, � a . 40, 4 . 0, 0 . 377 
240 DATA 4 .  4 ,. 0 .  36, 4. 7, a .  350, � .  20, 0. 330, 26. O, 0 .  205 
25a DATA 34 . 0, 0 . 1 9a , 44. a, 0 . 1 78, 88 . a, 0 . 1 45 , 2a0, 0 . 1 25 
260 DATA 300� 0 . 1 1 0, 4a0, 0 . 1 1 0, 1 00QO, a . 1 1 a 
270 CLS 
280 PR I NT a I NPUT • Metric or us · cu•tomary ( M / u ) • ; S I •  
290 I F  S I • • • u •  THEN G • 32 . 2 1 VS$ • • •quare �eet l •econd • 
a WT•62. 4 s AN• • • TONS / DAY • 1 CONYER • 43. 2 
a S I U* • • FEET • a S I U2* • • FE£T • I H• • • pp• • 
114 
300 lF ·S I * •·• • • THEK G • 9 .,  8 1 a00 1 t VS•• • •quare ••t•r • l •econd • 
a WT • 1 a00 1 AN* • • kg8 / 8ec • .1 CONYER • 1 
a S I U* • • •i l l i •eter• • a S I U2• • • •eter• • a He • • ppm • 
3 1 0  I NPUT • A l l  data < O >  or re•ult• only < 1 >  • ; PL 
320 ' Thi• •ubrout ine read• in b•d data 
and calcul ates D • x •  •ize 
· 330 GOSU B 246a 
340 PR I NT : I NPUT • How . •any trials are needed • 
J RU s PR I NT 
· 350 FOR 
. TR I AL • 1 TO RU 
3·60 NEWTOT • a a S I ZTOT � 0 
37a I F  D• • • y •  THEN GdTO 4aO ELSE GOTO 380 
- . 
380 READ Q , Y , SLOPE, VEL, TEMP 
390 GOTO 4 1 0  
400 I N P UT • The d 1 acharg•, depth < or Hydrau l 1 c  R a d i ua > 
115 
, Sl op•, Velocit y , and Temperature • J Q, Y, SLOPE , VEL, TEMP 
4 1 0  • 
420 • Thia aubrou t i ne calcul at•• th• v1aco a 1 t y  
430 • 
440 GOSUB 2320 
. 450 I F  PL • 1 GOTO 470 
460 PR I NT . • The v i scoa i t y  ia • , v i sc , vs• a P R I NT 
470 • 
480 I F  PL • 1 GOTO � 1 0  
490 PR I NT a PR I NT • DEPTH SLOPE VELOC ITY · D I SCHARGE SG • 
�00 PR I NT USI NG • ## . # # . ##### ##. ## ##### . # # #  # . ## • 
J Y, SLOPE, VEL, Q , SG t PR I NT 
� 1 0  • Thia aubrout 1 ne calcu l at•a the transport 
�rom t he D35 aize 
�20 GOSUB 1 720 
�30 XOR I G < TR I AL > • X 35 • 1 0 A 6  
�40 • 
��0 • The �ol low 1ng l oop calculat•• tranaport 
�or t he �ract iona 
�60 • 
�70 FOR T • 1 TO ARVA 
�80 IF S I ZE < 2, T >  • 0 GOTO 1 270 
�90 ORG I NL • 0 a ORG I N2 • 0 
600 CLS 
6 1 0  I F  PL • 1 GOTO 640 
620 PR I NT : P R I N T  • Th 1 a  ia the dat a �or �rac t 1 o n  • , T 
630 PR I NT • The D • J DP I J • aiz• o� �ract 1on • J T J  
• ia • J DS I ZE < T > J •  • J S I U2. t PR INT 
640 DGR •DS I ZE < T > • < G • < SG - 1 ) / V I SC A 2 ) A ( 1 / 3 ) 
6�0 I F  PL • 1 GOTO 670 
660 P R I NT • The d i •enaionl••• grain aiz• ia • J DG R  
670 USTA R • SQ R < G • Y • SLOPE > 
680 • 
690 I F  
700 I F  




750 I F  
DGR>60 THEN N • O t A • . 1 7 t M • l . � t C • . 025 a GOTO 
DGR< l THEN DGR • l l 
N • 1 1 - . 56 • FNLG < DGR > 
A • . 23/ ( DGR A . � ) • . 1 4 
M • 9 . 66 / DGR • 1 . 34 
C • 1 0 A ( 2 . 8 6 • FNLG < DGR > - FNLG < DGR ) A 2 - 3 . 53 ) 
PL · · 1. GOTO 770 
750 
760 PR I NT • N • • J N ; • 
770 PR I NT 
tf · • • ; �t ; •  c · • ; c  
780 CON l • SQR < �2 > • FNLG < l O • Y / DS I ZE < T > >  
790 CON2 • C USTAR / VEL ) A N �\ 
800 , -
116 
8 1 0  FGR • USTAR A N / SQR C G • DS I ZE C T Y • C SG - 1 > � • < VEL / CON 1 ) A ( 1 - N > 
820 ' Th1a aubrout 1ne ca�cu�at•• t he A '  
value �or the £ract 1on 
830 GOSUB 2870 
840 APG C TRI AL, T >  • AP 
8�0 IF PL • 1 GOTO 870 
860 PRI NT • 
870 I F  FGR > 
880 IF PL < >  
1 a  �over 
890 ORG I NL • 
900 , 
The new A va�ue 1a • ; AP : PR I NT 
A GOTO 900 
1 THEN PR I NT • The Fgr ia • ; FGR ; • vh1ch 
t han the t hreaha�d A va�ue • ; A : P R I NT 
1 s SEDLOD • 0 a FLOAD • 0 
9 1 0  I F  ORG I NL • 1 GOTO 930 
920 GGR • C • C FGR / A - 1 ) A " 
930 IF FGR > AP GOTO 960 
940 IF PL <> 1 THEN PR I NT � The Fgr 1• • ; FGR ; • which 
1• �over than t he new threaha�d A va�ue • 1 AP 
9 �0 ·NEWLOD •
· 
0 1 NFLOAD • 0 1 ORGI N2 • 1 1 GOTO 970 
960 GGRAU • C • C FGR / A P  - 1 ) A M 
970 , 
980 I F  PL • 1  OR ORG I NL • 1  OR ORG I N2 • 1  THEN GOTO 1 0 1 0  
990 P R I NT • U •  • • J USTAR a PR I NT 
1 000 P R I NT • FGR • • ; FGR J •  
1 0 1 0  , 
1020 I F  ORG I NL • 1 THEN GOTO 1 080 
1 030 X • GGR • SG • DS I ZE C T ) / C Y • CON2 > 
1 040 X C T R I AL , T >  • X • 1 0 A 6  
GGR • • J GGR a PR I NT 
1 0� 0  XPER C TR I AL, T >  • C X • S I ZE C 2, T > • 1 0 A 6 ) / 1 00 
1 060 SEDLOD • X • WT • CONVER •Q 
1070 FLOAD • S I ZE C 2, T > • SEDLOD/ 1 00 
1080 IF ORG I N2 • 1 THEN GOTO 1 1 80 
1 090 DSZ • DS I ZE C T >  
1 100 I F  DGR < •  60 THEN GOTO 1 1 20 
1 1 1 0 DSZ • 60/ C C G • C SG - 1 ) / V I SC A 2 ) A ( 1 / 3 ) ) 
1 1 20 XAU • GGRA U • SG • DSZ / C Y •CON2 ) 
1 1 30 XAU C TR I AL , T >  • XAU � 1 0 A 6  
1 1 40 XAUPER C TR I AL , T >  • C XAU • S I ZE C 2, T > • 1 0 A 6 ) / 1 00 
. 1 1 �0 IF S I $ • • m •  THEN XAUPER l C T R IAL, T > • XAUPER C TR I A L , T >  
• . 0098 1 • Q ELSE XAUPER 1 C TR I AL, T > • XAUPER C TR I AL , T >  
• 2 . 69568E - 03 • Q  
. 1 1 60 NEWLOD • XAU • WT • CONVER •Q 
1 170 NFLOAD • S I ZE C 2 , T > • N EWLOD / 1 00 . 
1 180 I F  PL • 1 GOTO 1 230 
1 1 90 P R I NT W Th• original calcul ated load £or t h e  
�ract ion i • • J SEDLOD ; • • ; AN$ s PR I NT 
117 
1 200 P R I NT • Th• n•w calculat•d load �ar the £ract i o n  i• • 
J NEWLOD ; • • ; AN• s PR INT s PR I NT 
1 2 1 0  PR INT • The original £ract ian act u a l  lead i a  • 
J FLOAD ; • • 1 AN8 s PR I NT 
1 220 P R I NT • Th• new �ract ian actual load i a  • 
J NFLOAD ; •  • ; AN$ s PR I N T  s PR I NT 
1 230 S I ZTOT • S I ZTOT + FLOAD 
1 240 NEWTOT • NEWTOT + NFLOAD 
1 250 GOTO 1 270 
1 260 I NPUT • • , GO* 
1 270 NEXT T 
1 280 I F  -PL • 1 GOTO 1 3 1 0  
1 290 PR I NT s PR I NT • The original tot a l  l oad summe d  
across �ract iona i• • J S I ZTOT ; •  • ; ANS 
1 300 PR I NT 1 PR I NT • The new total load - •ummed acroaa 
�ract iona � - • ; NEWTOT ; • - • ; AN$ 
1 3 1 0  BEEP 
1 320 GOTO 1 340 
1 330 I NPUT • • , GO* 
1 340 NEXT T R I AL 
1 350 BEEP a I NP UT • • , GO 
1 360 FOR P 1  • 1 TO RU 
1 370 PR I NT a PR I NT • Th i s  i• t he data �or run • 
; P 1 1 P R I NT 
1 380 PR I NT • NEW EQUATION • s PR I NT 
1 390 XPTOT • 0 1 XAUTOT • 0 1 ACTOT • 0 
1 400 MPLUS • AR VA - 1 
1 4 1 0  IF S I • • • m •  THEN PR I NT • N / S  pp m 
• ELSE PR I NT • Ton• /Day ppm • 
1 420 FOR P2 • 1 TO KPLUS 
- 1 430 P R I NT U S I NG • #######. ##### ###### . # ### 
• ; XAUP E R 1 < P 1 , P2 > , XAUPER < P 1 , P2 ) 
1 440 XPTOT • XPTOT + XPER < P 1 , P2 > 
1 450 XAUTOT • XAUTOT + XAUPER < P 1 , P2 > 
1 460 NEXT P 2  
1 470 XCON < P 1 >  • XPTOT 
1 480 XAUCON < P 1 >  • XAUTOT 
. 1 490 XACTOT < P 1 >  • ACTOT 
1 500 PR I NT : PR I N T • Or iginal · Acker a - White • ; XOR I G < P 1 > ; H$ 
1 5 1 0  P R I NT • Us i ng new •et hod • ; XAUTOT ; Hs : PR I NT 
. 1 520 NEXT P 1  
1 530 PR I NT : P R I NT • R U N  OR I G I NAL N E W • 
a P R I NT 
1 540 I F  S I • • • • •  THEN PR I NT • No. N / S  
ELSE P R I NT • He. Ton•I Day ppm 
1 �50 FOR P3 • 1 TO RU 
118 
PP• N / S  . pp• • 
Ton• / Day ppm • 
1 560 I F  S I • • • • •  THEN XOR I G 1 C P3 > • XOR I G C P3 > • . 0098 1 • Q ELSE 
XOR I G 1 C P3 > • XOR I G C P3 > • 2 . 69568E -03•Q 
1 570 IF S I • • • • •  THEN XA UCON 1 C P3 > • XAUCON < P3 > • . 0098 1 • Q 
ELSE XAUCO N 1 C P3 > • XAUCON < P3 > • 2 . 69568E - 03 • Q  
1 580 PR I NT US I NG • ## ######## . ## ##### . ## 
####### . ## #### # . # # • J P3, XOR I G 1 < P3 > , XOR I G < P3 > ,  
XAUCON 1 C P3 > , XAUCON C P3 )  
1 590 NEXT P 3  
1 600 P R I NT a PR I NT 
1 6 1 0  END 
1 620 ' • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
1 630 ' END OF PROGRAM 
1 640 ' SUBROUT I NES FOLLOW 
1 650 ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
1 660 , 
1 670 ' • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
1680 ' SUBROUT I NE TO CALCULATE D 1 6 , D35, D84 
1690 ' AND ACKERS- W H I TE TRANSPORT 
1 700 ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
1 7 1 0  I F  D 1 • 1  THEN GOTO 1 920 ELSE 1 720 
1 720 FOR SZ • 1 TO 3 
1 730 IF SZ • 1 THEN P I  • 16 
1 740 I F  SZ • 2 THEN P I  • 35 
1 750 I F  SZ • 3 THEN P I  • 84 
1 760 'H I P I  • 0 
1 770 FOR A W  • 1 TO ARVA - l  
1 780 LOP I • . H I P I  
1 790 H I P I  • SEDGRO C AW , 2 >  
- 1 800 I F  SEDGRD C AW , 2 > > • P I  GOTO 1 820 
1 8 1 0  NEXT A W  
1 820 AW2 • AW - 1  
1 830 H I S I ZE • SEDGRD < AW , 1 >  
. 1 840 LOS I Z� . • SEOGRD < AW 2 , 1 )  
1 8 50 D I • EXP < - < C LOG C H I S I ZE > - LOG C LOS I ZE > > • C H I P I - P I ) /  
. 1 860 
1 870 
1 880 
. 1 890 
1 900 
1 9 1 0  
1 920 
1 930 
C H I P I - LO P I > - LOG C H I S I ZE ) ) )  
I F  S I • • • u •  THEN D I • D I • 3 . 2808 ELSE GOTO 1 870 
I F  PI • 1 6  THEN 016 • DI 
I F  PI • 35 THEN 035 • OI 
I F  PI • 84 THEN 084 • DI 
NEXT SZ 
IF 0 1 • 2  THEN GOTO 2 1 30 
FOR . SZ • 1  TO 3 
IF SZ • 1  THEN P I • 1 6 
1 940 I F  SZ • 2  THEN P I • 35 
1 950 I F  SZ • 3  THEN P I • 84 
1 960 H IP I • O 
1 970 FOR A W • 1 TO ARVA 
1 980 IF S I ZE C 2, AW > • O THEN NEXT AW ELSE GOTO 1 99 0  
1 990 F O R  A W 2 • A W  T O  ARVA 
2000 LOP I • H I P I  
20 1 0  H I P I • S I ZE C 2, AW2 > + H I P I  
2020 I F  H I P I > • P I  GOTO 2040 
2030 NEXT A W2 
2040 I F  H I P I • P I  THEN D I • S I ZE C 1 , AW2 > 1 SQR C 2 >  
2050 H I S I ZE • S I ZE C 1 , AW2 > • SQR C 2 >  
2060 LOS IZE • S I ZE C 1 , AW2 ) / SQR C 2 >  
2070 D I • EXP < - < < LOG C H I S I ZE > - LOG C LOS I ZE > > •  
C H I P I - P I ) / C H I P I - LOP I > - LOG C H I S I ZE > t >  
2080 I F  S I • • • • •  tHEN D I • D I / 3 . 2808 
· 2090 I F  P I • 1 6 THEN D 1 6 • D I  
2 1 00 I F  P I • 35 THEN D35 • D I  
2 1 1 0  I F  P I • S� THEN D84 • D I  
2 1 20 NEXT S Z  
2 1 30 DSQR • SQR C D84 / D 1 6 ) 
2 1 40 I F  PL • 1 OR TR IAL > 1 GOTO 2 1 60 
2 1 �0 PR I NT a PR I NT • Th• DSQR t•r• �- • ;  DSQR 
2 1 60 DGR • D3 5 • < G • < SG - 1 ) / V I SC A 2 ) A ( 1 / 3 ) 
2 1 70 I F  DGR>60 THEN N •O a A • . 1 7 a M • 1 . 5 : C • . 025 : GOTO 2230 
2 1 80 IF DGR < 1  THEN DGR • 1 1  
2 1 90 N • 1 1 - . 56 • FNLG < DGR > 
2200 A • . 23/ C DGR A . 5 ) + . 1 4  
22 1 0  M • 9 . 66 / DG R + 1 . 34 
2220 C • 1 0 A ( 2 . 8 6 • FNLG < DGR > - FNLG < DGR ) A 2 - 3 . 53 ) 
2230 USTAR� �QR C G • Y • SLOPE > 
2240 CON 1 • SQR C 32 > • FNLG C 1 0 • Y / D35 ) 
2250 FGR• USTAR A N / SQR C G • D35 • < SG - 1 > > • C VEL / CON 1 ) A ( 1 - N > 
2260 I F  FGR < A THEN X35 • 0 a GOTO 2300 
2270 GGR• C • C FGR / A - l ) A ft 
2280 CON2• < USTAR / VEL ) A N 
2290 X35 • GGR • SG • D35 / C Y • CON2 > 
2300 RETURN 
23 10 ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
2320 ' SUBROUT I NE TO CALCUL�TE V I SCOS ITY 
2330 ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
2340 TF • TEMP 
· 2350 TC • TF 
2360 IF S I • • • u •  THEN TC • < TF -32 > • < 5 1 9 >  
2370 XT • TC - 20 
119 
2380 IF TC>20 THEN T0• 20 - TC a V I SC • . 0 1 002 • C l O A ( ( 1 . 3272 
• T0 - . 0 0 1 053 • XT A 2 ) / C TC + 1 05 ) ) )  ELSE V I SC • 1 0 A C 1 30 1  
/ ( 998 . 333 • 8 . 1 85 5 • XT • . 00585 • XT • XT > - 3 . 30233 >
. 
2390 V ISC • V I SC / 1 0000 
2400 I F  S I • • • u •  THEN V I SC • V I SC • 1 0 . 7639 
241 0  RETURN 
2420 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
2430 ' SUBR O UT I NE TO READ I N  THE BED DATA AND T O  
2440 ' CALC ULATE o • x •  
2450 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
· 2460 TOTAL • 0 
2470 I NP UT • oo you w�•h to �nput d a t a  C y / n ) • J D$ 
2480 I F  o• < >  • y •  THE� GOTO 2560 
2490 CLS 
2500 PR I NT • The •�z•• can be u•ed �rom the �o��owing 
120 
•�ze c�•••� ��cat ion or any •ed� ment •ize g i ven • : PR I NT 
25 1 0  P R I N T  • ( 1 ) v�• < 2 > �• < 3 > �• C 4 > c• ( 5 )  vee < 6 >  v�g 
( 7 )  �g ( 8 )  mg ( 9 ) cg C 1 0 ) vcg C l l > •c C 1 2 ) lc • a PR I NT 
2520 I NPUT • Whi ch r ange ia needed • , s, E  
2530 P R I NT a FOR I N  • S TO E 
2540 P R I NT • •ize and Percent �iner �or t hat • 1 ze • 
J I N a  I NPUT • • , SEOGRD < I N, 1 > , SEDGRD < I N, 2 >  
2550 NEXT I N  
2560 I F  D • a • y •  THEN GOTO 2600 ELSE GOTO 2570 
2�70 FOR I • 1 TO ARVA 
2580 READ SEDGRD C I , l > , SEDGRD < I , 2 > 
2590 NEXT I 
2600 FOR I • l  TO ARVA a SEDGRD C I , 1 > •SEDGRD C I , 1 ) / 1 00 0  
: NEXT I 
26 1 0  FOR I P • 1 TO ARVA - 1  
2620 I PM • IP .f- 1 
2630 I F  I P • l  THEN S I ZE C 2, I P > • SEDGRD C I PM, 2 >  
-SEDGRD C I P, 2 > : GOTO 2650 
2640 S I ZE < 2, I P > • SEDGRD < I PM, 2 > -SEDGRD C � P , 2 >  
2650 NEXT I P  
2660 FOR I P • l  T O  ARVA 
2670 I PM • I P • l  
2680 S I ZE C 1 , I P > • C SQR C SEOGRD C I P , 1 > • SEDGRO < I PM, l > > >  
• 3 . 2808 
. 2690 NEXT I P  
2700 FOR I • l  T O  ARVA - 1 : P R I NT S I ZE < 1 , I > , S I ZE C 2, I > : N EXT 
27 1 0  H I P I  • 0 
2.720 DPI • 50 
2730 MPLUS • ARVA - 1  
2740 FOR M • 1 TO M PLUS 
27�0 I F  S I ZE < 2, M >  • 0 THEN GOTO 2840 
2760 LOP I  • 0 a H I P I  • 1 00 
2762 I F  D 1 < > 1  THEN 2782 ELSE 2770 
2770 H I S IZE • S I Z·E < 1 ,  M >  • SQR ( 2 )  
2780 LOS IZE • S I ZE < 1 , M ) / SQR < 2 >  
278 1 I F  D 1 • 1  THEN 2790 ELSE 2782 
2782 H I S I ZE = S I ZE < 1 , M >  
2783 LOS I ZE • S I ZE < 1 , M > 
2790 DS I ZE < M > • l O A ( - ( ( FNLG < H I S I ZE > - FNLG < LOS I ZE > >  
• < H I P I - DP I > I < H I P I - LOP I > -FNLG < H I S I ZE > > >  
2800 I F  S I *  • • • •  THEN DS I ZE < M > •DS I ZE < M > • 1 000 / 3 . 2808 
2 8 1 0  IF PL • 1 GOTO 2830 
2820 P R I NT • The D • J DP I J • • i ze a£ the number • J M 
, .  £ract � an ie • , os i ZE < M > J •  • , s i ue : PR I NT 
2830 I F  S I $  • • m •  THEN DS I ZE < M >  • DS I ZE < M > / 1 000 
2840 NEXT M 
28.50 RETURN · 
2860 ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
2870 ' Thi• •ubrau t i ne ca�cu�atea A '  by interpa � at ion 
2880 ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
2890 FOR TEST • 1 TO 20 
2900 I F  DGR < PLOT < 1 , TEST > THEN GOTO 29 10 ELSE NEXT TEST 
29 1 0  DGR 1 • PLOT < l , TEST - 1 > a DGR2 • PLOT < 1 , TEST > 
2920 AP 1 • PLOT < 2, TEST - 1 > a AP2 • PLOT < 2, TEST > 
2930 APH • 1 0 A < FNLG < AP2 > - < < FNLG < DGR2 ) - FNLG < DGR > > I 
< FNLG < DGR2 > - FNLG < DG R 1 > > > • < FNLG C AP2 > - FNLG < AP 1 > > >  
1 21 
2940 APL • • 23/ SQR < DGR > + • 1 4  <}- (9 � ' 11 ". 1 � c{re r LV h ;�� S' f ;,  1 
29�0 I F  DGR>�6 AND DSQR >4 . 28 THEN AP •APH a GOTO 2970 
2960 AP • < < AP H � APL ) / 3 . 28 > • < DSQR - 1 > + APL 
2970 RETURN 
2980 ' • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
APPENDIX D 




calculated Total Sediment Concentrations 
(HRS Series A) 
Original M:>dified Revised 
Run Ackers-White White-Day Procedure Modified Actual 
(ppn) (ppn) (ppn) Procedure (ppm) (ppn) 
1 9 5 . 6 0  7 . 29 3 . 77 4 . 33 14 . 27 
2 141 . 34 1 5 . 52 7 . 67 8 . 94 1 9 � 35 
3 227 . 9 7  3 5 . 04 19 . 75 25 . 01 1 7 . 79 
4 79 . 27 4 . 76 2 . 78 1 3 . 11 8 . 88 
5 219 . 2 9 . 3l . 58 1 7 . 13 20 . 89 24 . 69 
6 414 . 86 82 . 75  70 . 28 80 . 44 30 . 00 
7 772 . 96 189 . 19 191 . 03 208 . 96 9 7 . 56 
8 567 . 91 1 22 . 05 112 . 29 1 24 . 96 83 . 27 
9 996 . 37 2 55 . 06 261 . 78 2 82 . 32 156 . 53 
10 . 14 90 . 77 446 . 74 473 . 07 503 . 56 4 36 . 06 
11 1 822 . 4 5 573 . 40 608 . 00 643 . 45 834 . 85 
'!'able 2 3  
Calculated Sedi.nent Conoentratims i n  ppn by Size Fractions , lffiS Data 
HR; Series A 
S i ze Fraction 1 2 3 4 5 ' 6 7 8 9 10 11  12  l3  14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Run 
White-Day 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 07 0 . 59 0 . 60 0 . 84 0 . 82 0 . 61 0 . 65 0 . 58 1 . 28 0 . 64 0 . 61 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 
t-bdified 0 . 00 0 . 03 0 . 29 1 . 28 0. 68 0 . 66 0 . 4 3  0 . 2 1  0 . 13 0 . 05 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 o . oo 0 . 00 
Revised t-bdi fied 0 . 00 0 . 03 0 . 29 1 . 33 0 . 7 5  0. 76 0. 53 0 . 28 0 . 20 0 . 11 0 . 04 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Actual 0 . 02 0 . 08 0 . 80 3 . 77 2 . 63 2 . 10 1 . 4 5 0 . 93 0 . 72 0 . 46 0 . 57 0 . 21 0 . 26 0. 17 0 . 11 
1-lh it�Day 0 . 00 0 . 01 0 . 14 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 1 1 . 55 1. 50 1 . 14 1 . 25 1 . 16 2 . 65 1 .  52 2 . 35 0 . 00 o . oo 
2 t-bdi fied 0 . 00 0 . 05 0. 51 2 . 21 1 . 24 1 . 27 0. 92 0 . 52 0 . 41 0 . 26 0 . 26 0 . 01 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Revised Mod i fied 0 . 00 0 . 05 0 . 51 2 . 29 1 . 34 1 . 42 1 . 07 0 . 64 0 . 54 0 . 39 0 . 56 0 . 12 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Actua l 0 . 02 0 . 17 1 . 47 5. 64 3 . 53 2 . 53 1 . 65 1 . 10 0 . 81 0 . 49 0 . 65 0 . 26 0 . 39 0 . 33 0 . 28 
Whi te-Day 0 . 00 0 . 01 0 . 21 l .  84 1 . 91 2 . 75 2 . 77 2 . 19 2 . 51 2 . 50 6 . 01 3 . 95 8 . 15 0 . 2 5  0 . 00 
tt:xti f ied 0 . 00 0 . 07 0. 7 3  3 . 4 3 2 . 11 2 . 33 1 . 85 1 . 18 1 . 12 0 . 92 1 .  79 0 . 8� 1 . 44 1 . 31 0 . 52 
Revised a:xH fi ed 0 . 00 0 . 07 0 . 73 3 . 54 2 . 2 6  2 . 56 2 . 10 1 . 39 1 . 36 1 . 17 ·. 2 . 50 1 . 32 2 . 07 2 . 37 1 . 54 
Actual 0 . 01 0 . 22 l. 54 4 . 87 2 . 60 1 . 86 1 . 29 0 . 98 0 . 71 0 . 54 0 . 75 0 . 36 0 . 74 0 . 79 0 . 55 
Whit�Day 0 . 00 0 . 02 0 . 19 1 . 21 1 . 03 1 . 33 1 . 20 0 . 84 0 . 84 0 . 70 1 . 4 3  0 . 61 0 . 29 0 . 00 0 . 00 
t-txl i f ied 0 . 00 0 . 02 0 . 24  1 . 03 0 . 52 0 . 4 8  0 . 30 0 . 13 0 . 06 0 . 01 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Revised M::x:lj f i oo  0 . 00 0 . 02 0 . 24 1 . 07 0 . 58 0 . 56 0 . 37 0 . 18 0 . 11  0 . 04 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Actual 0 . 02 0 . 04 0 . 4 2 1 .  94 1 . 2 8  1 . 07 0 . 88 0 . 62 0 . 56 0 . 44 0 . 62 0 . 27 0 . 37 0 . 23 0 . 15 
Whi t�Day 0 . 00 0 . 02 0 . 28 2 . 1 5 2 . 10 2 . 85 2 . 76 2 . 12 2 . 35 2 . 24 5 . 29 3 . 29 6 . 18 0 . 00 0 . 00 
5 
t-bdi f ied 0 . 00 0 . 10 0 . 90 3 . 87 2 . 26 2 . 42 1 . 86 1 . 14 1 . 03 0 . 80 1 . 39 0 . 56 0 . 62 0 . 17 0 . 00 
Revised Mod i fied 0 . 00 0 . 10 0 . 90 3. 99 2 . 4 2 2 . 65 2 . 10 1 . 34 1 . 26 1 . 03 2 . 01 0 . 92 1 . 10 0 . 79 0 . 29 
Actual 0 . 0 3 0 . 21 1 .  81 6 . 05 3 . 1 0 2 . 63 1 . 83 1 . 2 1  1 . 03 0 . 87 1 . 30 0 . 65 1 . 26 1 . 46 1 . 35 
1-lhi te-oay . 0 . 00 0 . 06 0 . 76 5. 30 4 . 8 5 6 . 61 6 . 35 4 . 86 5 . 42 5 . 25 12 . 6 3  8 . 27 17 . 40 5 . 01 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 o . oo 
6 
M?d i f ied 0 . 00 0 . 25 2 . 06 8 . 68 5 . 2 5  5 . 80 4 . 67 3 , 08 3 , 01 2 . 61 5 . 67 3 . 22 6 . 33 7 . 45 5 . 62 4 . 70 1 .  70 0 . 17 
Revised Mod i f ied 0 . 00 0 . 2 5  2 . 06 8 . 90 5. 54 6 . 24 5 . 12 3 . 4 4 3 . 4 5  3 . 06 6 . 93 4 . 02 7 . 53 9 . 50 7 . 88 4 . 56 1 . 45 0 . 29 
Actual 0 . 03 0 . 24 2 . 15 7 . 20 3 . 52 2 . 91 2 . 03 1 . 29 1 . 13 0 . 96 1 . 49 0 . 77 1 . 56 2 . 11 1 . 60 0 . 82 0 . 16 0 . 04 
\-lhit�Day 0 . 07 0 . 37 3 . 00 15. 89 12 . 55 15. 90 14 . 40 10 . 51 11 . 27 10 . 59 24 . 99 1 5 . 95 32 . 88 15 . 58 5 . 24 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
7 
t-bd i fied 0 . 09 1 . 11 6 . 67 2 3 . 56 1 3 . 35 14 . 35 1 1 . 34 7 : 38 7 . 20 6 . 26 1 3 . 79 8 . 01 1 6 . 11 1 9 . 35 1 6 . 34 15 . 49 7 . 60 2 . 28 0 . 71 
Revised tbd i fied 0 . 09 1 . 11 6 . 67 24 . 06 13 . 94 1 5 . 18 1 2 . 17 8 . 03 7 . 96 7 . 03  15 . 88 9 . 32 1 8 . 04 2 2 . 56 19 . 98 16 . 26 7 . 12 2 . 61 1 .  70 
Actual 0 . 1 2  0 . 88 6 . 1 0  17 . 80 8. 39 7 . 34 5 . 57 3 . 76 3 . 70 3 . 40 5. 7:! 3 . 10 6 . 27 9 . 18 8 . 69 5 . 57 1 . 80 0 . 34 0 . 06 






1 1  
\Vhite-Day 
M:>dified 
Revised tbdi f i ed 
Actual 
Whi te-Day 
M:xl i f ied 
Revised t-b:li f ied 
Actual 
Wh i te-Day 
1-bdified 
r�vised tb:l i f ied 
Actual 
W h i te-Day 
M:Xli f ied 
Revi sed t-bdi fied 
Actual 
1 2 
Table 23 (Continued) 
Calculated Sedi..rrent Concentrations i.n ppn by Size Fraations , H� Data 
HRS Series A 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  15 16 17  18  19 
0 . 04 0 . 24 1 . 98 10. 82 8 . 66 1 1 . 03 10 . 02 7 . 31 7 . 83  7 . 32 1 7 . 18  1 0 . 80 2 1 . 54 7 . 07 0 . 18 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 06 0 . 75 4 . 61 16 . 4 4 9 . 26 9 . 87 7 . 72 4 . 95 4 . 75 4 . 04 8 . 56 4 . 72 8 . 93 9 . 82 7 . 73 6 . 78 2 . 79 0 . 50 0 . 00 
0 . 06 0 . 75 4 . 61 1 6 . 81  9 . 69 10 . 50 8 . 34 5 . 44 5 . 32 4 . 62 1 0 . 1 1  5 . 68 1 0 . 34 12 . 13 1 0 . 30 6 . 61 2 . 48 0 . 68 0 . 42 
0 , 10 0 . 50 4 . 02 12 . 1 3 6 . 78 6 . 20 4 . 90 3 . 70 3 . 57 3 . 10 5 . 63  3 . 1 3 6 . 88 8 . 91 8 . 03 4 . 10 1 . 28 0 . 18 0 . 03 
0 . 49 1 . 1 5 6 . 65 28 . 48 29 . 98 2 3 . 84 20 . 52 14 . 33 14 . 81 1 3 . 4 7  31 . 03 19 . 02 37 . 23 17 . 4 3  6 . 60 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 65 2 . 98 13 . 46 4 0 . 32 2 1 . 09 21 . 74 16 . 58 10 . 45 9 . 9 1  8 . 40 17 . 81 9 . 93 19 . 08 2 1 . 40 1 8 . 2 1  17 . 42 8 . 69 2 . 70 0 . 92 
0 . 65 2 . 98 13 . 46 4 1 . 10 21 . 91 22 . 86 17 . 64 11 . 26 1 0 . 83  9 . 31 20 . 2 1  1 1 . 39 2 1 . 18  24 . 79 22 . 10 1 7 . 15 8 . 17 3 . 07 2 . 00 
0 . 09 0 . 92 6 . 54 1 9 . 80 1 1 . 32 10 . 10 7 . 89 6 . 27 6 . 17 5 . 38 10 . 36 5 . 93 1 3 . 35 1 5 . 83 1 5 . 88 12 . 80 5 . 96 1 . 63 0 . 47 
0 . 98 2 . 04 1 1 . 26 46 . 46 31 . 97 37 . 8 3 32 . 39 22 . 56 2 3 . 33 2 1 . 29 49 . 28 30 . 65 61 . 94 37 . 85 24 . 31 1 1 . 65 0 . 93 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 . 28 5 . 08 21 . 92 6 4 . 33 33. 60 34 . 76 26 . 67 1 6 . 97 1 6 . 31 1 4 . 05 30 . 75 17 . 87 36 . 06 4 3 . 45 38 . 61 38 . 55 20 . 95 7 . 77 3 . 69 
1 . 28 5 . 08 2 1 . 92 65. 4 8  34 . 82 36 . 40 2 8 . 22 1 8 . 15 17 . 64 1 5 . 37 34 . 2 1  1 9 . 98 39 . 12 4 8 . 44  44 . 37 38 . 15 20 . 13 8 . 38 5 . 58 
0 . 31 1 . 74 1 4 . 34 43 . 17 22 . 98 21 . 93 18. 53 1 3 . 78 1 4 . 70 14 . 56 30. 92 19 . 32 42 . 78 5 5 . 38 5 5 . 34 4 1 . 60 19 . 01 4 . 75 1 . 05 
2 . 54 3 . 66 17 . 4 8 6 5 . 55 42 . 82 4 9 . 36 4 1 . 36 28 . 28 2 8 . 81 2 5 . 97 59 . 57 36 . 55 72 . 82 45 . 70 31 . 4 5 1 8 . 04 3 . 4 5  0 . 00 o . oo 
3. 26 8 . 63 32 . 78 89 . 16 44 . 87 4 5 . 54 34 . 39 2 1 . 60 2 0 . 54 17 . 54 37 . 95 2 1 . 83 4 3 . 62 51 . 91 46 . 51 4 6 . 83 2 5 . 81 9 . 82 4 . 86 
3 . 26 8 . 63 32 . 7 8 90. 67 4 6 . 40 4 7 . 57 36 . 28 2 3 . 01 22 . 11 1 9 . 07 4 1 . 94 24 . 24 4 7 . 09 57 . 51 52 . 99 4 6 . 37 24 . 87 10 . 51 7 . 04 
0 . 50 4 . 17 27 . 88 86 . 99 4 3 . 08 44 . 50 2 8 . 64 2 3 . 54 24 . 88 2 5 . 2 1  50. 34 32 . 31 71 . 29 97 . 84 105 . 86 95 . 00 5 3 . 5 1  1 5 . 86 3 . 51 
20 
1--' (\.) 01 
126 
Table 24 
calculated 'Ibtal Sediment Concentrations 
(HRS Series B) 
Original r.t:xli.fied Revised 
Ackers-White White-Day Procedure M:xtified Actual 
(pfiil) (ppn) (ppn) Procedure (pp:n) 
(pp:n) 
1 . 19 . 29 0 . 16 1 . 0 8  1 . 17 1 . 62 
2 33 . 45 0 . 76 1 . 80 1 . 97 2 . 98 
3 123 . 05 1 8 . 90 13 . 94 1 5 . 44 1 9 . 6 3  
4 29 8 . 98 6 7 . 78 6 7 . 39 71 . 82 30 . 75 
5 399 . 95 102 . 6 5 101 . 21 108 . 83 7 5 . 40 
6 1050 . 84 4 03 . 51 412 . 76 436 . 51 74 9 . 65 
7 914 . 40 333 . 22 342 . 83 3 63 . 4 7  673 . 63 
8 806 . 98 44 7 . 67 352 . 39 367 . 74 835 . 85 
9 1366 . 17 549 . 48 587 . 46 61 6 . 14 1089 . 95 
Tal:-le 2 5  
Calculated Sediment COncentration i n  ppn by Size Fractions , URS Data 
HRS Series B 
Si ze Size Fraction 
( llo. ) l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11  12 13  14 15 16 17 
- --
Run 
White-Day 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 . 0 . 01 0 . 02 0 . 03 0 . 03 0 . 02 0 . 02 0 . 01 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 o . oo 0 . 00 
1 
�ified 0 . 00 0 . 02 0 . 1 5  0 . 27 . 0 . 27 0 . 20 0 . 12 0 . 04 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Revised t-bdi t. ' 0 . 00 0 . 02 0 . 15 0 . 27 0 . 29 0 . 22 0 . 14 0 . 06 0 . 01 0 . 00 0 . 00 o . oo 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Actual 0 . 00 0 . 01 0 . 05 0 . 10 0 . 10 0 . 10 0 . 10 0 . 08 0 . 08 0 . 09 0 . 09 0 . 19 0 . 12 0 . 29 0 . 17 0 . 06 
I·Jhite-Day 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 01 0 . 02 0 . 05 0 . 08 0 . 10 0 . 08 0 . 09 0 . 12 0 . 10 0 . 12 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
2 
rt:xli fied 0 . 00 0 . 03 0 . 21 0 . 38 0 . 42 0 . 33 . 0 . 25  0 . 12 0 . 06 0 . 02 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Revised tbii f ied 0 . 00 0 . 03 0 . 21 0 . 39 0 . 44 0 . 36 0 . 28 0 . 15 0 . 08 0 . 04 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Actual 0 . 00 0 . 04 0 . 18 0 . 26 0 . 28 0 . 26 0:24 0 . 17  0 . 13 0 . 14 0 . 1 3  0 . 25 0 . 16 0 . 35 0 . 22 0 . 11 
\Jhi te-Day 0 . 00 0 . 01 0 . 1 3 0 . 40 0 . 71 0 . 89 1 . 05 0 . 89 0 . 92 l .  39 l .  50 3 . 45 2 . 12 5 . 44 0 . 00 0 . 00 
M:xli fied 0 . 01 0 . 26 1 .  23 2 . 00 2 . 28 1 . 95 1 . 67 1 . 05 0 . 81 0 . 92 I Q, 72 0 . 89 0 . 13 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Revi sed Modj fied 0. 01 0 . 26 1 .  23 2 . 0) 2 . 36 2 . 06 1 . 80 1 . 16 0 . 92 1 . 09 0 . 91 1 . 31 0 . 32 0 . 00 0 . 00 o . oo 
Actual 0 . 02 0 . 10 0 . 68  1 . 18 1 .  64 1 . 63 1 . 66 l .  32 1 . 16 1 . 12 1 . 03 1 . 77 1 . 12 2 . 75 1 . 89 0 . 61 
Hh i te-Duy 0 . 1 0  0 .  40 1 . 1 8 3 . 3 8 4 . 09 4 . 79 4 . 484 3 . 60 3 . 35 4 . 68 4 . 75 1 0 . 19  6 . 00 15 . 17 0 . 00 0 . 00 
t-blli f icd 0 . 90 2. 79 7 . 36 9 . 36 9 . 67 7 . 73 6 .  34 3 . 92 3 . 07 3 . 63 3 . 12 5 . 10 2 . 01 2 . 37 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Revised .Modi f j ed  0 . 90 2 . 79 7 . 36 9 . 46 9 . 88 7 . 99 6 . 64 4 . 16 3 . 30 3 . 98 3 . 51 6 . 02 2 . 55 3 . 27 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1\ctual 0 . 02 0 . 52 1 .  87 2 .  32 2 . 50 2 . 24 . 2 . 16 l .  56 l .  34 l .  4 7  1 . 40  2 . 82 1 . 81 4 . 2 7  3 . 26 1 . 16 
1-.'hi te-Day 0 . 1 4  0 .  57 2 . 54 4 . 70 6 . 50 6 . 63 6 . 72 5 . 02 4 .  71 6 . 66 6 . 87 5 . 27 9 . 53 26 . 34 0 . 4 5 0 . 00 0 . 00 
5 
t-bd i f i ed  1 .  27 3. 76 9 . 81 12 . 46 12 . 9 3 10 . 42 8 . 65 5 . 4 3 4 . 34 5 . 30 4 . 76 8 . 54 4 . 10 7 . 80 1 . 52 0 . 01 0 . 00 
Revised Mod i f ied 1 .  27 3 . 76 9 . 81 12 . 58 1 3 . 21 10. 75  9 . 02 5 . 74 4 . 65 5 . 76 5 . 26 9 . 79 4 . 87 9 . 38 2 . 45 0 . 54 0 . 00 
Actual 0 . 07 1 .  26 4 . 50 5 . 72 5 . 84 5 . 02 . 4 . 61 3 . 28 2 .  71 2 . 98 2 . 90 6 .  36 3 . 9 3 10 . 67 9 . 01 6 . 2 3 0 . 40  
\tlhi te-nay 0. 4 3  l .  70 7. 42- 1 3 . 56 1 8 . 66 1 9 . 05 19 . 39 14 . 66 1 3 . 99 2 0 . 28 21 . 65 51 . 37 35 . 40 112 . 2 5 33 . 52 19 . 80 0 . 36 
6 
fvb:l i fi ed 3 . 4 5  9 .  76 2 5 . 15 32 . 10 3 3 . 90 27 . 94 2 3 . 89 1 5 . 61  1 3 . 14 1 7 . 1 3 1 6 . 69 3 5 . 30 2 1 . 95 6 3 . 80 37 . 84 32 . 64 2 . 44 
Revised t-bd i f  it,.>(,l 3 .  45 9 . 76 25. 15 32 . 39 3 4 . 53 28 . 72 24 . 76 1 6 . 31 1 3 . 84 1 8 . 19 17 . 89 38 . 38 2 3 . 98 68 . 19 4 1 . 51 37 . 02 2 . 4 2 
Actual 1 . 12 10 . 94 35. 53 42 . 28 42 . 20 39 . 50 37 . 26 2 8 . 18 2 5 . 34 32 . 83 29 . 40 66 . 42 44 . 90 116 . 94 115 . 52 77 . 06 6 . 4 4 
loJhi te-Day 0. 39 1 .  50 6 . 49 11 . 81 1 6 . 2 1  16. 51 1 6 . 76 12 . 64 12 . 03 1 7 . 38 1 8 . 4 8  4 3 . 51 29 . 69 93 . 00 24 . 97 11 . 85 0 . 01 
7 
M:xH fied 3 . 1 5 8 . 69 22 . 2 3 2 8 . 24 2 9 . 70 24 . 38 20 . 75 1 3 . 49  11 . 28 14 . 59 14 . 10 29 . 37 17 . 88 50 . 65 2 8 . 77 2 3 . 86 1 .  70 
Revised t>bdi f ied 3 . 1 5  8 . 69 22 . 23 2 8 . 50 30 . 76 2 5 . 06 2 1 . 52 14 . 10 11 . 90 1 5 . 54 1 5 . 15 32 . 07 19 . 67 54 . 46 31 . 92 27 . 58 1 . 68 
Actual 0 . 67 4 . 04 17. 38 2 3 . 10 27 . 75 28 . 76 31 . 19 2 5 . 40 24 . 80 30. 78 30 . 11 66 . 48 4 5 . 80 116 . 67 119 . 10 75 . 44 5 . 93 
1--' "-> -..J 
Table 25 (Continued) 
. 
Calculated Sediment Concentratioo in ppn by Size Fractions , lffiS Data 
HRS Series D 
Size Size Fractioo 
(No. ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11  12  
--
Run 
\'1hite-Day 0 . 83 2 . 48 9 . 76 16 . 90 22 . 58 2 2 . 52 22 . 47 16. 72 1 5 . 73  22 . 55 2 3 . 8 3  55 . 83 
8 
ttxtified 19 . 53 1 9 . 30 35. 20 37. 26 36 . 10 27 . 61 22 . 10 1 3 . 64 10. 86 1 3 . 4 3  12 . 43 24 . 27 
Revised Modified 19 . 55 19. 30 35. 20 37. 60 36. 72 2 8 . 33  2 2 . 88 14 . 21 11 . 41 14 . 22 1 3 . 27 26 . 31 
Act ua l  5 . 01 4 . 68 2 1 . 81 28 . 75 36. 20 35. 59 38 . 11 31 . 60 2 9 . 34 36 . 61 3 5 . 69 81 . 07 
White-Day 1. 57 3 . 76 1 3 . 51 22 . 30 29 . 01 2 8 . 38 27 . 86 20. 45 19. 04 27 . 05 2 8 . 40 66 . 07 
9 
t-bdified 1 0 . 59 18 . 92 4 1 . 80 4 9 . 49 50 . 44 40. 40 3 3 . 77 21 . 66 1 7 . 97 2 3 . 14 1 22 . 35 46 . 87 
Revised t-bd i f ied 10 . 59 16 . 92 4 1 . 80 4 9 . 91 51 . 32 4 1 . 44 34 . 90 2 2 . 56 18 . 85 24 . 47 2 3 . 82 50 . 57 
Actua l  0 . 76 4 . 69 2 1 . 03 32 . 80 44 . 36 4 6 . 32 ,50 . 57 42 . 30 39 . 45 50 . 46 ·46 . 87 107 . 57 
1 3  · 14 
38 . 04 119 . 37 
1 3 . 67 35 . 2 7  
14 . 94 37 . 92 
53 . 99 1 38 . 41 
44 . 87 140 . 33 
2 8 . 9 5  83 . 85 
31 . 38 89 . 01 
73 . 02 183 . 87 
1 5  1 6  
3 5 . 71 21 . 83 
17 . 2 3  1 3 . 52 
1 9 . 29 1 5 . 73  
151 . 9 5  1 00 . 80 
4 4 . 69 3 1 . 03 
49 . 59 44 . 19 
53 . 86 49 . 34 
2 00 . 76 134 . 06 
17 
0 . 48 
0 . 89 
0 . 86 
9 . 36 
1 . 14 
3 . 44 
3 . 4 1  
11 . 01 
...... 1\J 00 
129 
Table 26 
Calculated Total Sedim:nt Concentrations 
(Series 1 ,  2 ,  3 )  
Original M:xlified Revised 
Run Ackers-White White-Day Procedure r.bdified Actual 
(ppn) (ppn) (ppn) Procedure (ppn) 
(ppn) 
(Series 1 )  
1 {). 525 . 30  277 . 74 462 . 27 4 76 . 41 481 . 00 . 
2 � 419 . 4 8 162 . 83 343 . 22 3 57 . 1 7 237 . 80 
3 If 500 . 19 243 . 24 426 . 47 44 0 . 65 419 . 30 l 
(Series 2 ) 
1 4 91 . 00 187 . 89 36 5 . 00 388 . 64 
. 7 
3 67 . 30 . 
2 573 . 61 260 . 93 44 6 . 88 4 71 . 9 5 4 95 . 20 l 
3 673 . 00 3 53 . 02 547 . 97 575 . 20 758 . 50 � 
4 9 57 . 12 577 . 1 0 823 . 60 860 . 03 1 3 2 8 . 90 �. 
(Series 3 )  
1 884 . 2 8 4 99 . 00 755 . 37 788 . 41 11 60 . 60 l, 
2 836 . 66 4 9 7 . 02 727 . o4 · 756 . 73 11 70 . 00 L 1, 
3 929 . 6 8 591 . 52 81 8 . 61 84 9 . 97 1182 . 4 0 
4 776 . 29 4 31 . 10 660 . 16 6 89 . 25 7 6 5 .  09 1: 
Si ze 
(No . ) 1 
--
Run 
White-Day 0 . 36 
1 
t-bdi f ied 19 . 55 
Revised Modi f ied 19 . 55 
Actual . 0 . 24 
White-Day 0 . 10 
2 
t-b.li f ied 10 . 84 
Revised Modi fied 10 . 84 
Actua l 0 . 2 1 
White-Day 0 . 21 
�bdi f ied 1 5 . 39 
Revised ·Modi f ied 1 5 . 39 
Actua l 0 . 67 
Table 2 7  
Calculated Sediment Concentrations i n  ppn by Size Fracti�s , Proffitt Data 
Series 1 
Size Fraction 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  
0 . 53 1 . 30 3 . 72 12 . 80 2 8 . 52 5 1 . 35 62 . 4 3  60 . 40 3 3 . 27  21 . 20 
9 . 68 10 . 35 16 . 77 37 . 83 61 . 73 8 7 . 01 85 . 21 6 1 . 3� 34 . 19 27 . 68 
9 . 72 10 . 50 17. 1 3  38 . 91 63 . 94 9 0 . 30 87 . 85 64 . 00 35 . 37 2 6 . 81 
0 . 39 0 . 87 2 . 36 9 . 52 35 . 89 64 . 02 102 . 41 100 . 67 6 5 . 6 1  61 . 95 
0 . 18 0 . 56 1 . 94 7 . 55 1 8 . 2 5  34 . 62 4 3 . 55 4 1 . 10 1 4 . 30 0 . 70 
6 . 38 7 . 58 1 3 . 1 3  30 . 82 50 . 91 71 . 24 67 . 58 4 5 . 1p 2 2 . 14 15 . 00 
6 . 4 1 7 . 69 1 3 . 4 5  31 . 86 5 3 . 24 74 . 83 70 . 45 4 7 . 98 2 3 . 5 1  14 . 10 
0 . 17 0 . 40 l. 74 8 . 87 19 . 55 2 7 . 78 39 . 83 42 . 07 31 . 29 34 . 12 
0. 37 0 . 98 3 . 03 10 . 9 3 2 5 . 1 7  4 6 . 45 57 . 59 55 . 74 2 8 . 23 14 . 55 
8 . 1 9  9 . 17 1 5 . 31 35 . 24 58 . 18 82 . 50 80 . 91 57 . 67 31 . 28 24 . 48 
8 . 2 3 9 . 30 1 5 . 6 4  36 . 29 60 . 40 85 . 89 8 3 . 6 3  6 0 . 36 32 . 53 2 3 . 60 
0 . 84 l. 34 3 . 40 12 . 24 35 . 4 3  58 . 70 86 ;71 . 91 . 24 5 9 . 37 5 1 . 62 
12 13 
1 . 85 0 . 00 
8 . 20 2 . 49 
8 . 4 5  3 . 37 
29 . 50 5 . 40 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
2 . 38 0 . 00 
2 . 56 0 . 24 
2 0 . 78 6 . 92 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
6 . 59 1 . 58 
6 . 84 2 . 40 
16 . 40 1 . 34 
14  
0 . 00 
0 . 18 
0 . 49 
2 . 21 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
2 . 75 
1 5  
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
1 . 31 
16  
� w 0 
Table 23 
Calculated Sedi.rrent Conoentratioos in ppn by Size Fract.ions , Proffitt Data 
series 2 
Si ze Size Fraction 
(No. ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  
--
Rtm 
White-Day 0 . 2 1 0 . 66 2 . 02 6 . 58 16 . 30 2 7 . 84 35. 34 4 3 . 81 2 7 . 43 22 . 34 5 . 35 
1 
M:ldi f ied 8 . 61 9 . 70 1 3 . 32 2 5 . 04 4 1 . 62 53 . 40 54 . 74 57. 02 31 . 44 3 5 . 31 2 5 . 76 
Revised M:ldi f ied 8 . 6 1 9 . 78 1 3 . 6 5 2 6 . 03 4 3. 89 57 . 2 1 59 . 10 60. 70 34 . 27 38 . 08 24 . 05 
Actual · o : 26 0 . 62 1 .  21 3. 4 2  1 5 . 54 30 . 52 4 4 . 6 3 64 . 65 5 3 . 4 4  72 . 2 5 61 . 2 3 
Hhi te-Day 0. 46 1 . 16 3 . 12 9 . 32 2 1 . 72 3 5 . 72 4 4 . 38 54 . 38 3 5 . 1 0  36 . 09 1 8 . 37 
2 
M:ldi f ied 12. 60 12 . 82 1 6 . 57 29 . 97 413 . 74 6 . 210 63 . 91 67 . 4 3 38 . 04 , 4 4 . 29 33 . 60 
Revised Mod i f ied 12 . 60 12 . 9 1 16 . 94 31 . 0 3 5 1 . 10 65. 95 6 8 . 20 71 . 03 4 0 . 80 4 7 . 02 31 . 89 
Actual 1 .  39 2 . 92 5 . 35 1 8 . 02 2 9 . 71 4 9 . 92 63 . 78 89 . 38 6 5 . 36 . 82 . 60 64 . 08 
White--Day 0 . 88 1 .  89 4 .  57 12 . 68 2 8 . 12 4 4 . 8 3 54 . 70 66 . 4 3 4 3 . 71 51 . 34 34 . 27 
� H ied 1 8 . 4 2 17 . 06 20 . 81 36 . 2 7 57. 57 7?. . 84 7 4 . 9 8  79 . 75 4 5 . 75 54 . 66 4 2 . 6 1  
Rev i sed  M:xH.f j ed 1 8 . 4 2  1 7 . 1 8 2 1 . 2 5  37. 4.6 60 . 24 76 . 87 79 . 4 0 8 3 . 40 4 8 . 53 57 . 4 3 4 0 . 85 
/\ctua l 2 . 4 3 6 . 22 1 0 . 99 22 . 50 4 5 . 8 1 75 . 1 7 9 3 . 52 128 . 72 94 . 81 1 1 9 . 84 102 . 9 3 
\•/h i te--O.:�y 2 . 02 3 .  72 8 . 05 20. 7 3  4 3 . 70 67 . 51 80. 91 97 . 4 5 65 . 77 8 5 . 07 66 . 56 
Mod i f ied 33 . 69 2 8 . 08 32 . 2 0 53 . 86 83 . 54 104 . 19 107 . 02 114 . 48 66 . 94 82 . 06 65 . 59 
Revised Modi fied 3 3 . 69 2 8 . 2 8  32 . 84 5 5 . 50 86 . 92 109 . 4 0 1 1 2 . 56 1 19 . 07 70 . 4 3 85 . 4 3 63 . 4 1 
Actual 2 . 80 7. 97 1 5 . 68 34 . 2 8 72 . 16 1 16 . 4 1 1 46 . 71 2 09 . 83 159 . 33 ' 2 2 5 . 51 1 86 . 71 
12 13 
o . oo o . oo 
6 . 46 2 . 34 
6 . 87 4 . 28 
14 . 07 4 . 92 
1 . 15 0 . 00 
9 . 81 4 . 78 
10 . 22 6 . 91 
1 5 . 85 4 . 75 
7 . 90 0 . 69 
1 3 . 62 7 . 66 
1 4 . 05 9 . 96 
32 . 84 17 . 22 
22 . 62 10 . 92 
22 . 5 3 14 . 04 
2 3 . 1 5  17 . 18 
74 . 42 53 . 95 
1 4  
0 . 00 . 
0 . 21 
2 . 16 
0 . 55 
0 . 00 
2 . 22 
4 . 91 
2 . 08 
0 . 00 
5 . 1 3 
8 . 2 7  
5 . 54 
2 . 07 
11 . 46 
1 5 . 8 5  
2 3 . 12 
1 5  1 6  
� w � 
Table 2'J 
Calculated Sedi.rre.nt Concetnratians in ppn by Size Fraction , Proffitt Data 
Series 3 
Si ze Size Fracticn 
(No. ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . 1 1  
--
Run 
Whi te-Day 0 . 94 1 . 64 3 . 6 3 1 0 . 10 2 7 . 64 60. 01 81 . 24 102 . 15 7 5 . 65 94 . 28 30 . 97 
M:xii fied 26 . 68 18 . 4 5  19. 82 31. 34 6 3 . 74 106 . 62 1 18 . 4 5 126 . 51 77 . 89 95 . 95 35 . 68 
Revised Modi fied 26 . . 68 18 . 55 20 . 1 7 34 . 2 5 66 . 01 1 1 1 . 50 124 . 29 1 31 . 34 81 . 76 100. 04 34 . 4 1 
Actual 
. 1 . 1 6 1 .  97 2 . 90 7 . 66 32. 96 100 . 62 1 52 . 39 228 . 06 1 8 3 . 95 262 . 29 107 . 12 
Whi te-Day 1 . 15 1 .  86 3 . 90 10 . 39 2 7 . 74 59 . 10 78. 96 9 8 . 30 72 . 35 9 3 . 8 5  3 3 . 03 
2 
M::>di fied 2 8 . 96 19. 04 19. 76 32 . 4 5 6 1 . 1 3 101 . 38 1 12 . 24 1 19 . 71 73 . 6 3 91 . 42 34 . 28 
Revised M:xH "'1 28 . 96 19 . 1 5 20 . 09 3 3 . 31 6 3 . 26 105. 79 1 1 7 . 4 3  1 2 3 . 97 77 . 09 95. 12 33 . 15 
Actual 0 . 94 2 . 1 0  3 . 74 8 . 66 3 1 . 00 8 9 . 27 1 38 . 1 7 2 1 8 . 55 187 . 32 275 . 88 1 1 5 . 7 1  
\<n1i tc-oay l .  37 2 . 1 7 4 . 49 1 1 . 82 3 1 . 30 66 . 4 4  8 . 82 1 1 1 . 06 83 . 98 114 . 53 4 3 . 6 8 
3 M:xii fied 32 . 0 1 20. 8 3  21 . 58 35 . 42 66 . 73 1 1 1 . 01 123 . 87 1 33 . 73 84 . 02 105 . 91 4 0 . 23 Revi sed Mod i f ied 3 2 . 01 20. 96 21 . 9 5 36 . 32 68 . 98 115. 69 129. 19 1 3 8 . 17 87 . 65 109 . 52 39 . 01 
Act ua l  . 2 .  4 8  4 . 85 8 . 1 6  17 . 97 4 8 . 4 8  106 . 1 8 1 4 1 .  53 206 . 80 1 73 . 69 244 . 4 0 1 1 1 . 0 3  
White-Day 0 . 79 1 .  4 1  3 . 16 8 . 80 24 . 2 5 5?. , 69 71 . 27 89 . 37 65 . 80 80 . 54 2 5 . 59 
t-bdified 2 3 . 16 1 6 . 1 8  17 . 4 5 29 . 4 8 56 . 4 0 94 . 2 3  104 . 46 111 . 05 67 . 87 8 3 . 03 30 . 58 
Revised M:xlified 2 3 . 16 1 6 . 27 1 7 . 78 30 . 29 53 . 4 7 9 8 . 59 109 . 63 1 1 5 . 35 7 1 . 39 86 . 66 29 . 4 7 
Actual 0 . 31 0 . 54 0 . 99 3 . 06 16 . 60 60 . 2 1 9 8 . 00 164 . 49 1 34 . 8S 1 74 . 97 74 . 1 4  
1 2  13 
9 . 78 0 . 98 
1 5 . 40 10 . 10 
1 5 . 8 3 12 . 72 
4 1 . 67 2 4 . 84 
12 . 56 3 . 85 
1 5 . 17 10 . 28 
1 5 . 53 1 2 . 58 
57 . 2 1 27 . 85 
19 . 92 10 . 79 
18 . 52 1 3 . 29 
18 . 95 15 . 85 
5 8 . 76 51 . 91 
7 . 29 0 . 13 
12 . 94 8 . 21 
1 3 . 3 1  10 . 4 9 
24 . 33 10 . 02 
14 
0 . 00 
6 . 56 
10 . 14 
1 0 . 21 
0 . 00 
7 . 21 
10 . 4 3  
1 3 . 57 
1 . 1 5  
10 . 38 
1 3 . 92 
2 . 72 
0 . 00 
4 . 97 
8 . 00 
2 . 53 
1 5  
0 . 00 
0 . 24 
0 . 55 
2 . 78 
o . oo 
0 . 71 
1 . 06 
3 . 4 3  
16 
...., w t\.) 
Original 
Ackers-tw te 
Run Date (ppn) 
Reach Sec . 43 
1 5-24-79 398 . 3 364 . 9  
2 5-25-79 403 . 8 369 . 6  
3 5-26-79 392 . 7  359 . 8 
4 5-27-79 404 . 4  370 . 0  
5 5-28-79 425 . 7  38 8 . 2 
6 5-30-79 379 . 3 348 . 3 
7 6-02-79 179 . 5 167 . 9 
8 6-03-79 220 . 9  206 . 6  
9 6-04-79 272 . 9  253 . 9  
10 6-05�79 332 . 6 307 . 5 
11 6-06-79 352 . 1  324 . 5  
12 6-07-79 344 . 0  317 . 5 
13 6-12-79 276 . 7  257 . 5 
14 6-13-79  32 5 . 0 300 . 8 
15 6-15- 79 337 . 4 311 . 5 
16 6-16-79 273 . 9 255 . o-
Table · 30 
Calculated Total Sedi.rrent Concentratiors 
(East Fork River , \'V'yaning) 
. Modified Revised 
Procedure �ified White-Day 
(ppn) (ppn) (pp-n) 
Reach Sec . 43 Reach Sec . 43  Reach Sec . 43  
72 . 5  258 . 0 77 . 3  262 . 3  246 . 8  259 . 2  
68 . 2  254 . 9 73 . 1  259 . 0  2 57 . 5 266 . 4  
69 . 7  2 51 . 9 74 . 3  256 . 0  242 . 9  255 . 1 
82 . 9  2 84 . 5  88 . 1  2 88 . 9 2 54 . 4  2 58 . 7  
77 . 0  296 . 4  82 . 2  3o·o .  7 302 . 4  295 . 2 
55 . 4  211 . 5 59 . 7  . . 215 . 5 219 . 4  240 . 0  
9 . 1  58 . 4  10 . 7  66 . 8  56 . 6  80 . 8  
17 . 0  82 . 5  19 . 6  85 . 6  75 . 9  105 . 4  
30 . 7  120 . 3  33 . 8  12 3 . 9 108 . 4  140 . 8  
4 9 . 0  173 . 1  53 . 1  177 . 1  154 . 8  184 . 9  
52 . 5  191 . 7 56 . 6  195 . 6  185 . 4  213 . 3 
44 . 4  172 . 0  4 8 . 5  175 . 8  175 . 1  206 . 4  
2 9 . 6  119 . 8  32 . 7  123 . 3 117 . 6  153 . 3  
4 6 . 0 164 . 6 50 . 0  168 . 5 155 . 5 189 . 1 
51. 8 181 . 5 56 . 1  185 . 5  161 . 8 189 . 8 
32 . 4 122 . 1  35 . 7  125 . 8  108 . 0  141 . 0 
Actual 
(ppn) 
110 . 27 
91 . 65 
71 . 78 
74 . 75 
4 9 . 59 
56 . 75 
13 . 59 
2 5 . 36 
4 3 . 71 
71 . 81 
71 . 23 
66 . 61 
4 5 . 48 
86 . 55 
73 . 11 
48 . 79 
� w w 
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Table 31 
Calculated 'lbtal Sediment Concentrations 
Niobrara River near Cody , Nebraska 
(Gaging Station) 
. ... - -·- Original M)dified Revised White- MJdified Actual . . .  
Ackers-Whi te Procedure M:>di .  P:roc. Day __ _ Einstein Cone . 
Run Date (ppn) (ppn) (ppn) (ppn) (ppn) (ppn) 
1 3-3-50 5025 1796 1802 3274 1961 1 730 
2 8-30-50 2970 1666 1 670 1727 1 87 6  1 89 8  
3 4-27-51 2 870 4224 4230 271 9  1 7 9 3  1 826  
4 5-10-51 2362  4135 4140 247 5  1414 1 542 
5 6-19- 51 7_81 632 633 539 778 726 
6 9-26- 51 694 616 61 8 507 691 . 734 
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Table 32 
calculated 'lbtal Sed.i.m=nt Concentrations 
Niobrara River near Cody , Nebraska 
{Section C-2)  
Original M:xlified Revised White- M:>dified Actual 
Ackers-Whi te Procedure M:xli .  Proc. Day Einstein Cone . 
Run Date {ppn) (ppn) (pt:m) (ppn) (ppn) (ppn) 
1 9-6-51 .41 02 3972 3978 3057 3 553 4177 
2 4-1-52 - 7044 8011 8014 6372 2 6 8 5  3559 
3 5- 8-52 1476 . 1 274 1277 1 0 54 134 8  1619 
4 6-19-52 1234 1 213 - 1214 1035 520 582 
5 9-26-52 69.5 827 828 559 390 3 52 
Table 33 
Calculated 'Ibtal Sediment Concentrations 
Niobrara River near Cody , Nebraska 
(Section C-6) 
Original M:>dified Revised vfui te- M:xlified Actual 
Ackers-White Procedure M::>di .  Proc . Day Einstein Cone . 
Rtm. Dr:lte (ppn) (ppn) (pttn) (ppm) (ppn) (ppn) 
1 4- 8- 52 572 655 657 44 8 104 5 1481 
2 6-19-52 428 410 411 309 397 604 
• 3 9-26-52 51 3 677  678  4 3 5  490 335  
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Table 34 
Computation of Bed Material Load by Different Flmctions 
russouri River at Qnaha 
Date : 11-4-1964 
Water discharge 
Average velocity 





30700 ft3/sec . 
5 . 48  ft/sec. 
490 . 0  ft 
11 . 43 ft 
. 0001 5356 
46 . 000F 
869 . 327 m3/s 
1 . 671 rrv's 
149 . 3 52 m 
3 . 484 m 
. 0001 5356 
7 . 7fPC 




. 105  
. 14 9  
. 210 
. 29 7  
. 420 
. 590 
1.  Original Ackers-Whi te 
2 .  M:xlified Procedure 
3·. Revised MJ<;lified Procedure 
4 .  White-Day 
5.  Co1bys (Based on d5o ) 
% finer 
0 . 00 
0 . 84 6  
5 . 205 
30 . 13 
97 . 898 
99 . 700 
100 . 00 
· tons/day 
67249 . 00 
8611 2 . 10 
86113 . 10 
28026 . 36 
6 .  Co1bys (Based on fractional analysis) 
104936 . 35 
106674 . 25 
'52799 . 20 
61 737 . 00 
3384 7 . 76 
7 .  Einstein bed load frmctian 
8 .  'Ibffaleti 
9 .  Engel'Wld-Hansen 
1 0 .  MJdified Einstein 104 790 . 00 
� 
812 . 00 
104 0 . 54 
1 04 0 . 55 
338 . 657 
1 26 8 . 0  
1 2 89 . 0  
6 38 . 0  
74 6 . 0  
4 09 . 0  
1 264 . 0  
Table 35 
Cbmputation of Bed t-1aterial IDad by Different Functions 
Missouri River at Qnaha 
rate : 7-15-1969 
water discharge 
Average velocity 





42200 ft3/sec . 
4 . 61 ft/sec . 
655 . 0  ft. 
13 . 9 8 ft 
0 . 0001 53570 
82 . 00p 
1194 . 97 m3/sec . 
1 . 40 nv'sec. 
199 . 644 m 
4 . 263 m 
0 . 0001 53570 
27 . 7f!JC 




0 . 10 5  
0 . 14 9  
0 . 210 
0 . 297 
0 . 420 
0 . 590 
0 . 84 0  
1 . 190 
1 . 680 
2 . 3 80 
4 . 760 
9 . 520 
1 .  Originial Ackers-vJhi te 
2 .  M::xlified Procedure 
3 .  Revised M:>dified Procedure 
. 4 .  White-Day 
% finer 
0 . 00 
1 . 494 
7 . 609 
41 . 096 
76 . 451 
81 . 650 
82 . 514 
85 . 556 
88 . 1 55 
92 . 852 
95 . 985 
9 8 . 836 
100 . 00 
5 .  Co1bys (Based on d5o )  
6 .  Co1bys (Based on fractionai analysis ) 
tons/day , 
47736 . 14 
30829 . 4 7  
30909 . 10 
39169 . 04 
55286 . 24 
55399 . 99 
1 8201 . 23 
48574 . 53 
42772 . 89 . 
36 516 . 22 
7 .  Einstein Bed load ftmction 
8 .  'lbffaleti 
9 .  Engelund-Hansen 
10 . M::xlified Einstein 
419 . 63 
271 . 01 
271 . 71 
344 . 37 
4 86 . 0 
4 87 . 0 
160 . 0  
4 27 . 0  
3 76 . 0 
321 . 0  
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Table 36 
Coolputation of Bed Material load by Different Functions 
Missouri River at Qnaha 
Date : 7-25-1978 
water discharge 
Average velocity 






5 . 24 ft/sec 
754 . 0  ft 
1 7 . 91 ft . 
0 . 000211999 
8S0F 
2002 . 001 rn3/sec 
1 .  596 m/sec 
229 � 81 9 rn 
5 . 457 rn 
. 000211999 
31 . 110C 
Size Distribution of Bed Material 
Transrx:>rt F\mction 
Size (nm) 
0 . 0 74 
0 . 105. 
0 . 14 9  
0 . 21 0  
0 . 297 
0 . 4 20 
0 . 590 
0 . 84 0  
1 . 190 
1 . 6 80 
2 . 380 
4 . 760 
9 . 520 
1 .  Original Ackers-White 
2 .  �fied Procedure 
3 .  Revised M:Xlified Procedure 
4 .  White-Day 
5 .  Colbys (Based on d5o )  
% finer 
0 . 00 
0 . 318 
1 . 112  
5 . 379 
20 . 663 
37. 841 
56 . 520 
6 8 . 830 
79 . 177 
90 . 344 
96 . 374 
98 . 1 87 
100 . 00 
6 .  Colbys (Based on fractional analysis ) 
tons/day 
34 964 . 64 
29925 . 59 
30241 . 9 6 
2734 3 . 17 
57175 . 37 
53363 . 6 8 . 
11 81 6 . 24 
29159 . 44 . 
64 989 . 34 
32780 . 55 
7 .  Einstein Bed load ftmction 
8 .  'Ibffaleti 
9 .  Engelund-Hansen 
1 0 .  M:>difierl Einstein 
1 83 . 4 6 
1 57 . 0 2 
1 58 . 6 8 
143 . 47 
300 . 0 
2 80 . 0 
62 . 0  
1 53 . 0  
341 . 0  
1 72 . 0 
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Procedure I IRS Ser ies A 
Ackers- 0. 6986 
\-a1ite 
3. 120* 
White- 0 . 9660 
Day 
0. 230 
fotXli fied 1. 2 1 1 0 
1 . 096 









HI� Series A 
9 
2 . 262 
HRS Series B 
0 . 6015 
8 . 290* 
1 . 127 5 
1 . 001 
0 . 9282 
0 . 967 
0 . 9219 
1 . 054 
-
-
HRS Series B 
7 
2 . 365 
Table 37 
Calculated Values of Slope/t-test 
Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 East Fork Fast Fork 
River (Reach) River (Sec. 4 3) 
0. 3151 0 . 5092 0 . 3054 0 . 4013 0 . 3901 
92 . 3* 1 2 . C6* 4. 990• 9 . 609* 10 . 25* 
0 . 7398 0 . 8521 0 . 4854 0 . 74 55 0 . 5862 
6 . 279 3 . 644 1 . 988 1 .  790 4 . 080* 
0 .  4093 0 . 6206 0. 3549 1 . 0234 0 . 7434 
18. 069• 10. 589* 4 . 070 0 . 172 2 . 00 
0 . 3957 0 . 6059 0 . 3476 0 . 9739 0 . 7307 
19. 140* 10. 609* 4 . 2 30 0 . 200 2 . 138 
- - - - -
- - - - -
Table 38 
Tabulated Values of t-test at • OS Level of Prob. 
Series 1 Series 2 
1 2 
12 . 706 4 . 303 
Series 3 
2 
4 . 303 
East Fork East Fork 
River (Reach) River (Sec. 4 3 )  
14 14 
2 . 145 2 . 145 
Niobrara 
River (Gag . St . )  
1 . 6584 
2 . 38 5  
1 .  7195 
2 . 330 
1 . 5714 
1 . 12 3  
1 .  5702 
1 . 122 
1 . 004 
0 . 05 
Niobrara 
River (Gag . St. ) 
4 
2 .  776 
Niobrara 
River (Sec. C-2) 
0 . 7983 
1 . 07 1  
0 . 7923 
0 . 874 
0 . 7647 
0 . 974 
0 . 7647 
0 . 97 3  
-
0 . 8907 
2 . 64 3  
Niobrara 
River (Sec . C-2 )  
3 








DlP VAR I ABLE : C 
D£P VM I MLE : C 
D E P  VAR I A8LE : C 
DEP VAR I ABLE : C 
SOURCE D f  
MODE L 1 
ERROR 9 
C TOTAL 1 0  
ROOT MSE 
O£P MEAN 
c . v. 
HRS SER I E S A 
ANALYS I S  or VAR I ANCE 
SUM or M E AN 
SQUARES SQUARE 
1 . 899 1 8 3110 1 . 8') ) 1 8 3 40 
0 . 32b68629 0 . 0)629848 
2 . 22586969 
o. , ._052 1 6  R•SQUARE 
2 . 5811 1 9 5 AOJ R· SQ 
7 . 3 72569 
PARAMETER 
EST I MA T E  
I'ARAM E T E R  E S T  I MA T E S  
STANDARD 
ERROR VAR I A8 L E  OF 
I N l E RC E P  
At 
1 . 3911 311';1'2 
0 . 698629116 
0. 1 71123689 
o .  096581155 
AIIALYS I S  Of VM I NIC[ 
sUM or N£AH 
f VALUE 
52 . 32 1  
0 . 85 3 2  
0 . 8369 
T FOR HO : 
PARAME T ERzO 
8 . 00 3  
7 . 2 3 3  
f'ROB>F 
0 . 0001 
PR08 > I l l 
0 . 000 1 
0 . 000 1 
SOURCE or SQUARES 
MODEL 1 J . 63 U 7822 
SQUARE 
3 . 63 U7822 
r VALUE 
ltl . 228 
PR08>r 
0 . 000 1  
CRitOR 9 
C TOTAL 1 0  
ROOT MSE 
0[1" M£AH 
c . v. 
0 . 7�5276 o. 081t00586 
11 . 18711)098 
0 . 2898376 R-SQUARE 
1 . 831151 ADJ R-SQ 
1 5 . 79901 
PARAM£ T£R 
EST I MATE 
PARAMETER EST I MATES 
STANDARD 
l"'ROR 
0 . 8277 
0. 8085 
T fOR HO : 
PARAMETER•D VAR IABLE Or 
u •TERCEP 
., . 
o. 1 89232110 
0 .  96601t906 
0 . 26506 397 
0 . 111693262 
0 .  7 1 11  
6 . sn 
AHALYS I S  OF VAR I ,.,.C E  
SUM O f  MEAN 
SOURCE or SQUARES SQUARE f VALUE MODE L 1 5. 706475511 s. 7o611 7ss4 39 . 5711 
ERROR 9 1 . 29 7 7 7 3 7 8 0 . 1 411 1 9709 
C TOTAL 1 0  7 .  001124932 
ROOT M S E  0 . 3 797-329 R·SQUARE 0 . 8 1 11 7  
DE P MEAN 1 . 680868 AOJ R- SQ o. 7911 1 c . v. 22 . 59 1 118 
PARAME T E R  EST I MAT E S  
PARAME TER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VAR I A8LE o r  E ST I MA T E  (RROR PARAM E T ER=O 
I NT ERCEP -0 . 38 1 62620 0. 3 11 72 7 5 � 0  - 1 . 099 A3 1 . 2 1 1 009 1 4  0 .  1 92501185 6 . 29 1  
ANALYS I S  o r  VAR I ANCE 
SUM OF MEAN SOURCE Of SOUAAE S  SQUARE f VALUE 
MODEL 1 5 . 11 38697811 s. 11 3869 7811 3 7 . 866 
ERROR 9 1 . 29267942 0 . 1 11 36 3 1 05 
C TOTAL 1 0  6 .  7 3 1 ] 7726 
ROOT MSE 0. 3 789869 R-SQUARE 0 . 8080 
DE P M£NI 1 .  7 3 5505 AOJ R • SQ o. 7866 c . v .  2 1 . 83 72 7  ' 
PARAM E T E R  EST I MA T E S  
PARAME TER STANDARD T fOR HO : VAR I ABLE OF EST I MAT E  ERROR PARAME T £R=O 
I N TCRCEP - 0 . 2 7 80 1 64 7  0 . 34659 322 - 0 . 802 
All 1 . 1 8225 4 � 1 0. 1 92 1 2665 6 . 1 54 
PR08 > I l l  
0 . 119311 
0 . 000 1 
PR08>f 
0 . 000 1 
PR08 > I T J  
0 .  300 3 
0 . 000 1 
PR08>F 
0 . 0002 
PR08 > I T J  
0 . 11 11 3 1  
0 . 0002 
141 
-14 2  
HRS SER I E S 8 
DEl" VAR I ABL E :  C 
MAL YS I S OF VAI4. I ANCE 
SUM or MEAN 
SOURCE OF SQUAR E S  SQUARE F VALUE l'f'OB>F 
MODE L 1 3 . U 7tl 1 8�11 ) . 11 7 711 1 851t 1 56 . 676 0 . 000 1 
ERROR 7 o. 1 ��36� 1 6  0 . 0221 9�2 
C TOTAL I 3 . 6 3278 J 70 
ROOT MSE o .  1 1119799 R-SQUAI4.E 0 . 9572 
OEP fi£M 2 . 1tltll672 ADJ R-SQ 0 . 9� 1 1  
c . v .  6 . 0911067 
I"ARNIETER EST I MAT E S  
I"ARNIE T ER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VAlU ABLE or EST I MATE ERROR I"ARAMET ER•O I"ROB > I T I  
I NTERC£1" 1 .  301 l 9 1 llt 0 . 1 0 311 7 425 1 2 . 64 �  0 . 000 1 
AI 0 . 60 1 5H29 0 .  01180�91 1 1 2 . 5 1 7  0 . 00 0 1 
DEl" VAI4. 1 ABLE : C 
ANALYS I S  or VAA I ANCE 
SUM or MEAN 
SOURCE or SQUAR ES SQUAR E F VALUE l'f'OB>f 
MODEL 1 1 2 . 2 1 827772 1 2 . 2 1 827772 78 . 307 0 . 000 1  
ERROR 7 1 . 0922 1 )�4 0. 1 �)05 1 
C TOTAL • 1 3 .  ) 1 011 9 1 2 7  
R OO T  M S E  0 . 39�007 R- SQUARE 0 . 9 1 79 
OE r MAN 1 .  6l5283 ADJ R-SQ 0 . 9062 
c . v .  211 . 1 5527 
I"ARNIETER EST I MA T E S  
rAAAMET£R STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE Of E ST I MAT E  - ERROR I"ARAHET ER•O l'f'OB > I T I  
I NT ERCE P  -O. rt91t6 J 1 1 0 0 . 2711 3 5270 - I . 803 0 . 1 1 44 
A2 . 1 . 1 27�9595 o .  1271t2460 8 . 849 0 . 000 1 
DE l" VAI4. 1 ABLE : C ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM or MEAN 
SOURCE or SQUARES SQUARE f VALUE l'f'OB>r 
MOO( L  1 8 . 280�459 1 8 . 280511 5 9 1  1 56 . 66 4  0 . 000 1 
ERROR 7 0. 36998108 0 . 05215530 
C TOTAL a 8 . 65053299 
ROOT MSE 0 . 2299028 R-SQUARE 0 . 95 7 2  
D E P  MEAN 1 .  741502 ADJ R- SQ 0 . 95 1 1 c . v. 1 3 . 1 4856 
PARAMETER EST I MAT E S  
PARAME T E R  STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE O f  E ST I MAT E ERROR I"ARAHET ER=O PROB > I T I 
I N T ERCE P  - 0 . 0011920789 0. 1 �96 7 9 3 5  - 0 . 0 3 1  0 . 9 76 3  
A3 0 . 92127 7:i7 0 . 071t 16l94 1 2 . � 1 1  0 . 000 1 
DE P VAR I ABLE : C 
ANALYS I S  OF VAR I ANCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES SQUAAE F VALUE PROB>f 
MODEL 1 8 . 1 682023� a .  1 61202 3 �  1 54 . 9 3 6  0 . 000 1 
ERROR 7 0 . 36903971 0 . 0�21 1 996 
C TOTAL 8 1 . 53 721t206 
ROOT MS£ 0 . 2296083 R- SQUAR( 0 . 9568 
D[ P M£AN 1 .  778001 ADJ R-fQ 0 , 9506 
c . v .  1 2 . 9 1 3 79 
PAI4.ME T£R E ST I MA TES 
PARAM E T E R  STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VIlA I ABLE or EST I MAT E  ERROR rARAM E T ER=O PR08 > I l l  
I NT ERCEP 0 . 036520 7 1  0 . 1 5947478 0 . 229 0 . 8254 
All o. 92 1 9�93 1 0 . 0 7 406892 1 2 . 1tll 7  0 . 000 1 
14 3 
SERE I £5 1 
·o[l> VAft i ;QlE : C 
ANALYS I S  OF VAR I ANCE 
SUM O f  MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARE S  SQUARE f VALUE PR08>f 
MODEL 1 0 . 00!»2711205 0 . 0052711205 1 803 . 11 3 1  0 . 0 1 50 
ERROR 1 • 0000029211511 • 000002921154 
C TOTAL 2 0 . 005217 1 29 
ROOT MSE 0 . 00 1 7 1 0 1 211 lt • SQUAR£ 0 . 99911 
D£P MENI 2 . 680761 A4J R - SQ 0 . 9989 
c . v .  0 . 06 3 79265 
PARAMET ER EST I MAT ES 
PARAME H R  STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE Of EST I MAT E  ERROR I'ARAME T E RzO PROB > I T I  
I NTERCEP 1 . 11711 1 05011 0 .  D 1 9D2061 98 . 5 30 O . D065 
A 1  0 . 3 1 5 1 3662 0 . 0071120772 112 . 1167 0 . 0 1 50 
OE P VAR I A8L E :  C 
ANALYS I S  OF VAR I ANCE 
SUM O f  MEAN 
SOURCE OF SQUARES SQUARE f VALUE I"ROB> f 
MODE L  1 0 . 029072311 0 . 029072311 3 1 8 . 998 0 . 0356 
tRROR 1 0 . 00009 1 1 3 6 o .  00009 1 1 36 
C TOTAL 2 0 . 02 9 1 63118 
ROOT MSE 0 . 0095116538 R • SQUARE 0 . 9969 
OEP MEAJe 2 .  311 7D65 ADJ R-SQ 0 . 99 3 7  
c . v .  0 . 1106 7 11 3 7  
I'ARAM E T E R  EST I MATES 
I"ARAMET E R  STANDARD T fOR HO: 
VAR I ABLE OF EST I MAT E  - ERROR PARAM E T ER= O PROS > I T I  
I N TE(tC E P  0 . 453 1 9585 D. 1 06 1 7975 11 . 268 0 . 1 116 5  
� 0 . 73987848 0 . 011 1 1l2536 1 7 . 86 1  0 . 0 3 56 
OEP VAR I ABLE : C 
ANALY S I S Of VAR I ANCE 
.iUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUAR E S  SQUARE f VALUE I"ROB> f 
MODEL 1 0 . 0088998 1 7  0 .  0088998 ,  7 1 56 . 849 0 . 0507 
ERROR 1 0. 00005674 1 0 . 00005674 1 
C TOTAL 2 0 .  008956559 
ROOT MSE o .  007 5 32691 R·SQUARE 0 .  99 3 7  
DE l' MEAN 2 . 6 1 0 1 3  ADJ R • SQ 0 . 9873 c . v .  0 . 28859115 
I"ARAME T ER EST I MATES 
I"ARAME T E R  STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE Of EST I MA T E  ERROR I"ARAME T ER : O  I'ROB > I T l  
I NT E RC E P  , • 5622 7693 0 .  08 3 7 8 1 0 7  1 8 . 64 7  0 . 0 3 4 1 
A3 0 . 4093652 1 0. 03268666 1 2 . 524 0 . 050 7 
O £ P  VAit i A8L E :  C 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM O f  MEAN 
SOURCE OF SQUAR E S  SQUARE f VALUE PR08> f 
MOO[ l  1 0 .  0083 1 Cl296 0 . 008 3 1 6296 1 5 7 . 1 3 3 0 . 0507 
ERROR 1 0 . 000052925 0 . 000052925 
C TOTAl 2 o .  ooa 369222 
ROOT MS£ o. 00727«198 3 R • SQUARE • 0. 99 3 7  
O E P  MEAN 2 . ,.25009 ADJ R • SQ 0. 9874 c . v .  0 . 27 7 H a U  
I"ARAMETER E ST I MA TES 
I"ARAME T E R  STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE O f EST I MAT E E RROR I'ARAMET ER = O  PROS > I T l 
I N T E RC E P 1 . 6 1 208945 0 . 0809 1 4 76 1 9 . 92 3  0 . 0 3 1 9  M o .  3 95 7 1 759 0 . 03 1 56838 1 2 . 5 3 5  0 . 0507 
OEP VAR I ABLE: C 
.
OE P VAR I ABL[: C 




C TOTAL 3 
ROOT ftSE 
DE P MEAN 
c . v. 
SERE I ES 2 
ANALYS I S  Or VAR I ANCE 
sUM or MEAN 
SQUARES SQUARE 
0 . 01157332 1  O . Oit5 7U2 1  
0 . 00051 3219 0 . 0002S664S 
0 . 04t624650 
0 . 01 6020 1 1 R-SQUARE 
2. 81 4666 AOJ R-SQ 
O . S691664 
PARAM E T E R  
EST I MATE 
PARAMETER EST I MAT E S  
STANDARD 
ERROR VAR I ABLE or 
I NT E RC E P 
A 1  
1 .  38077901 
O . S0927690 
0 . 1 077 1 128 
0 . 038 1 S08S 
r VALUE 
1 71 . 197 
0 . 9889 
0 . 9834 
T FOR HO : 
PARAME T E R•O 
1 2 . 8 1 9  
1 1 . 349 
ANALYS I S  or VARI ANCE 
SUM or MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES SQUARE 
MODEL 1 . o .  12803970 o .  1 2803970 
ERROR 2 0. OOOSI044S 0 . 000290222 
C TOTAL 3 0 . 128620 1 4  
R OO T  MSE 0 . 0 1 70359 1  R• SQUARE 
OE P MENI 2 . 499857 AOJ R • SQ 
c . v .  
VAFC I ABLE OF 
I NT£RCE P 
A2 
0 . 68 1 4 755 
PARAM E T E R  
E S T  I MA l £  
0 . 100629 7 7  
0 . 1152 1 390 1 
PARAMETER EST I MATES 
ST.MIOARO 
ERROR 
0. 1 1 454299 
o . �S6986 
F VALUE 
44 1 . 1 78 
0 . 9955 
0 . 9932 
T FOR HO : 
PARAMET ERzO 
0 . 8 79 
2 1 . 004 




C TOTAL 3 
ROOT MS£ 
D E P  MEAN 
c . v. 
SU.. OF MEAN 
SQUARES SQUARE 
0 . 0679 1 784 0 . 06 79 1 784 
0 . 000452585 0 . 000226292 
0 . 06837042 
0 . 0 1 504302 R- SQUARE 
2. 7 1 6 726 AOJ R·SQ 
0 . 5S3 7 1 88 
PARAM E T ER 
E ST I MA T E  
PARAM E T ER EST I MA T E S  
STANDARD 
ERROR VAR I ABL E  OF 
I N T ERCE P  
A3 
0 . 969 3 3 1 42 
0 . 62062 6 1 1 
0 . 1 0 1 1 4 356 
0 . 03S82l92 
F VALUE 
300 . 1 3 3 
0 . 9934 
0 . 99 0 1  
T fOR HO : 
PARAMET ER=O 
9 . 584 
1 7 . 3 24 




C TOTAl 3 
ROOT ftS £  
OE P M£NI c . v .  
SUM O f  MEAN 
SQUAR[S SQUARE 
0 . 06•! �4 1 S 7  0 . 06474 1 57 
0 .  000486540 0 .  00024 3270 
0 . 06!-228 1 1  
0 . 0 1 S 59 7 1 2  R • SQUARE 
2. 7 39403 AOJ R · SQ 
O . S69362 1  
PARAM E T E R  
E S T  I MA T E  
PARAMET E R  EST I MA T E S  
STANDARD 
E RROR VAA I ABL£ OF 
I NT E RCE P 
A4 1 .  0 3 3 3 5 724 0 . (M)5 940 1 7  0 . 104869 1 2  0 . 0 3 7 1 4 348 
F VALUE 
266 . 1 3 0 
0 . 992 5 
0 . 9888 
T fOR HO : 
PARAME T E M=O 
9 . 854 
1 6 . 3 1 4  
PROB>F 
0 . 0056 
PR08 > I T I  
0 . 0060 
0 . 0056 
PROB>F 
0 . 0023 
PROB > I T I  
0 . 4723 
0 . 0023 
PROB > F 
0 . 00 3 3  
PROB > I T I 
0 . 0 1 07 
0 . 00 3 3  
PROB > F  
0 .  00 3 7 
PROB > I T  I 
0 . 0 1 0 1 
0 . 00 3 7  
144 
145 
SERE I ES 3 
O E P  VAl U ABlE : C ANAlYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM O f  MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES SQUARE VALUE PROB:>f 
MOOEL 1 0 . 002 39 1 669 0 . 002391 669 11 . 8 1 9  0 . 1 �911 
ERROft 2 0 . 0009926711 0 . 00011963 J 7  
C TOTAL 3 0 . 00 3 38113113 
R OO T  MSE 0 . 02227862 R•SQUARE o .  7067 
OEP MEM 2 . 93 1 88� ADJ R• SQ 0 . �00 
c . v .  o. 7�98735 
PARAMETER EST I MATES 
PARAME T E R  STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VAA l ABLE Of EST I MA T E  ERROR PARAMET ER=O f'ROB :> I T I  
I N T ERCE P  2 . 00876358 0 . 112067730 ...  775 0 . 011 1 2  
A I  0 .  3051tll388 o. 1 39 1 11��0 2 . 1 95 0 . 1 �9-
O E P VAR I ABLE : C 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES SQUAAE VALUE f'ROB:>f 
MOO£L 1 0 . 00601100 3 3  0 . 00601t00 3 3  3 . � 1 8  0 . 20 1 5 
ERROft 2 0 . 00311311 1 27 0 . 00 1 7 1 7063 
C TOTAL 3 0 . 0094 7 16 1 60 
ROOT MSE 0 . 04 1 4 3 746 R• SQUARE 0 . 6375 
D E P  MEAN 2 . 70024 7  AOJ R•SQ 0 . 4563 
c . v .  1 . 53458 
PARAMETER EST I MATES 
PARAME T E R  STANDARU T fOR HO : 
VAA l ABLE Of EST I MATE -{RROR PARAMET fR=O PROB > I T I 
I NT ERCE P 1 .  2 3 3 251t03 o .  7821111529 1 .  576 0 . 2557 
A2 0 . 11854006 7 0 . 25880583 1 . 8 7 6  0_. 2 0 1 5 
OE P VAR I ABLE :  C 
ANAL YS I S Of VAA I AHCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES SQUARE VALUE PROB>f 
MODEL 1 0 � 003230260 0. 0032 30260 5 . 040 0 . 1 5 3 9  
ERROR 2 0 . 00 1 28 1 7 79 0 .  000640889 
C TOTAL 3 0 . 00115 1 2039 
ROOT MSE 0 . 0253 1 579 R- SQUARE 0 . 7 1 59 
DE P MEAN 2 .  868 1 1 5 AO.J R - SQ 0 .  5739 
c . v . 0 . 8826632 
f'ARAME TER EST I MATES 
PARAM E T E R STANOARO T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABlE O f  EST I MATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB > I T I 
I NT E RCE P 1 .  79529 365 0 . 4 7802693 3 . 75 6 0 . 0642 
A3 o .  35497655 o .  1 58 1 1 4 7 7  2 . 24 5 0 . 1 5 3 9  
O E P  VAR I ABLE : C 
ANALYS I S  O f  VAR I ANCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES SQUARE f VALUE PROB> f 
MODEL 1 0 . 00309 7593 0 . 00 3097593 5 . 086 o. 1 528 
ERROft 2 0 . 00 1 2 1 8082 0. 00060904 1 
C TOTAL 3 0 . 004t 3 1 �67 5 
ROOT MSE 0 . 021167876 II• SQUAR E 0. 7 1 7 8 
O£ P MEAN 2 . 885874 AO.J R - SQ 0 . 5 766 
c . v .  0 . 855 1 57 1  
f'ARAME T E R  EST I MA TES 
.. ARAM E T E R  STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABl E  o r  EST I MA T E  ERROR PAAAMETER= O  f'ROB > I T  I 
I NTERCEP 1 . 8 3 5 3 1 48 7  0 . 465998 1 1  3 . 9 3 8  0 . 05 8 8  
M 0 . 31176 1 06 3  o .  1 5 4 1 3605 2 . 255 0 . 1 528 
14 6 
EAST FOAl< R I VER, WYO . ( REACH ) 
OEP VAR I ABLE : C 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM o r  MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUAR E S  SQUARE F VALUE ""OB>f 
MODEL 1 0. 1 22 3 l�6S 0 . 122U56S 11 1 . 1190 0 . 00 0 1  
ERROR 1 4  0 . 04 11 280 1 J  o .  0029tta�8 1 
C TOTAL 1 5  0 . 1 6 161578 
ROOT MSE 0. 054JOOU It• SQUARE 0 . 711 7 7  
O E P  MEAN 2 . S 1 0898 AO.J R•SQ 0 .  7297 
c . v. 2 . 1 62606 
PARAMET ER EST I M,UES 
PARAME T ER STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE Of EST I MATE ERROR PARAME TERsO NOB > I l l  
I NTERCE P 1 . 807� 5 1 7 3  0 . 1 1 00 3 3 86 1 6 . 42 7  0 . 000 1 
Al O . lf0 1 3 1 540 0 . 06230398 6 . 41t 1  0 . 000 1 
OEP VAR I AB L E :  C 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE or SQUARES SQUARE f VALUE PROB>r 
MOO£ L  1 0 . 42:? 1 80!;6 0 . 422 1 8056 27 . 5 1 9  0 . 000 1 
ERROR , .. 0 . 2 1 1f7 7 703 0 . 0 1 53 4 1 22 
C TOTAL 1 5  0 . 63695759 
ROOT MS£ 0 . 1 2 38597 R · SQUARE 0 . 6628 
OEP MEAN 2 . 205605 ADJ R•SQ 0 . 6 1 8 7  
c . v .  5 . 6 1 567(1 
PARAMETER EST I MATES 
PARAME H R STANDARD T rOA HO : 
VAR I �L E  or ESI I MA TE ERROR PARAME T E R•O PROB > I T I  
I N TE RCE P 0 . 8990 l 790 0 . 250986 1 4  3 . 582 0 . 00 30 
A4 0 . 71155 1 850 0 . 1 42 1 1 14 7 7  5 . 2146 0 . 000 1 
DEl' VAR I ASLE :  C 
AfiALYS I S or VAR I ANCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE O f SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB> r 
1100EL 1 0. 795623214 0 .  79562324 56 . 923 0 . 000 1 
ERROA 1 4 0 . 1 9568206 0 . 0 1 3 9 7 729 
C TOTAL 1 5  0 .  9 9 1 30530 
ROOT MSE 0. 1 1 82256 R · SQUARE 0 . 8026 
OE P  MEAN 1 . 6362 ADJ R - SQ 0 . 7885 c . v .  7 . 2256 1 9  
PARAMETER EST I MAT E S  
PARAME T E R  STANDAR D T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE or E ST I MAT E  ERR OR PARAMET ER=O PROB > I T  I 
I I HEIICEP -o . 1 5 7 14 7 1 69 0 . 23956939 - 0 . 6 5 7  0 . 52 1 6  
A2 1 . 023144 1 5  .. 0 . 1 35650 3 1  7 . 545 0 . 000 1 
OE P VAR I ABL E :,  C 
ANALYS I S  Or VAR I ANCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUAR E S SQUARE f VALUE PROII> F 
MODE L 1 0 . 72059630 0 .  720596 30 56 . 1 5 5  0 . 000 1 
E RROR , .. 0 . 1 79652 1 2  0 . 0 1 283229 
C TOTAL 1 5  0 . 9002 .. 816 3 
ROOT MSE 0. 1 1 3 2797 R• SQUAR £ 0 . 8004 
OE P M[Afl 1 . 67426 7 AO.J R · SQ o .  7862 c . v. 6 .  76593 1 
r'ARAI'I£T(R C S T  I I'IAT £ 5  
I'ARAI'I£ T £R STANOARO T FOR HO : 
VAR I AB L £  o r  E ST I MA T£ (RROR PARAMETER=O PROB > I T  I 
I N T ( RCE P -0 . 03274023 0. 22954 720 -o . 1 4 3  0 . 8(1(16 Al 0 . 9 7 3 99 1 86 o. 1 2997549 7 . 1t94 0 . 00 0 1 
147 
EAST fORK R I VER ( SEC. 4 3 1 
OEP V.I' " ABlE : C 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUAitES SQUARE f VALUE P'ROB>f 
MODEl 1 0 . 1 1 560723 0 . 1 1 560723 42 . 988 0 . 000 1 
E RROR 1 4  0 . 0 3 765026 0. 002689304 
C TOTAL 1 5  o .  1 5 325750 
ROOT MSE 0 . 05 1 8585 R- SQUARE 0 . 754 3 
OEP' MEAII 2 . 4 76242 AO.J R - SQ 0 .  7368 
c . v . 2 . 09421t2 
P'ARAMETER EST I MATES 
P'ARAME TER STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VAll i ABLE Of EST I MAT E E RROR P'ARAME T ER=O P'ROB > I T I 
I NTEitCEP' 1 . 7925 1 69 1  0 . 1 05084 78 1 7 . 058 0 . 00 0 1  
AI 0 . 3 90 1 2 324 0 . 05950 1 69 6 . 55 7  0 . 00 0 1  
OEP' VAlUABLE :  C 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUAitES SQUAR E f VALUE P'ROB>f 
MODEL 1 0 . 26 1 1 0 4 3 8  0 . 26 1 1 011 3 8  3 3 . 4 3 9  0 . 000 1 
ERROR 1 11  0 .  1 0'.1 3 1 8 70 0 . 00780811 79 
C TOTAL 1 5  0 . 310112308 
ROOT MSE 0 . 0883656 R-SQUARE o. 7049 
DEP' MEAN 2 . 2 7 4265 AOJ R - SQ 0 . 6838 
c . v .  3 . 885457 
PARAMETER E S T I MATES 
P'ARAM E T E R  STANDARD T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE Of EST I MA T E  ERROR PARAME T ER=O PROB > I T I  
I NT ERCE P  1 . 24 6 7 3 1 0 1  o .  1 79D6 1 84 6 . 963 D . DD0 1 
All 0 . 58629527 0 . 1 0 1 l89J9 5 .  783 O . ODD 1 
DE P' VAit i ABLE : C 
ANAL YS I S OF VAR I ANCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES SQUARE f VALUE P'fiOB>f 
MODEL 1 0. 4 1 98 1 1 4D D . 4 1 98 1 1 11 0 3 3 . 72 3  D . OOD 1 
ERROR 1 4  D . 1 74 2 8 3 7 5  0 .  D 1 2411884 
C TOTAL 1 5  Q .  594D9 5 1 5  
ROOT MS£ o. 1 1 1 5 7 !14 R-SQUAR( D. 7D66 
DEP MEAN 2 . 2269 1 2 AOJ R - SQ 0 . 68 5 7  
c . v .  5 . D 1 D2 7 3  
PARAME T E R  EST I MA TES 
PARAM E T E R  STANDARD T fOR HD : 
VAR I AB L E  O F  E ST I MA T E  ERROR PARAMET ER=D PROB > I T l  
OEP' VAit i ABL£ : C 
I I H ERC E P  0 . 9 2 3 99596 D. 22609 1 5 2 4 . D6 7  D .  O D 1 1 
A2 0 .  7 4 3 42 3 7 4  D .  1 280 1 811 0  5 . 8D 7  O . OOD 1 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR l ANCE 
SUM Of M(AN 
SOURCE Of SQUARE S  SQUARE f VALUE PROB>f 
MODEL 1 0 . 4D56D 1 2 1  0 .  IID56D 1 2 1  3 3 . 69 3  D . ODD 1 E RROR 1 4  0 .  1 68 5 3269 0 . 0 1 203805 
C TOTAL 1 5 O . S 7 1t 1 3 39D 
ROOT MSE 0 . 1 09 7 1 8  R- SQUARE D. 7065 
OEP MEAN 2. 2 3 7 0 1 9  AOJ R- SQ 0 . 68 5 5  
c . v .  11 . 9046 5 3 
PARAMET E R  E S T  I MATES 
PARAM E T E R  STANDARD T FOR HD : 
VAR I ABLE Of E S T I MA T E  ERROR PARAME T E R=D PROS > I T  I 
I N T ERC E P  D . 956 3 .. 11 .. 8 0 . 2223 299 1 .. .  3 0 1  O . ODD7 A3 0 .  7 30 7 3 3 3 6  o .  1 2588888 5 . 80 5  O . OOD 1  
OEP VARIA8LE: C 
OEP VAR I A8L E :  C 
O£ P VAR I ABLE : C 
O E P  VAR I A8L£ : C 
OE P VAR I ABLE : C 
N I OeRARA R I VEit ( CAG I NG STA. ) 
ANAL VS I S  OF' VAR I ANC[ 
sUM o r  MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES $QUARE F' VALUE 
PtOOE L  1 o. � 3 7 1 9876 0 . � 3 7 1 9876 36. 1 0 3  
ERROR .. 0 . 0�9� 1 828 0 . 0 1 4879 � 7  
C TOTAL � 0 . 596 7 1 7011 
ROOT MSE 0 . 1 2 1 98 1 8  R-SQUARE 0 . 900 3  
O E P  MEAM 3 . 28981111 ADJ R- SQ 0 . 17�3 
c . v .  J .  70713 
PARAMET E R  
EST I MAT E  
PARAMETER EST I MAT E S  
STANDARD 
ERROR 
T fOR MO :  
VAR I ABLE Of 
I NT ERCEI" 
PARAMETER•O 
A1 
- 1 • 87697794 
1 • 6�84163 70 
0 . 116 1 34 720 
0 . 2760 1 �2 
ANALYS I S  OF' VAR I ANCE 
SOH Of MEAN 
SOURCE OF' SQUAR E S SQUARE 
MOOE L  1 O . H 71169116 0 . �77469116 
ERROR ,. 0 .  0744�665 0 . 0 1 86 1 4 1 6  
C TOTAL � 0 . 65 1 926 1 1  
ROOT MSE 0. 1 364 3 3 7  R•SQUARE 
0£1" MEAN 3 .  1 69492 AOJ R•SQ 
c . v .  .. .  3011593 
-2 . 1 7 9  
6 . 009 
F' VALUE 
3 1 . 02 3  
0 . 8858 
0 . 8�72 
T fOR HO :  
VAR I ABLE P f  
PARAME T E R 
EST I MATE 
PARAMETER EST I MATES 
STANDARD 
ERROR PARAMET ER=O 
I NTERCE P 
A2 
- 2 .  1 1 H49406 
1 .  7 1 9�0 3 1 11  
0 .  96 3 3 9594 
0 . 3 08 7 1 6 7 7  
ANALYS I S  OF' VAR I ANCE 
sOuRCE 
SUM Of MEAN 
Of SQUARES SQUARE 
HODEL 1 0 . 11112309 3 1  0 . 1182309 3 1  
ERROR " 0 . 20221164 1 0 . 0505 7 1 60 
C TOTAL 5 0 . 684�9� 7 1  
ROOT MSE 0 . 224116 1 3  A-SQUARE 
DE P MEAN 3 : 2 1 7965 AO.J R - SQ 
c . v .  6 .  988 308 
- 2 . 27 1  
5 . 570 
VALUE 
9 . � 3 7  
0 . 7045 
0 . 6306 
T fOR HO : 
VAR I ABL£ Of 
I NT E RCE P 
I"ARAME T E R 
ES T I MAT E 








- 1 . 67 77110 3 1 1 . 58794849 
1 . 5 7 1 lf5262 0 . 50885240 
ANALYS I S  OF' VAR I ANCE 
SUI1 OF 11[AN 
Of SQUAR E S  SQUAR E 
1 0 . 48 1 5995 7 0 . 4 8 1 599� 7 
4 0 . 20 1 6 7 5 1 3  0 . 0504 1 90 3  
5 0 .  6832 7569 
ROOT MSE 0 . 22454 1 11  A- SQUAR E 
OE P MEAM 3 . 2 1 90 3 4  NJJ R · SQ c . v . 
VAA I A8LE O f  
I NT E RC E P  
Nt 
6 . 97�164 1 
PARAME T E R 
EST I MA T E 
- 1 . 6 7 3 1 0 7 94 
1 . 5 7029597 
PARAME TER EST I MATES 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
1 .  58555 1 3 3  
0 .  508011424 
- 1 . 05 7  
3 . 08 8  
F' VALUE: 
9 . 552 
0. 7048 
0 . 6 3 1 0  
T F'OR HO :  
PARAME T ER•O 
- 1 . 055 
3 . 09 1  






OE P M E AN 
c . v .  
VAit i A8LE O f  
SUM Of M[AN 
SQUARE S  SQUARE 
0 . 1 9 7 0 3 3 2 3  0 . 1 9 7 0 3 3 2 3  
0 .  006044005 0 . 00 1 5 1 1 0 0 1  
0 . 203077211 
0 . 0 3 88 7 1 6  R • SQUARE 
3 . 1 1 67 ADJ R • SQ 
1 . 21172011 
PARAME H R  
E S T  I MA T £  
PARAME T E R  E ST I MAT E S  
S T ANDARD 
E RROR 
I NT E RCE P 
A5 
- 0 . 0 1 244582 
1 . 0044031;9 
0 .  2 7 4 4 11 300 
0 . 08795709 
f VALUE 
1 30 .  3 99 
0 . 9 7 02 
o .  9628 
T fOR MO :  
,.ARAME T E Rz O 
-0 . 045 
1 1 . 11 1 9 
.... 08>f 
0 . 003 9  
PR08 > I l l  
0 . 09411 
0 . 00 3 9  
PROB>f 
0 . 005 1  
I"ROB > I l l  
0 . 08�7 
0 . 00 � 1  
PROB>f 
0 . 0366 
I"R08 > I l l  
0 . 3 5 0 3  
0 . 0 3 66 
PROB>f 
0 . 0 3 6 6  
PROB > I l l  
0 . 3508 
0 . 0 36 6  
PROB>f 
0 . 00 0 3  
PROB > I T I  
0". 9660 
0 . 000 3 
14 8 
DEP VAR I ABLE: C 
DEP VAR I ABL E :  C 
DE,. VAR IABLE : C 
DE,. VAR I ABLE : C 
DE P VAR I ABLE :  C 
N I OBRARA R I VER ( SEC. C2 ) 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUH o r  MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARE S SQUARE f VALUE 
MODEL 1 O. S 7 2 3 � 3 4 2  0 . �7 2 3 5 34 2  1 8 . 00 1  
ERROR 3 0 . 095 3856B 0 . 03 1 79523 
C TOTAL .. 0 . 66 7 7 39 1 0  
ROOT MSE 0. 1 18 3 1 22 R- SQUAR E  0 .  8572 
DE ,. MEM 3 . 3 1 26 4  ADJ R - SQ 0 . 8095 
c . v .  S . 382 7 8 1  
T f O R  HO : 
VAR I ABLE O r  
I NT ERCEP 
PARAM E T E R  
EST I MATE 
PAI<AMETER EST 1 MATES 
STMOAR O  
ERROR PARAME TER:O 
A1 
0 . 80706 3 1 3  
0 .  798 3 1 527 
0 . 59590957 
o .  1 B 8 1 �825 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
sUM or MEAN 
SOURCE O f  SQUARES SQUARE 
MOOEL 1 0 . 56 38 1 8 1 1 0. 5638 1 8 1 1  
ERROR l 0 . 1 520 7 � 1 9  0 . 05069 1 1 3 
C TOTAL " 0. 7 1 589 3 3 �  
ROOT MSE 0 . 225 1 482 R-SQUARE 
D E P  MEAM 3 . 2 1 4953 ADJ R - SQ 
c. v. 7 . 00 3 1 58 
1 . 354 
4 . 24 3  
f VALUE 
1 1 . 1 22 
0 . 7876 
0. 7 1 68 
'l' FOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE or 
I NTERCE P 
PARAMET E R 
E ST I MAT E  
PARAMETER EST I MAT E S  
STANDARD 
ERROR PARAM E T E R= O  
A2 
0. 728 1 2 8 1 1 
0 . 79234045 
o .  7524
.
3 3 2 1  
0 . 2 3 7 580�3 
ANALYS I S  Of VAR I ANCE 
SUM or MEAN 
SOURCE Of SQUARES SQUARE 
MODE L 1 0 . �2525956 0. 52525956 
ERROR 3 0 . 1 � 7 1 75116 0 . 0523 9 1 82 
C TOTAL 4 0. 68243502 
ROOT MSE 0 . 2288926 R- SQUARE 
OE P  MEAH 3 .  32 1 846 ADJ R - SQ 
c . v . 6. 890523 
0 . 968 
3 . 3 3 5  
f VALUE 
1 0 . 026 
0 .  7697 
0 . 6929 
T FOR HO : 
VAR I ABLE O f  
I N T E RC E P  
,.ARAME T ER 
EST I MA T E  




0 . 92 1 562110 
0 . 76476725 
0 .  7611911665 
0 . 211 1 53 1 6 5  
ANALYS I S  O r  VAR I ANCE 
SUM Or MEAN SOURCE or SQUARES SQUARE 
MODE L  1 0 . 525276110 0 . 525276110 
ERROR l 0 . 1 566 7423 0 . 05222474 
C TOTAL .. 0 . 68 1 95063 
ROOT MSE 0 . 228 5 2 1 3  R- SQUAR E 
DE P MEAM 3 . 322 391 ADJ R-SQ 
c . v . 6 . 8784 
i . 20 5  
3 . 1 66 
r VALUE 
1 0 . 058 
0. 7 70 3  
0 . 69 3 7  
T f O R  HO : VAR I ABLE o r  
I N T ERCE P 
PARAMET E R  
EST I MAT E 
PARAMETER EST I MA T E S  
STANDARD 
ERROR PARAME T E R= O 
A4 
SOURCE 
MODE L  
E RROR 
C TOTAL 
0 . 92206 8 3 9  
0 .  764 7 7950 
0 . 763 7259 7 
0 . 24 1 1 4622 
ANALYS I S  Of \fAR I AHC E  
SUM O f  MEAN 
or SQUARES SQUARE 
1 0. 7 1 2581125 0 .  7 1 258825 
3 0 . 001160 1 06 1  0 . 00 1 5 3 36 8 7  
4 0. 7 1 7 1 8 9 3 2  
ROOT M S E  0 . 039 1 62 3 2  R- SQUAR£ 
OE P MEAN 3 . 0 8 3 259 AO.J R - SQ 
c . v .  
VAR I ABLE O f  
I N T E RCE P  
AS 
1 . 270 1 6  
PARAM E T E R  
E ST I MA T E  
0 . 287� 3 1 1 5  
0 . 89076 1 89 
PARAMET E R  (ST I MA T £ 5  
STANDARD 
£ RROR 
0. 1 308 7 8 3 11  
0 . 04 1 32479 
1 . 20 7  
3 .  1 7 1  
F VALli£ 
11611 , 6211 
0 . 99 3 6 
0 . 99 1 4  
T fOR HO : 
PARAM E T E R=O 
2 . 1 9 7  
2 1 . 555 
PROB>r 
0 . 0240 
PROB > I T I 
0 . 2686 
0 . 0240 
PROB>f 
0 . 0&1&16 
PROS > I l l  
0 . 4046 
0 . 04116 
,.ROB>f 
0 . 0506 
PROS > I T I 
0 . 3 1 11 7  
0 . 0506 
PROB>r 
0 . 05011 
PROS > I T l 
0 . 3 1 3 8 
0 . 0504 
PROB> f 
0 . 0002 
PROB > I T I 
0 . 1 1 5 5  
0 . 0002 
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